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Preface

"Perspectives on:Public Job Cre tion"'is an anthology o papers
by academic and other experts in w ch the job creation pot tial of
a major'public jobs program is e.-1ored from a:diversity of view-.

li''

points. 'The twelve contributi authors were encouraged to adopt a
relatively freewheeiing approach to the issue in, order to el cit the
greatest poseibiehuMber of ideas, but they-Were also asked to,esti-
mate the employment impac of different apProaches to the problem of
creating public'obs, a result, some of the projects described
Or suggested in the 13: ere may not be feasibly undertaken at the
present,time for le : -1 or practical reasons (e.g., certain statutory
restrictions on-va e subsidies' for jobs in the private sector under
the Comprehensiv= Employment and Training Act of 1973 or certain rail-
road rehabilitation projects). Prime sponsors should, therefore, con-
sider the legais well as the practical feasibility of any projects
discUssed i this monograph. Nevertheless, the authors have identified-1°
a large n 1..er of potential'targets for job creation projects in a wide
range of ccupations and industries. There are several ideas discUssed
which culd be adapte to suit the needs and resources Of individual .

areas =nd which could )extremely useful to prime sponsors, who are
seek rig ways to implement new programslmtheir respective jurisdictions,.
Si e the contributing aut ors were encouraged to express their own
j dgments, interpretations or viewpoints stated'in this document do not
ecessarily represent the official position or policy of the Department

of Labor.
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Public Jobs for the Public Good

bq Nat Weinberg

..

Public service employment is usually thought of as a means to

provide work and incomes,for,the unemployed. Crucial though that

Purpose is, it overlooks the fact that public service employment en

and should help avoid the losses to society resulting from failure to

make constructive use of available labor time which, once dissipated

in idleness, can never be redovered.

WPA provides:an instructive lesson in this regard. It utilized

the abilities and .talents of the unemployed --whether to construct

buildings, roaag and bridges, or to write guidebooks, paint pictures,

stage' plays or to'develop new statistical series--to make enduring con-

tributions to the Nation's physical, cultural and intellectualwealth.

At the same time, of course, WPA helped to maintain the morale of those

,it employed, to preserve and improve their skills, and to provide them

'with incomes. ,

. /

'Although WPA never came near to providing jobs fbr all the unemployed,

it_ nevertheless did demonstrate that an attempt to use the abilities of

the jobless for society's benefit need not run up against the sharp numeri-

cal limits on job creation inherent in today's narrower concepc of public

service employment as essentially a means to supplement existiiLg public

functions. At its peak, WPA employed close to 3 1/2 million workers in -

i la b r force roughly three-fifths the size of today's, and, given suf-

'

ficie t'appropriations, could have provided useful employment for many

more.

Use of the abilities of the unemployed for socially desirable

purpogesmakes sense even from a crass economid standpoint. As a
society, we 'reject the notion that those without jobs should,be left

to fend for themselves. One way or another -- through unemployment

insurance, food stamps or welfare--we protect them (although often

inadequately) against starvation. Giving them work would mean gaining,

something'of value to offset the cost,otkeeping them alive. Ewen when

proViding the unemployed with workwoUld mean additional outlays for

capital equipment, supervision, wages, etc., the offsetting value of

their contributions, at the very least, would usually result in lower

net dollar costs than those of sustaining them in idleness. More

likely,,there would he 'a net gain; rather than merely a smaller net

cost. When less easily measurable costa of unemployment--increased

crime, deterioriation of morale and skilistifamily disruption, psycholo-

gical problems,, increased suicide rates, etc.--are taken into account,

a net gain seems certain.
AO-



Given the hardships and economic waste caused by unemploYment, a
humane and rational society would insist that the primary,goal of
economic policy should be stable full employmentdefined not in tetras
of a target unemployment rate but rather as Sir William Beveridge'

'.defined it in "Full Employment in a Free Society."' He wrote that full,
employment:

"means having always more vacant jobs than unemployed
mdn, not slightly fewer jobs. It means that the jobs
are at fair wages, of such a kind, and so-located thai
the unemployed men, can reasonably be expected to take
them; it means, by consequence, that the normal lag -

between losing one job and finding another will be '''
very short.1/

To put it another way, unemployment would be reduced to the minimal .
frictional level.

Unfortunately, during the 1960's and early 1970's; the U.S.
unemplvment rate has averaged,abopt 2 1/2 times as high As the weighted
average rate for 4he other industrialized democracies for which the
Bureau of Labor Statistics computes comparable figures. Despiite the
far greater vulnerability of, those other countries to fluctuationyin'
demand for their exports, none of them (except Canada, whose-unemploy-
ment rate is largely determined in the U.S.) has even approximated the
levels'to which U.S. unemployment has soared.

There is no immutable law that condemis us to such unemployment
levels. We know now that the level of unemployment is ajunction of
economic policy: Nevertheless, the history of U.S. rarIce for
unemployment suggests atJleast a strong probability that there will
be room and need for greater numbers of public service jobs for years
to come. With that as the outlook, it is not enough to think in terms
of merely peripheral and temporary public service employment programs
intended to take up the transitory slack in demand for laboi that might
be caused by unforeseeable and uncontrollable events. Instead, there
will be need-for massive, continuing programs which should be carefully
planned to yield the maximum possible social and economic benefittir.

1/ William H, Beveridge, Full Employment in a Free, Saaie.tV #
(New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1945), p. 18.
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f6 view of the magnitude1of the unemployment pro lem we.seem
likely to fade in the years ahead, the bulk of the publicly provided
jobs will have. to come from expanded and accelerated public works

progra and from the standard formof public tierviceemployment
'involving augmentation of existing public services.., Public-works
employment, although expensive per job diiectly created, offers some .

hope of further reducing the overall size of the'unemployment probleth

jilatL5')

through ifl indirect effects in atimuleting,the rials-sdpplying
and transportation-industries (although pant o " that stimulus will
result in more hours of work for those already employed ratherithan
recall or-hiring'cif additional workeT9), Th tandard type OfiubliC
service employment, although offering avast ilb c ation potential,

because of the widespread inadequacy 6 Ae ny public services, presents
the problem of the "revolving dour of "substitution" effect involving
the replacement Of regn4r,workers'by others financed out of funds I

made available under public, service employment programs. Jet-should
bepossible,however, to avoid orntinimize that effect.) - .

The inadequacies of public, services suggest ,t h*expansion Of
public service employment

shOuldmdt be regarded Primirily ad amere
stopgap to tak6 up temporary slack in the labormerket, but at a

o

permanent feature of oar eConfty. , That would be true'even.if the
)Private economy offered far more j&b opportunities than it'does now
or is likely to offer in the. future. There id nothing inherently more
virEgopA,,or valuable in $100 spent privately in night club than the
same aitoUnt spent publicly on.health or edgcation. A healthy compea-

1 tion between the-public and primiate sectors for a supply'of labor ,

insufficient to meet the full demands of both Would fulfill the first
of the cbftditions in the Beveridge definition of full employment.

The prospect of a heavy burden of unemployment in the years to

cgme afftrdsus an opportunity to experimentoona ly..escele with
new'forms of public services and new methods of delivering thei:
Inthe following'pnes.I will',attempt. first. to. describe some of.the
'kinds of services thatit:would beiuseful, to provide and tO-suggest

forms of organization that, could'he used tp,dellver them. The. t .

delivery systemis intended primarily as atmeans to'help. restO
the sensof community that seems rapidly` to be disappearing fr in
our society-to.replace°,atomization, loneliness and alienation, th

the'warm and close Voreds.that unite neighbors when they havejr quent
occasion to"meet and to. loin in activitie of common interest. In

Adition,will .attempt to deaLwith som of the practiCal_vroblems
that would be encountered in conduCiting t e kinds of activities I

propose. ' .
. )

.
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New Kinds of Services

The word "new" in the heading of thisection is to some degree ..

an exaggeration. As I PrepAred to write thiti paper I was amazed to , .

discover-h6wmany of the kinds of services I had.in mind were already
being-Provided in scatteke localities across the North American. r'
continent, under the CETA pr gram, the Canadian Local initiative
Program (LIP), or by private; voluntary organizations. At th risk
.qf being accused of reinventin thC wheel, I will, nevertheles , ,\.

. include services already being urnished in one way or anothex its
. the hope that something new an useful will,be found in my .conception

of them. .

1
..By way of further preface to the description-of theNaervices .

themselves, three additional points should be*noted. The first ii'that
4Pnumber of the activities suggested call",for ayide"-ranfge ori011s.
or example, drama requires(orl i some:cases, may require) not only
actors but also musicians, costume designers, set designers,,stige1
carpenters, stage electricians, etc. In many-cases, the nature of the
skills' auxiliary to the. primary activity Grill be obvious andNIiwitil not
lotherto identify there. In some instances, where it would not be
(iFfficient to employ a person with a given skjll to Service a single t

A group (e.g., a drama group), economies of scale may home into play
when a community center is established to serve a network of the
neighborld centers propowed below.

./., .

The second prefatory point is.that many of the. activities should
include significant training components for.those involved in4both
the primary activity and the suPposting work. rot those already

..

trained to perform their' respective factions,exisfing skills shOuld
be

Preserved and polished.
.,

.

.The third point is that the activities suggested, with very-feW
exceptions, are highlylabor'intensive,thus enptatiOg a high ratio ,.

' of jobs to expenditures., Toput it.anOther way;- outlays for equipment
and materials per job createdorwbuld be relatively small.

. ,1'
8 The list.of useful public. services that'could be provided but are

, presently lacking probably could be xtended far'bexond thoSe mentioned
in this paper. TWA& that are mentioned, 'therefore; should'be consi-

-

dered as'illustrative. Their.recital probably will bring many others
to mind.

CY
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'SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY

i.' C. _.

With tine disappearance of the extended family,
.

advancing age has
become a tragic experience for many with-alert and active minds but .

enfeebled b&dieb. Many of thcfse facing the thrvat:of terminal exile
to nursing homes would be far happier if it were made pqssible for.them

to live out their lives, eve if alone, in their accustomed surroundings,
in their awn homes, th theii'own familiar possessions, and, to the
exkeni they are ph ically. hie, to keep uptheir ties with. friends,
neighbors and relat Ves. e preference for.staying put, for avoiding
the trauma of u ooting involved in transfer to a nursing.heme,'is pro-
bably strong ev when'the latter is of high quality. ,,,,The fact`that

many nursing ho es are abominations is an Eleditionalgnd compelling
reason for mini izing the number' of such transfers. This would make
it easiei to,enforcb standards of humane conditions and treatment in
nursing homes and to shut down permanently those institutions unable
or unwillingto_zoftform to such standards. w.

0

, 1. Pro vision of, a few 'simple and relatively ine*enside services would
jpakeit possi leqo a high proportion of the aged to remain where *ley'
are as'lopg a t:1 43 retain some minimum of physical vitality. The kinds_

of services required would varylyith the physical state of the persons
to be.served.'Soie could get bAwith mobility assi's'tance. If a cai.
or a minibus Came by their homes to pick them up once or twice a week,
they could be taken inlgroUps torshopping centers to replenish their
larders and make other Necessaryrpurchases. 'Group rides could also be
provided to take them to'recreational activities or events, although,
because.of differences In taste , the groups for this purpose might

,be composed ofdifferr n tions of individuals than the shopping
groUps. In some cases (e. g. , _re a single me cal cdnter serves ,/--

many of the aged), it khdluld b possible to .ithddule.appeintments so

as toprovide group rids for. alt care purposes. Where group rid-

ing is impractical (e.g,,, for i to the individual's own, non-
instttutional doctor, dentist awyer), a special dial-a-ride system
could be Provided for the aged. ,

I

.

Vor those whom even a ride weUld weary unduly (and also as a
possible alternative to group ruing for shopping purposes),.mcbile,
shopping centers could be created. These would take tile form of

trucks- stocked carefully with the.kinds of foods and. of essentials
.tat the aged buyregularly, pith attention paid to ethnic antes

Along the routes covered bhe trucks. Alternatively,- the trucks
could carry packages of foods and other items made up inpccordance
with telephone, orders placed, prior to scheduled deadline's, by those
along the truck's/ioutew. The routes could be varied day by day so
that the sae truck could serve several neighborhods in the course
of a werk.

A.
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tC'' Some of the aged wpo'are otherwis. able to take care of themselves
'are too feeble Or too laCking in deOt for foodlto cook wholesome,
balanded deals for elle vee:79,zt se,'d'central kitchen could'

.

prepare ward meals to be' elivered to their homes by car or truck.
The meals could bepackaged po that,they could be kept.warm on stoves
or in ovens until mealtime.f.ihere the -nature-6f' the meals hermits
tewatming without deteriorationof nutritive value or taste,1:several
days' meals could be provided at g.time, qua minimizing the numher of, .

:
7 trips required to be made by. the del!very vehicle. :

..-

4.

Some of the aged who are too enfeebled to clean their dwellings
-N,

effectively could be provided with housekeeping help. .Teams-ol house-.
keepers (about which more will be said in cwnictiOn with servfdesfor
working parents) could visit their homes-or apartments at intervals .

(perhaps once or twice la week). to clean and straighten up for them.
I , t

Aged individual living alone may encounter two other problems
for which assistance cod1d be provided. The first is loneliness.'
The second is danger of a traumatic Svent--e4., a heart sttickii:a
stroke, or a household accVentl-thatdight go unnoticed becepte it, ;

prevented thedfrom calling for help. Such per4es.cogld bejigerved by
teams of individuals organized to telephone elderly peibons
alone .sti.,frequent intervals to talk with-them:where lonelfness
problenOtand, in'any event,,tb'make sure thanoo mishap hAp befallen
them or, if one has, to send help.' l'hp, persons making the4alls-&kuld
also routinely inquire whether there were any special shopp ng i other
needs of a kind,not likely to be filled, by the meanSsuggeS ed above,
e.g., to-renew a medical prescription and td have it deli re4 or to--,

. make a special trip fo,the doctor. Arrangementsecould then'bemade to
fill such needs.

.)_
1

Staffing. Needs
,

. Tpe employdent created by the above-described.services would
include lobs for passengeiCar and truck driirers;, clerks to schedule.
rides-and deliveries and to receive and arrange for filling,orders for
'food and other needs;_persons tp take inventory on and restock the
mobile shopping centers;'sales clerks to fill orders and to take pay-
ment on such mobile ?enters and other vehicles involved in the deltvery
of warm meals, cooks and other kitchen workers to prepare suchmeels;
members of th

k
phone-callineteams. In addition, qualified supervisbrs

would be need OT ossaniie the services,' to develdp systems for their
effective integration and.coordination (e.g., to avoid,several-car
trips 'there one Would suffice). and to train' thobp-erigaged in providing
the services. Alt example, those charged with phoqing the elderly
would hale' to be carefully trained td. carry on "loneliness" phone Celli-
in a friendly and helpf4 way, to make efficient'use.o their time by
avoiding undue prolongation of such calls, to. judge w ebber.a request
formpecial shopping or Other help warranted action etc.

(

6
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Given the costs of 9,ursing homecare, it seems almost certain that

the savings the.above-de-scrlbed services would make available by reduc-

... 411g the need for.institutionalization would far outweigh the costs of

proViding the services. Wheth t.,9r not that conclusion is correct

could be determined, subject to a reasonable margin of error, by

carefully estimating the cost "f the services and comparing them with
, .,

nursing home charges. /

-
.

.Ev n n the unlikely event -that such calculations show'thdt insti -.

tution re isiltss expensive, piovision.of the services would_still

be?Igorth ile.as a means of avoiding the immeasurable psychologlkal costs

of institutionalization.
-,

.

,

The capital costs.involved would.be minimal. There need be:no'
initial outlay for the cars involved if, arrangements fare made to com-
pensate the drivers (in,addition to their pay). on a reasonable. mileage

basis for
as

of their own cars: ,Relatively few-trucks would be needed

ato serve s mobire shopping center's and for delivery of meals for large

numbers,of the aged., The ratio of trucks to numbers.served would be

sharply reduc,e4 in high-population-density neighborhoods with heavy

concentrations of the elderly. If food and other Items were sold by

the mobile shopping centers Av,prevailing retail prices,' a revolving

.._.__

fund equal to.the cost of the initial inventory might well turn 0 t to

permanently sufficient. Such a'fund would haVe to be supplemente only

to the extent, if any, that costs of space forwarehouspg merchandise,
truck depreciation, and personnel exceeded the Wholesale cost of the

initial inventpfy plus the profit margins included in prevailing

retail prices. (Increases in prices at the wholesale level should -be
.

compensatle for wholly or largely
,

by incr ses it prevailing retail

prices.) The need for supplementation mig t be avoided if arrangements

''- .could be made for direct purchdSe of some i ems_from the producers.

Prepared meals should be supplied at prices'equal to either the whole-

sale costs of food plus preparation' costs or the retail prices of the

foodS involved plus costs for fuel, ftc., that would be incurred if

the meals were prepared in the home. .

Building space would be needed for some of-the services- -for

warehousing merchandise to supply the trucks, forfille-kitchens 'used

in'preparing meals, for the teams of phone-caller 1rWc. In some cases,

however, space might be available without cost in unused or underutilized

public facilities. For example, recent sharp deCreases in birth rates,

plus 'declining populations in central cities, may make space available

in school buildings. /NOTE: What has been. said here regarding building

space applies to space for certain of the other services described

below and will not be repeated in connection with them./7(
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Possible Resistance

Private businesses, that perceive certain of the 'services described
above as competitive with their own enterprises would probably resist
these prostates:. Supermarkets and other stores might oppose the mobile
ahOpping centers and the sale of warm meals; taxi owners and drivers
might react simllarly to the personal mobility services, etc. Such
opposition lOght be diminished'Sogewhat if it were stressed that the
market for those services would not be available at all if those served
were immured in nursing homes. Private landlords and builders, on the
other hand, might welcome the services, and thus help to offset

.,opposition from other quarters, if persuaded that less utilization of
nursing homes would increase total demand for dwelling units. With a
groWing proportion of the population in the upper age brackets; this
could be a significant factor in demand for housing.

Prospects for Permanence

We all face the possibility,of living to an'lge at which ,Wewill
no longer be fully able to take care of our own, needs. Many younger
people, meanwhile, are already carrying or may soon be compelled to
carry the burden of intolerably high-nursing home costs for their
parents. If experience with theabove-described services were to

8demonstrate, as I am convinced it would, that the shock of institutidna-
lization could be avoided for a significant proportion of the aged,
that alone would tend to make permanent maintenance, of those services
out of tax revenues widely popular. If, &addition, experience
should show, as I believe it would, that these services would reilUCe

. the private and social costs of caring for the aged, as compare'd-tO
the costs of institutionalization, it would seem almost certain that
there would be widespread and enthusiastic support,for the permanent
provision'of the kinds of services propoded.

SERVICES FOR THE DISABLED

The same range of service6 proposed for the elderly (plus some
additions described below) would be applicable to the temporarily and
'permanently disabled, although needs for specific services would tend
to vary among individuals,, depending upon the nature and extent of
their respective disabilities:

If a system were established to provide those services for the
elderly, it would be a relatively simple matter to include the disabled
as part of the client population. Similarly, additional services needed
primarily by the disabled, could be extended to those aged persons who
have disabilities that qualify them for such services.

8



The disabled, in some cases, would need visiting nurses, registered

or practical or both.. It additiou4 some who live alone would need daily .

visits by someone able to prepare meals,and perform other household

chores, rather than the weekly or twice-a-week visits of housekeeper

teams iropose'd ior.the elderly.

The lives of the blind could be enriched by the services of people

who would direct them to facilities where they could learn braille,

obtain "talking books," learn to Uecome mobile with the aid of leader

.
dogs,etc. Delivery of braille literature and talking books cOuld'be

provided for the i bile blind. Similar referral services could be

proVided for the de =;

II.11

-Prospects for Permanence

The,visiting services for the disabled described above probably
would be lesi expensive than institutional care; Once these'lower
costs had been demonstrated, it might be possible to obtain.permanent
public financing for such activities. The, special services proposed

for the blind and the deaf might be financed on a permanent basis by

the private, voluntary organizations that already meet many of their

needs, out of public revenues or by a combination of both,

SERVICES FOR WORKING PARENTS

The need for certain services for working mothers, whether or not

they are heads of households, is widely recognized, though far from

'adequately met. A widowed, separated, or divorced father responsible
for maintaining a home and caring for young children has the same

needs for help as a working mother. Some of these services are alao

needed in families'in which all the adults work or attend full-time\

school.

The need for a vast expansion of high-quality and low-cost child

care facilities ("Day care" is a misnRmer because, in many cases, pro-

vision must be made for children before dawn and after dusk and, in

some situations, around the clock.) is too obvious to require discussion
here. A very sizable number of permanent jobs would be created by such

an expansion both for yell-trained child care experts and for aides`

who could operate under their supervision with little or no training.
However, the-latter could be given opportunities for training that could

lead to upgrading. In fact, if both quality standards and quantitative

needs ara to be met within a reasonable time, there would be vast

opportunitieS for upgrading.

9



Because of the traditiohal mores-of our society, the working
.mother, even if her husband is present in the hone,,usually bears an
unfair and intolerably heavy burden. She is expected,/besides putting,
in her stint on the job, to spend many additiopal.hodradoing the
family's shopping, attending to her children's and he husband's needs,
keeping the home clean and neat, etc: For Many Women the combination
of job and home responsibilities acts as a strong deterrent to labor
force participation. In a,full'emploYment economy'(Which hopefully we
will some dayAiive), their absence from the labor market would mean a
serious loss 00potential output.

Under present conditions, the hiring of household help is not a
realistic possibility_ for most women discouraged from taking jobs by
the burden of their family responsibilities.,'Yhe low pay and low

.

status attached to such work and the fact that it is often done'under
' degrading conditions tends.to limit the supply of persons willing to

undertake it except in times of severe recession.

There would almost certainly be a net gain to society if'paid
household work were raelonalized, thu8'making it more efficient; if
the workers involved were given steady employment,under dignified
conditions; and if the wage's were sufficiently high so'that the
combination of monetary renumeration and improved dignity and status

.

would attract more workers 11W-the field.x The gain-would flow from
two sources: on the one hand,'useful services would"be obtained from
persons who would otherwise have to be supported in idleness; on the
other hand, the ready availability of such services would encourage
increased participation of women in the labor force, thus increasing°
total output.

The ways in
V-

which household work might t'e rationalized can pro--
bably be determined only by experimentation with various methods.
What follows, therefore, does not pretend to be a definitive solution,
but rather one approach that might be wdrth testing.

The household workers could be organized into teams consisting,
for example, of one person who would-db 1.1ch chores as sweeping,
dusting, mopping, etc., another who would do the laundry, make the
beds, change the bed linen periodically, and generally straighten
up; a third could do the dishes and, in accordance with written
instructions left by the homemaker, prepare a simple evening meal
(elaborate, time-consuming recipes would have to be ruled out) and
put it on the stove ready for cooking. (If the Stove had a timer,
it could be set to have the meal cooked at the desired time.) In
addition, one member of the team could pick up a shopping list left
by the housewife and deposit it at a central location from where it
would be taken, together with sitilar orders from other families to
be filled at the appropriate Store or stores. (Di count arrangements
might become available based upon the volume of sales involve 04) Th71

10



team would deliver the orders as it arrived at the homes. (T have left

open the frequency of the teams' visits ro each home they would serve;

it might be weekly or twice a week.)

The team members would have steady employment, regular assignmentS,
And the same supervisors from week to week--unlike present domestic
dayworkers, whose employment is irregular and uncertain and may involve
a large number of constantly- changing and unfamiliar employers and
homes. .Their roles would become much like those of field workers for
a regular business establishment (e.g., workers who install and repair

telephones or houseinIld appliances), except that they would have,regular

routes. It seems reasonable to expect that, in time, they would be,

accorded a status in the eyes of their neighbors comparablqtoquch
workers.

Initially, and particularly while unemployment remains High, the
household help services should be made available without charge,to
all families with children i& which all the able - bodied adults work or

attend school full-time. This would permit the operation to be con -

ducted on a scale which would make meaningful experimentation possible.
The net cost would be relatively small,-since most of the workers

involved would otherwise be receiving unemployment compensation or
some other form of income maintenance. Later, and particularly if
unemployment were sharply reduced so that there were competing demands

for the workers involved, further experimentation might be conducted to

determine the size of the fees that typical families might be willing

to pay folitthese services. Fees might be graduated on the basis of

family income. - ti

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS

We seem, as a people, to be becoming increasingly isolated from

each other. Neighborhoods, in the sense of areas.in whiih individuals

numbers-'ofinto repeated contact with large numbers'f their fellows and

join togethe in a variety of activities, have largely disappeared.
The reasonsoked notbe explored hAre, but the results seem to include

widespread loneliness and a feeling by many people that something is

missing from their lives.

Whether or ndt the sense of neighborlirw4s can be deliberately

recreated is open to question,. But it is worth trying.

One possibility, might be the establishment of neighborhood centers

which would draw people to them for a wide variety of purposes- -

educational, cultural, recreational, and for various kinds of services

and counselling--while/at the, same time providing them with facilities

and.Outlets for their/hobbies, interests, and talents. There seems to

be no good reason why people should be required to go off in different

directions for each of these separate purposes, encountering different

individuals in each locale and establishing genuine personal ties with

none of them.

11
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purpose it is nollOresary to blueprint the nature
ters-down t. thelast del- What is needed first is

uldcida a and straieg ally-located 1,..1.1.1ing 'Space. Preferably, it
, shotild be near a a ,pping denter-OrotherfaCility'that draws large

numbers,of neighb hood people to/it forother,purposes; (This factor
t- .cotild be'ignore in a high- popukation- density urban neighborhood.)

sib'le to find the needed space in an unused or under-
iC''building. ,

Idea ly,'a variety of government facilities that serve large
nicnbers of he'neighborhood%s residents should be housed An the same
buildi g or in adjacent or near -by buildings. This could include,
for = ample, the post-office and the unemploydent compensation,
emp oyment service, welfare and food stamp offices. 'Perhaps, if the
n- ghborhood centers concept takes hold, public buildings in the future
0.11 bajesigned.to/house under one roof all facilities serving the

/public In'the neighborhood, while providing'spsce for the.centers.
/ If, as suggested below, the center included counselling. aid referral

services, time and travel for the'loCal residents would be minimized,
by having relevant government offices in the same-building,

..,-

Thespace, obviously, shouldbe large enough to.house the full
-range Of activities that are contemplated for the center and should be
suitable for adaptation to them. Those activities should be. designed,
to appeal to people of all ages, races and classes-in the neighborhood
to be served. If poss ble, thergisho%ld be adjacent outdoorspace in

slxiliich Childrevrand pos ibly adults as well--could engage in otitdoor:
games and Sports.. AP ,

6
.

.

..

The r9embers.of the staff respbnsible for conducting each of the
activities should'bedrawndtrom among the unemployed, !hey need not -:' .

Tn'all cases be professionals in:their respective fields--although
professiodals should by, no means be,excluded. They could be hobbyists,
provided they are knowledgeable, reasonably skilled, and able to :
COmMuni'Cate their knowledge and.skills to others.. The centers' regular
Staffa could be augmented by teachers from Community colleges ho could
condlot regular classes on the centers4, premises in any subjeIt in
derogrfd .by a sufficiently lame number of those in the neighborhood'.
(rt',4,10t1X414,be, uhderstood that payments made by all the centers in the
Ortet. fOr'the service& of such ters would be pooled by the.

'Cot 'add qualified unemployed teachers to its staff.) In cases .
..-,

*4 gle center could rake, full tine use of a staff metber, his ,
"C'erS could be shared by severWcepters in the same
he"or she might also be employed by (or operate- ont of) '.

btAr of the type to be described below. In other cases,
ei might be paid on an hourly basis for time actually

It might, po
utilzed pub

12
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liefore the staff is hired, the neighborhood should be circularized
and canvassed to determinethe kinds of activities in- which there might

be substantial interest. On the .basis of the canvass, the staff to be
recruited froM'among the unemployed might include persons able to-teach
English to foreign residents; to -teach foreign languages; tiloo lead

band, a chorus, a dance group-or a theatrical group; to teach creative
-,writiAg,drawing, painting, printmaking, sculpture, textile dyeing and
printing, phOtography, woodworking, dressmaking,.and other arts and

crafts; to run a movie projector for the showing of films that Mild
be obtained free or inexpensively; to direct-athletic activities or
calisthdhics, etc. 2/ The range of possibilities is almost endless.

The neighborhood center-should also, to the maximum extent possible,

be the focal point fora variety of public and private services used by
the neighborhood's residents. Unless and until the centers are housed,
ag suggested above, in the same bUilding with a Variety of governtent
offices serving the public, the same purses might be .accomplished in

part by other means. For example,Nthe center might include the
equivalent of the kind of small-town limited service post-office Xhat
often occupies a corner of a store and is...operated by the,Manager or

the owner pf the store as.an auxiliary function (e.g: a member Of the

canter's staff primarily responsible for other.dutips could Nindle
tequests.Idtpastal:services4 as they were'made). Similarly, the
unemployirienf-compensation, employment'service, food stamp; welfare

offices ", etc. could, if there were sufficient need:, assign members of

, their respective staffs to work in the centars'Alternatively,'some
membera,Of the center's staff having other duties could be trained to

serve part(time as agents of such offices. In thatcase, theyhould
receive an appropriate part of their pay from the agencies involved,

If the nature of the facilities makes it'feasible, theneighbor-

hood child care center,,could,also be located on the premises of the

center. In addition, krivate-oluntary'organizatiOns Of various types
might find it useful, and should be'encouraged to assign .members of
thqir respective staffsr to workepart- or fuil7time irethe centers.

It should be obvious that, aside from conveniel to the
.

neighborhood's residents,: a major purpose of having oervices available

.
at the, center is to attract people to it,.thus' enabling them to

,'
familiarize themselves with the activities it provides, with a view

to involving them in such activities.

. ,

2/ If there is a heavy concentrationof a partiCular,ethnic group
in the neighborhood,.it.would be well (particularly,if there' are' to .be

musical, choral, dance or, dramatic actiVities)to seek, out staff members

to.leed those activities who are faMiliar with"the culture of'the

ethnic homeland. -

13
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Toward the same end, the center should also be open for use as
the local meeting plane ofsocial,.fraternal and other organizations
to which the neighborhood's residents may belong. Sidilarly,apace
should be made.available for ad hoc recreational activities such as
bridge, chess and checker games, etc.

In addition, the' neighborhood should be informed at frequent*.
intervals (perhaps weekly) of activities at the center. This could
be done through posters, circulars, the local newspapers, radio, TV,
etc. The residents should be.invited to attend plays, musical-events,
sports,events, arts and crafts exhibits, etc., generated by their
'neighbors through use of the center's facilities.

Each center should include on its staff at least one person able
to provide counselling and referral service to persons requiring
assistance with personal and family problems. If the neighborhood is
bone in which large numbers of persons are more fluent in a foreign
language than in English, the counsellor should be able to speak that
language.' The counsellor should be recruited from among the unemployed.
and, if no trained person is'available, should be given the necessary
training.

Some*activities originating at the..center would ot be conducted
on its premises. For example, the people participat g in the center's
activities might decide to beautify the ng,ighborhoo . (This is one
type of activity that might,be pursued' through neighborhood organiza-
tion for self-help discussed.balow.) Groups might be.ofganized to .,
plant trees along certain streets. Other groups, working under the
.direction of artists, might decide to decorate the neighborhood school

.or to paint murals on the blank walls of! neighborhood buildings. A
band organized in the neighborhood center might agrer 'usic
in the neighborhood park on summer evenings. He.- ft,

variety Of projects could be initiated by,pt--(q. M ati, the
center'., ivities,

_eighborhood centers would serve also a focal points for
neighborhood self-help organizations, to be discussed below.

It seems likely that some subsidy might'be required in addition
to, any fees that could reasonably be charged. (This is also true of
public child care centers.) But the social ains, indicated above,
could well offset the cost of the,Subsidies. In that case, the
publielnight decide to make the service available on a permanent basis
even after unemployment had receded substantially.

Retiree Centerst

Retiree centers providing essentially thelleame range ofactivitiea
and services pioposed above for the neightlerhood centers have proven
their value and, in many cases, have beep's0ecessful in attracting
large numbers'of older persons.



Questions can be raised, .however, about the desirability for
either group of isolating the elderly from younger persons. Moreover,
economies of scale would make it possible to provide a wider range of
activities and services for both groupp if the retiree centers operated
as part of the neighborhood centers. Some activities and services at °
each neighborboqd center should be designed specifically for the
retirees (e.g.,_ Pre-retirement counselling and assistance with Social
Security and Medicare problems), but. the latter should have the fullest'
practicable access'to services available at the centers.

,In.additiOn, the centers could serve as the focal points for the
special services for the elderly proposed above.

.1

Prospects for Permanence

The establishment of neighborhood centers should not, in my
opinion, be visualized as a temporary programAlesigned solely to provide
work for the unemployed. Under present conditions, initial recruitment
of staff for the centers should be focused on the unemployed-=but the
=centers, if they prove ap valuable and successful as I expect, would
undoubtedly create a demand fot their continuance. The amount of tax
revenues required to support then would be relatively small. To some
extent,.the centers would involVe, not additional expenditures, but
a eorganization of recreational and cu
types of services already supported by
neighborhoods where unemployment is esp
requirements for daytime activities we
ihates.

tural activities and certain
ublic funds. In addition, in
cially severe, the center -t-ff.

!iminsh as unemployment

COMMUNITY ARTS CENTER

Thearts and crafts activities proposed abOVe for the neighborhood
centers are intended to enable people to pursue their interests and
improve their skills, as well as to generate local recreational' events,
regardless of the level of talent of the individuals participating.

Every community has its quota of genuinely talented unemployed and
underemployed artists in,a variety of fields. Initially, the latter
group should, be employed, as IPA employed them, to put their talents ,to

public use. Later, the same approach can be used to employ those
whose talent is discovered, and deyeloped in the neighborhood centers:

Communities of sufficient size could accommodate a community arts
, center embracing the full range of arts and crafts for which capable
jobless persons are available. They should be employed primarily to
apply their skill's -to stage plays and musical events to decorate
public buildings, to do creative writing--and should 4e provided space
and facilities '(e.g., presently-closed movie house to serve as theaters)
and.equipment to practice their art. In addition, however, they could
be drawn on, part time, to serve the .neighborhood centers.

4
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The community arts )pentdi,...should alsip.o arrange. for interchange of
theatrical and similar events an arts aiid crafts exhibits among the

tneighborhood centers wtidipm the ommunity (e,g., a play staged by
neighborhood, center A .could be routed to-centers B, C ,

..11 p.

,,Such interchanges w601,0 be particularly valuable in communities .../

whefe separate neighborhoods have different racial and ethnic
.

.

. ,

characteristics. Ethnic prbde deservaNencouragement but the cultivation
of respect for other.Oultures is.at.least equally important. To the
extent that there is adistinctively American culture, it consists in
1.,rge part of't conglomeration of features drawn from the separate
cVltures represented among, our people., The fUrther development, and
enrichment of American culture would be stimulated by the kinds of
ifiterchanges proposed. N.

,

t

...---:

The community`arts.center shoUld also. be charged with the ,.,

respons\i-bility for identifying particularly talented individuals and
groups' emerging'in the neighborhood-centers. It-could encourage their

, . development an mfke their, talents available to a widet audience -by
'arranging community:fwide events and exhibitset which such:individuals
_could perform or display and, i9.4ome cases sell, their work.%This ,

could be done throdgh commuqty-wide contests j gad by panels of
experts, but.it also could'be done lese'formally.

is- I
The separate community arts centers could be tieclinto State.,

regional and national networks as proposed below. 'r. 4

As in the case of the neighbOrhood centers, I visualize the
community arts cen rs, not as temporary expedients to.help sop up,
unemployment, but 6 permanent.features,of our society. To achieve
that status, of lire, they would -have o demonstrate their value.

(
f,

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS ..,
i

The existence of neighborhood centers would facifitiete, (in fact
might lead to) spontaneous generation of organizations of/neighbors
to deal with their common problems. Such organization cc:Add be
directed toward an almost endless loriety of purposes. One such purpose,
neighborho44od beautification, has already been mentioned. Other possi-,-

i

11

bilities .include creation ofjo t buying groups (e.g., to purchase
produce directly from farmers) nd even cooperetive stores, formation
of a neighborffood credit-union, lobbying to bring the needs of the
neighborhood (from a new traffic light to a new school building).
-.forcefully to the attention of the local authorities, volunteer working
'groups to rehalyilitate deterioratint-homes and other, buildings in the
neighborhood, groups to visit and provide needed help to sick neighbors, C

joint travel groups to obtain cut rate fares, etc. However small qr
ambitious the project, it would contribute to some degree to restoring
the concept of neighborliness, with-all its connotations of mutual

- help and interlocking networks of friends. J
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4.
TrfillipgICOMMtnity Org fzerp-ind Pttters '

I.
-"While aelf-help gioup m4ht sPrini'from'the initiative of peOple

participating lb the neighborhood'kepcere!/ectvitiee; imaginative alto 1,4
able-communityprOnizers could help4o,bang targer numbers of such --- .

groups int47hei ,coVering a.widtt:ranie of aCepOities, anal coup help )

thin become yore effective in ach ing their,ende. . .

- ,

r;
I

1 Moreover, management, of the nterethemSelVes well requkre many Ai

1 of the skills f well-triined community organizers: Ether tile manager
of each neighb'rhood center should be a trained-2;r ex0erienced Community- _
orginiW or th- center shouldhave,suoh, an organizer as a n'mber Of its
staff. _

The basic sap4ilities and 4,eronal qualities thataake for
, efftictii,/e coMinuAitybiganirs-are undoubtedly latent in- many, of the '

unemployed. bemand,fo(r greatlycy*asedAmbers of_community organi-
zer's would be o.reateciby a deaosion to establish a nat&onal network of
tieighborhood'centers'and community arts centers. ",,,';'-',/

I ,

Thus, a need would arise for training centereto:develop Community"
organizers. -In time, the need Wouleprobably also arise to train comr
munity org nizers in'certain,specializations. /For example, a signifi-

cant nuMbe 9f neighborhOod centers might want)to develtp cooperatives
tores or edit unions. The chances for their ventures to succeed

w uldi)e greatly enhanced if they started on a sound footing, based
upon, expert advice given them by_persons equipped/With Specialized
AmdWledge in thos fields. A combination of suchilhowledge with the
skills of a camuun ty organiZer would increase the likelihood that
the advice given wo d be heeded. '

Since demand'for e services of specialists in any one community
is likely to be limited, they Would have to operate out of and be
routed by the State, regional or national bodies proposed below.

k

STATE,-REGIONAL AND
NATIONAL ORGAItZATIONS ,----

Ol

nv

4

Each neighborhood center'and' community artscentA should be able,
to prOfit from the experience of others, but since there- is very little
exPerience to build on thus far, the centers would have-to feel their
way and mistakes undoubtedly would be made., Mistalws could be minimized,
however, if the centers-were linked in mutually supporting and reinforc-
ing networks. The networks could be eskablished at the State, national

T7iRci regional levels, each with its own headquarters.

17
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_The Headquart4 would serve, among otherthings, as -clearing- *.

houses foiexchanges of experiences.: They could hold peri4dic,
carifully-piepage conferences' of the sadeers of the neighborhood and
communipy. arts centers, they cold issue041A 4ations,,athey could .,

( respond to inquirie6 and requestsfor spEctalizedor'other-assistanee
. .

.

addressed to them by the Oighborhdod and community ''..entetsT They
could also reinforce the efforts of the copmuoity arts centers to
encourage phe development of talent by routing outstanding local per-
foriers earts and crafts exhibits within their respective jOis-
iCleions. .4

/
Antenthl Problemsr.

2 .

e
A number of Tract cal problemq are certafn to be raised'in

cowl ction -with the fo?goilig prop4sals.
, All of them \cannot be,,,

at p ed, but a feAof'the foresqeable ones ate discussed be/1.6w.
.t.

--.... . \ ,
,

,- WAGE RATES
(

In vigw,of"the.midespread tendency to view the victims of)

-,

unemployment as in someway responsible fOr their own'pltghp, -it
k probably will be urged that unemployed pei'sons hired-to perfotmther

functions out1ined4Cove should be paid less than prevailing wage
rates 3/ for the wor they,would c'lled upon to do. In further
1-11)1Port of that posi ion, the ar ument woulq,be advanced that wage
rates below the pre iling leve would provide'an "incentive" for the

f

individuals involved to take private employment.
- t

That position makes neither moral nor practical sense. To pay
anyone less than the established value of the work done islto cheat
the employee. The government has no more right to do that thail any
private employer and the' government, in addition, has an obligation,
which it has acknowledged in a number%of ways, to encourage and

'mai tain fair labor standards 'rather /than to undermine them.

\ Moreover,there is no inherent superiority of private over public
loyment. Threfore, why try to drive people from the latter to the

6"-- because it as intended, lb suming they prove
former? To be particularly seness in the Case of the
activities pr

6

- 3/ It should he understood that the phrases "previiling'wage
rates" and "prevailing wages," as usedliere, are intended to cover
the range and levels'of fringe benefits usually, provided as well as
wage rates a such.



vapoL to continue'theM/on a permanent basis. Payment of less thc
prevai ingwages,would cause disruptive turnover of personnel, thug
under ning the efficiency of the programs and lessening,their
,possi ilitiga-for success. Ekperiments to determine whether. the
prOgralis shatilA be 'continupa'wopld therefore' bye inconclusiVe becauger---'
if ipd when they failed, it-wdUld be 9rposgible to say. whether
was due td turnover (0414)wdUId be. most leCely to (lvcilVe jihe

departure of,the4gersonnel with' the greatest cap.abirities)i)r,ta the

inherent defectsoftfie s.'.

Payment of prevailing wage rats would also mi mize the danger
.

of conflict with unions representing-workers enga d in work similar

to the'typpsTroposed. Avoidance of such canfl t would be, important J

to ensure the dest possible public -acceOhn and, suPpott for the

p posed progr In the case of$the,neig orhood centers, many of

wh se clients would' be drawn from uniOniied occ9pa tonal Ynd income,,
groups., conflidts with unions could be particul.arly dam.ggiAg tp

effortglko gain maximum participation in the dence s activities.

AUXILIARY SERVICES

TO the maximum extenupossible-, all work arising out the proposed
PrograMs should be perforMed by unemployed persons hired for that
purpose. This would include, fot example lateritions to and
ecorating of the premises tobe used for the neighborhood centers&
re, too, conflict w th unions could arise which should be avoided if4

p ssible. Genera/ly unions will tend to be sympathetic to programs
i tended to employ ose witAbut jobs; however; there could be problems
in exceptional,- -s which might be,ased if anproachet.Were made in
advance to the top natlonal echelongof-fhe unions, where a.broadex
vieti, is more likely to be taken. Special arrangements might be made

someome cases to treat the workers actually performing the work
(assuming that all or)most are relatively unskilled and are doing, the
work under the supervision of an experienced person,-who might, well
be a union member) as apprentices under, the appropriate/unionq
apprenticeship program. This Would have the additional/ value of
increasing their employment opportunitieS if and when they leave the

programs.

In some cases, work may have to be contracted out to private.
employers to smooth relations with the unions, as well as for other
'reasons,' it would tie desirable to contkact for such work with
unionized firms.
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FOR EMPLOYMENT

Until a definite decision has ben made' to maintain any of the
pro rams on a permanent .basci, one of their prime purposeil hould be
to rovicle work for the unemployed. To the maximum extent ossible,_
the efore, all sudh jobs, including administrative-and dupe isqFy .

positions, should be filled from among the unemployed. -Abi ty to do
the work involved, of course, must be a criterion applied t
but it need not be and'shoultnot be present ability,:. Whe there is
sound reason.to believe, that an individdal the,poteutia to do'

the work after a-reasonable training period -,/the training sh Uld be
.

provided4nd he or shesithould . bepaid ,(or utemilloyment cqmpe Elation,
should :besupplemented, State la permitting) while traini;ng is

. .

underway. In addition, and pa4fclilarly in th-eale of the neighbor=
"hood cente5s, efforts shoUld be made to tecruit fiCsm the area '03 it,b
served. This would. create personal ties to the centers am-Ong People

-(relatives and Iriends of the person hired) whom.it desired td
attract to them:

UPORADINg

4
All possible jobs programs should put heavy emphasis -on promotion

from within. To this end, opportUnities for training ,for tore spilled
and better paying jobs should be provided fo.all staff Members in the
lower echelons and they should be entburage0 to take advantage of them.
The training should be done, to the extent' practicable, by unemployed
persons hired for that purpose. Where that,is not possible, coopera-
tion of the local school system, including the community colleges,
should be sought. The budgets of the programs should include reason-
able amounts to cover training fees in cases where outside- facilities
must be used ,fors training.

-
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1 Estimating Public Job Creation Possibilities

by Leonard Hausman, Barry L. Friedman,
and Rotiert_EVans, Jr.

The present paper rake:Rees an initial atiempt_Widentify sOme
-

.. 0. the jobs that could be.Cre. :atd performed in a public employ*4nt
program,:., Part.:1 first diacusses.soum important issues inesiablIShing
I public employment program.and then 'reviews a numberHof sectors and

44/

way. iqi-which new lObs'can be crea d.. Part 2 'singles out two
11040tesr-iiousingrehabilitation a Social.services--.for a Aitalled

:examination of ardplqyment-opportutitiesincluding:a review Of?the
kinds of jobs potentially available and estimates of the number.ofjobi
that can be-generated through a public employment program. The
analytical procedures followed in Part 2 can be applied to other
,problem areas'asWell in drawing a broader picture-of job-creating
potentia0' \

L
r 1.

'..Eh Design and Scope of'a Employment.Ptogram

Along the many general issues involved in designtpgja program of
,

job Creation,' four ap0Or to be funpMental. First', the desired scale
7

of the program must be determined. :In particular,it must be decided
whether or not the-program is .to offer a guaianteed job to all:
Second, if it is decided to limit. the number of-jobs, it millet be
decided which target populations are to receive the new employment

. opportunities. Third, the jobs offered under the program shoUld be
designed to suit the,capabilities of the target populations and should
have some. 0Ocial utility. Fourth, since many types of programs could

. produce suitable jobs, a selection oust be made in.terms of both the
types of jobs to be' created and the mechanis s used to provide those'

J013. Each of these four areas will be di %lased in turn beloli. :

THE SCALE OF THE PROGRAM'

A.-Guaranteed Job For All-

A guaranteed job approach hasreceiyed some political support in
recent years, although a number of economists have ratsed questions
about its effects on private-sector labor markets. If public jobs are
offered at wages sufficient to attract the unemployed, these jobs may
also attract some persons already employed in the private sector or

.
else may drive up wages on less attractive private'sector.jobs. This

"'noble* ia,likely to be minor in times of recession, when employers
tend,to lay off workers anyway.. However, as the economy-a6proaches

.v

).,

full employment, private-sector firms have to.competeWith the publiC

- sector for workers. The wage -and price-inflating pressures of the
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xpansion would therefore set in sooner than they would in the absence
of a guaranteed job program. In addition, to the extentlelat wages
are driven up id some occupations, a number of businkeses depending
heavily on the appropriately-qualified workers mighelbt be able to
Coipitte for their services. Little information is available on which
to base an estimate Orthe quantitative importance of these effects;
nevertheless, the risk of accelerated inflation, withitZ0Oceolipanying
labor market dp.tortions, would appear to be substent41 under a
gueriattsed YobprOgram-

.

A Cyclically-Conditioned Program

It is possible to reduce the risks associated with aguaranteed-
job approach by devising public employment programs that are more
responsive to the business cycle. The risks are greatest in-times of
economic expansion and boom, since Oelpublic employment program is
then competing with the growing private sector for both resources and
labor. The inflationary impact of the p gram is-then greater the
more workers prefer to remain in the pub c employment jobs- rather
than switch to private jobs. Any publi employment program that
continues unabated during a period of economic expansion--as an
attractive guaranteed job program would--endangers economic stability.
The solution is obvious: the public employment program must contract
during an economic expansion. A formula for conditioning the size of
such a program on the state of the economy is necessarily complicated,
but one problem in particular deserves attention: the need for public
employment varies by locality. Therefore, the formula fOr the size of
the program must be applied on a local basis,

Previous public employment programs have featured some sort of
cyclical conditioning. In the Emergency Employment Act (EEA) program,
for example, funding wai to be cut back if unemployment fell below 4.5
percent. In a large-scale program, it would be particularly important
to develop .a suitable formula for cyclical conditioning, if undesired
consequences-are to be avoided.

TARGET POPULATIONS

Individuals to be covered by such a program might Include those:
(1) who are cyclLcally-unemployed, as a result of either general
business cycles or cycles more specific to a,.particular industry or
region; (2) who are displaced as a result of market shifts, technolog-
ical changes,-etc.; (3) who laCk appropriate training; (4) who are
especially handicapped and incapable of earning minimum wages; and
(5) who are subject to discrimination in their search-for employment.
Those in categories (2) through (5) are sometimes identified as the
"structurally unemployed." It is important to realize that,: far fro
being static, these categories include an ever-changing cliedt population:-
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'Indeed, one major-program eel would be to accelerate this turnover
by encouraging the rapid movement of individuals out of publicly-funded
positions and into regular*jobs..

The distinction between cyclical and structural unemployment is
useful primarily in4eciding whai kind of cyclical conditioning-is
appropriite for the program. For example, an effort concentrating
exciusively,on the long-term disadvantaged should be permanenti with
relatively minor fluctuations in scale 'over, the bu&iness cycle. On
the other hand, a program directed'at the cyclically-unemployed could
be phased out completely during each upswing tq eliminate inflationary
preesures, and reintroduced only after the economy has begun a down-
swing. A program designed to serve bgth groups simultaneously would

cyclically-'conditioned, but'imuld continue in operation during the
Oclicat:peak, even though op a reduced scale,

One groupwhich might be targeted for 'special treatment consists
of unemplOyed younger workers, particularly those from disadvantaged
backgrounds. Although a certain amount of employment instability is
typical of many yOunger 'workers, prolonsed,stretohes of involuntary

' unemployment are likely to Orrove"harmfUl to their long-term careers.
Their early years in the labor fterce perform an important function in
permitting the accumulation 'of human.capital in the form of on-the-job
training,' and also in developing positive attitudes toward work. Labor
market Apilure at this stage in a career may p5event the development
of skills useful in future work and may create 'negative work attitudes --
problems which may be most severe for those from disadvantaged black-
grounds. A public employment program for these"workers can provide
needed job experience and, if it is combined with some traiging, can
also provide the basis for successful entry into the private-sector
labor market.

KINDS OF JOBS TO BE OFFERED

Job Needs of the qarget iopulations

The jobs offered should suit the qualifications of the target
jobs.provided to low-skill workers should be within

theirgrasp at the same time that skilled workers should benefit by
being able to use their skills. Although we will not consider worker
'skills in any detail in this analysis, a couple of observations can be
made concerning the match between skills and jobs.

First, the mix of skills among poten sal program participants is
Lr: likely to differ according to timed place. It is probable, for

axemple, that the kinds of workers sea able in a rural area will
;differ from those in an urban region, and thae the mix will differ even
emOng_Ilurben regions. Moreover, incrysing numbers of skilled workers

° e
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become unemployed as a cyclical down wing proceeds, while relatively'
few of the skilled are.out.of work the cyclical peak (except
Perhaps tor.some technologically-dis laced workers). These differences
requirlexibility in,running tne.program. If appropriate mikes of
jobs are.o be offered at differeat times and in different. localities,
Federal guidelines must allow foiconsiderable local differences. In
addition, to the ektent that the composition of the unemployed popula -'
tion changes over jobiofferings should be varied over the cycle.
In Particular,.skilled:oArings may need to expand in the downswing
and contract in 7piling relative to the program as a whole,.with
the exact.adjds .dependingson local, circumstances.

i

SecOnd, the inclusion of skilled jobs among the.program offerings
,.-

not only may benefit the skilled individuals, but can Increase the ,

efficiency o the program. For example, housing rehabilitation efforts,
Which requir Some skilled workers, become feasible only to. the extent

/that such.wo ers are available among the unemployed. (Of course; not
all workers employed at these jobs need be skilled. Unskilled workers
can be used alongside the skilled for on-the-job training and. apprenT
ticeship.) It is likely that in other areas, too, the existence of
unemployed skilled workers will provide a'valuable resource to the
program, both in organizing the mark-and-1n providing on:the-job
training to unskilled workers employed on the same project.

The Social Utility of Job Offerings *

... Th olitical acceptabilitiof the program depends to a large
extent its social utility. Th contrast'to what is expected in the
case of revenue-sharing programs, this does not necessarily mean that
only the activities with highest social Priorities would be undertaken. ..

On the State level, fer,example, a revenue - sharing program would allow
the State to proceed with the activity of highest priority among those

currently performed--but this activity might require the hiring of -

relatively feWAram,_the target,population,.orAt '64y-some kinds of.
skilled uneniployed workers, with little iMpiot on the oth*ms,

AL.

In contrast, employment program activities would be chOsen
primarily on the basis of their employment effects, judge4 not only in
terms of the quantity of jobi created, but also (and perhaps'more
importantly) in terms of the capacity of the jobs to meet the different
needs of the various target groups.- The activities, of course, would
come from a list of socially-useful projects, but would not come
invariably from the top of the list.

A cautionary note should be sounded about the need to avoid undue
substitution of program jobs and products for those which would
ordinarily-be provided through other means. Potential situations
involving unfair competition' with private sector firms can be minimized
by proper guidelines and some process of adjudication. Job substitution



of the type observed in some localities Under the CETA and EEA programs-
presents a more difficult,problem,.however.

c""

CHOICE OP PROGRAMS

The postwar history of Feddtal training and job ereqtion activ-
ities -has been characterized by a unitary program approach. Starting
with Area Redevelopment Act (ARA) programs in the early 1960's, and
continuing through more recent CETA efforts, employment and training
policy has tended to place its emphasis upon a single approach, or at
beet on a narrow range of program choices.: However, 'a variety of
programs may be needed if the targeted population is to be served
effectively.

Historically, a number of models have been developed which could
be applied to the concepta.of supp orted work. and/or the governMent-as-,
employer-of-last-resort. Usually'these haVM been ad hoc attempts to
deal With specific problems, such as CCC and WPA during the depredion
years, or the needs of specialtarget groups, such as the handicapped in
sheltered workshops and the structurally unemployed under the-initial
employment and training program?. The primary goal-of all these
efforts has been some combination of income for'the individual, a
meaningful involvement with work, and a_sociallrUsefui orybrthwhile-
odtput. A. secondary consideration has been the administrative cost4of
these activities. In'mOst instances there has.been (and will continue.
to be)-11 tendency to minimize non-client costs, althoughit is important
to realize that a more correct target for minimization is the economic '

colt to society. If 'valuable economic goods and services are pro
net social coat may be minimized even with large number of non-lc ients.

A number of job-creating options will now be reviewed bri fly.
(In Part 2, the areas of hosing rehabilitation and social se ices

will be examined in more detail in order to estimate the numbers of
job- 6Pportunities,in thode two areas.,) The job options to be discussed
here May'be grouped into several principalcombinatiOns4 employment(
quotas, new industries, services, business partnerships, and sheltered
workshops.

Employment:Quotas-

Almost, any enterprise-or activity can employ additional workers

effectively. Thisis especially true of those non-profit and govern-
:mental enterprises which do not directly sell their products at market
clearing prices. Thus; one of the simplest options would be to require
each maployer to add a given number of certified employees to his or
her existing work force. .(Thiseariproach is used in some foreign

countries as a means of providing jobs for physically handicapped
workers;.) At a 7 percent rate of unemployment, 93 percent of.the. labor



t
1.

forde is employed. If each employer added one employee for every 25
-already on the:payroll, the jObless rate would drbOito the target of
3 percedt.'SUCh an approach might be a particularly useful way to.
deal with cyclicaltowntutne: some employees would be shifted to 41'
Certified category, rather` than laid off. The program would have to
involve a variety of tax and subsidy arrangements, since firms would

their' capacity. abs helertified workers usefully: some"'

firma would add more than the isted numbers, and others votild pay'
higher taxes.

NeW Industries
r

One waltto minithige displacement and substitution problems would
le to concentrate on ,lob creation in new industrial and Service areas.
For example, the Amercan-space.program had a very specific'geel and
job 'creation was not an explicit part of it. Nevertheleis, it,acted
directly and indirectly to provide a large number of jobs in a new
sector.li Other new Or compelling national pliorities could be met in

conjuiction with meeting job goal6--among them environmental renewali
urban revitalization, and technological innovation.

The Environment:- As an example, 4oston Harbor is a great, but
poorly utilized, natural resource.. Its revitalization, for IfItiChrtome
plans have been proposed, would cost millions, but would qmploy large
numbers of people. A similar approach to major. waterways in both urban
and rural areas would haye a similar employment pdte al:- The
accomplishment these major projects would also p vide a very visible
and tangible mment to the job creation legislation.

Urban Renewal: The 'rehdtilitation of urban areas and their housing
units can be broken down into many basic tasks and thus provide. work
for indiv uals with limited dulls. Rehabilitdtion would also Provide
an excel ent setting for a number of training programs for young people,
especia y those who live in or near the affected areas. Once rehabil-
itated, moreover, many of these areas would need continuing social and
prot tive services to allow the rebuilding tohave.a long'term.
viability, an these services would provide .additional employment
opportunities. 1Rehabllitation is discussed in more detail in Part 2.}

Technological InnovaLlon: Recent reports have suggested a loss
of U.S. technblogical leadership:. To some degree, this may reflect

'1/For mpre detail -on employmentdevelopOents in the aerospace
industry, see the MApolier'Report of the .President, 1965 (pp. 66-77),
1967 (pp. 30-31, & 58), 1971 (Pp. 13 & 18), 1972. (p. 13). .
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cutbackt.in research'activity, but if is also associated with a-decline
in the supply of'venture capital. In return for shaTes of,stock, some
funds under.joblegislation could be aWcated to small companies with
promising new technOlogiCal ideas, provided that the _Foutgapies would
meet 'certain employment goals.

T .

Assistance in the diffusion of new technology also holdi some
.promise of creating emOloyment. Current technology in solar energy,
-while capable of improveient,',..is ufficiently advanced to allow for
significant, energy saving by installing units in existing buildings.
A government program aimed at encouraang and subsidizing the Instal-
lation of solar energy units could provide variety of training and
=payment oppOrtunities.

. e
Services

Socia : There are a number of social services which are now
prbvided at evels which meet only a fraction.ofthe total needfor,
example, mea s-on-wheels and transportation services for. the elderly,;
remedial as etance-foI school children, and day. care. An expansion
of theie activities would provide a number of, opportunities for

--_,Fertified'eirployMent and training that would be useful in seekthg later:-
,emplo, entl,in the private ribsitor. This'option has'aumber of
advent es, among which are geographicel'diSpersiOn low capital

relqui, ante per worker. A major difficulty lies ' e Possibility
thit certified workers would be substitUted for

/ gu ar publid.sector
employees, a process which has been observed under'EEA and CETA.
(This approach is also discussed in mote'devail in Part 2.)

Cultural: 'Among,the more endurfng monuments to this country's
experience with')ob creation In the 1930's Are the artistic creations
written, painted and composed under WPA and other programs. In the
1970's, job creation which supported artistic groups could serve the
humanities while providing additional jobs. One)difficulty with this
approach is the tendency for such funds to serve to create tents for
,cuttent'employees and to substitute for other support funds.

Business Partnerships

.

two fortlis of business partnership hold some promise of being
effective alternatives to direct government operation of employment . /

programs. One involves the formation of new enterprises to organize

job creating activities, including thoserlisted above, as well as'the
operation.of recreational areas, servicing of State vehicles, deleading

of houses, etc.

A second forM of partnership would involve sub-co ntract or joint -'

venture arrangeMents with established enterprises. Such en approach

would tend to minimize capital and administrative costs while reducing

the risk of allure and start-up time.
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. Sheltered,Wporkshdps

--
Many of those who would be pip ,

ed under job
%

"creation legislation
could pass' through sheltered wor hops.qk their:way to, regular employ-
ment. SUEh workers iould be giv certifted a way of
responding to shifts.in the'economy of in order to meet their need for
aAefined smoUnof training. Other employees, howavei, would never
be able to meet. he market test, and would always be in a sheltered or
supported work situation. ,

',. . .

, .
.

.
. 4,

Historically) a number of well-developed models of supported work
have produ44 output which is very .simple in terms of 1 dr content.

. In most Cedes, this concept has been applied only to the moat severely
disadvantaged, and most such workshops. have been operated-'in. conjunc7
,tiOn with,Welfare Agencies. The approach probably needs to be expanded
't4:lnclude some marginally- handicapped individuals who can benefit 1

from being in sheltered wOrkshbp situations Tier the, long pull. It
_,/ also would be useful if.these workshops could operate in conjunction

with individuals employed in'a more normal manner, '-.

..-
EVALUATING i'llOGRAM COST

,
.

With the exception of the employment quota and some non-complex:
,g4rsocial services, all of the program approaches listed above would

'require.the employment 9f some regular workers as well. as the certified*
employees. The exact numerical relationship between regular and.
certified employee* would depend upon the specific output which, to
be produced and the productive process which is involved.' Yet' i' mdst
be remembered that the regularly-funded jobs alio contribute toward
the goal of full employMent. The use of such personnel increases the'.
total cost of the pFgram, though not necessarily the economic and
social cost to siviety. Direct program costs, of course, include
payments to the certified employees, to the regular employees, and to
the suppliers of necessary equipment and materials.. However,
legislative appropriations could be smaller.tpan d rect program costs,

141.
for,rwo'reasons: 'first, any selegjevenue frbm the output can be
subtracted from cost; second, welfare payments (general relief,
unemployment compensation, etc) can be diverfed to the employment

1.

program, offsetting some of °he direct program costs.

*.

4
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Evaluating Joh Potentfal i Particular Produdt Areas

. This part:of th'e analysis proytdes detailed information product
areas in which employment could be created, as well/as on the numbezi '

of JAB that could be generated. Whe proced'ure in each case is to
discuss: (1) 'the nature and extent of the "need".-for the.productl
.(2) how production of the particular item would generate jobs that
would match the skills of the persons who would comprise the target

;",; grpuOs for the,programi.. and (3) the employment-creating effects of
paiticulardevels of expenditures. he intent is to offer illustraetons,
of the process which program planners would follow in estialting the
nature and number .of jObs-that could be created through aspublicly'.
financed emOloyment program. If discuision is limited to two broad
product *areas, housing rehabilitation,and social services, it is
becaus4 of the limited tesources available to the authors, rather than
because they. believe that jobs Cabe created only a limited number
of spheres. 'Estimates Could be "refined in each of t two areas and

, extended- to other areas.

HOUSING REHABILITATION

The Need for-the Product

- The abandonment by-propertypwners o structurally-sound housing
is a significant problem common :to many eric4 cities. 2/ Housing
abandonment is the last stage or a disinvestment process that often
occurs when neighborhoods undergo racial and economic,transition. As

a result, blocks of sound structure0eand vacant in many cities at
the same title that overall vaCancy_ratesareavery low and rents in
the general housing etock are rising rapidly. Even,so,-public inter-

7" vention often firpears only marginally-justifiable fr ither an

economic or poiftical perspective when viewed sol y in ie s of

housing objectives. When anti-poverty and emplo ent obje tives are
oonsidered,ias well'as housing needs, p blic inte efition can be

justified fr more readily.

Disinvestment and the resulting deterioration of housing-stock
may commence when it would'be economically sound from a social point
of view to continue investing. For example, the process may begin
when owners learn of racial transition in their neighborhoods. Fearing

J

2/ The discussion in this sectton is based largely on The
National Survey of Housing Abandonment (New York: National Urban
League, Center for Community Change,41971).
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decline/in thb vi/ue of their property, they ."disinvest" by not mainte-
/w ning itis normal state of repair. Simultaneously . or alternatively, )

financial'institutioni, also fearing neighb6rhood decline as a donee.-

(/.

.

guano* of racial and economic change,,may induce disinves ent by ,

refusing to make loans for property improvembnt or morta refinancing,

..
a' practice comonly referred to as\lredlining." Had each er

..-_-...._..1. mai 'ained his-or .her property, it is likely in some cities that a -

0 .
-'

.0=41
ition,p
Aectine
abando
of adjoin

'JotrUcturial

ate of returecwou d have accrued, with no neCessary'deterior-
oCess. Opcelerceived as a probability, however, a feared
ften acts as a self-fulfilling prophecy, Deterioration and :
nt cast be virulenlay contagious, leading eveb to the decline
ng neighbothoods'possessing an economically Viable,

ound housing stock. Many.units are ndiz Wa prOcess of
decay leading to abandonment which can drag out over *period Ofthrde

,

to 10 years.. A 'lousing rehabilitation program undoubtedly should be
-diAr*Ctdd at houses still' ink the process.of'disinvestment and thosp
finally abandoned. .

,,

Aik 1
Although some housing units deteriorate beciusnowners or finan-

cial institutions have misjudged economic or Boots' developments,
others decay beCause they are occupied by poorer people pay*ng.lower'
rents. Under these circumstances, some units Cannot be Maiiitained'at
levels which satisfy loCal housing codes while .pr vidin&landlor'ds .:
with A satisfactory rateot return. Rental defaul s 844 the lose of -

....

higher -income tenants overwhelm many.a landlor .ficed simultaneoUsly
with rising property taxes, vanfalism,:and other costs. Furthermore,
many cities have experienced a growth in the number of'resfdents who
are Mlousing poor" according to the low-rent budget standards Of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics--that is, residents who spend more than 25
percent of their income on housing. ,Between 1960 and 1970, the number
of families paying such rents grew-19,percentin Boston, 28 percent in -

Detroit, 30 percent in Newark, and 40 percent in, Philadelphia. li
Disinvestment and deterioration resuiting'fromboth an uncertain future
and cUrrentl unfavorable conditions are likely to be substantial in 1%
cities across the Midwest ned Northeast. /

7 0

4 Estimati g the actual need for rehabilitation on anatiodal. basis
,involves esta ishing a definition and standard of physical inadequacy
and then cou ing housing units in varioul,stages-of disrepair in each'..

3/ Arthur Solomon, Housing The Urban Poor: A Critical Evaluation
of Federal Housing Bnlkcv, (Cambridge, Mass: Joint Center for Urban
Studies, Harvard/MIT, 1974), p. 12.
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E ' locality: A rote study defined a physically inadequate unit as one
p

that lacks completeindoor pluMbing-facifities, or that has all
plumbing but the hea ipg is inadequ'ate for the local climate, or that
has all Ptçthnbin& and adequate hee5ing but is in 4-dilapidated Condi-

..
tion.!' A/ by this definition, 6.9 million households were living in

H units in ndked of repair in 1970. ,Regionally, 1.4 millionof these were
in the-Northeast, 2.2 Million in thatiNorth Central, 2.4miltIon in the

South1 'phd..9 million in the West. Two-fifths of all physically
'inadequate tits letre in petropolitan, and three-fifths in non-metro

polit! aaeas , This study also provides estimates broken down for
243 metrOpolitan areas, which make two points: , first, there

iellide.veriation,from place to place in.theProportion of householgs
liviaig itvphysically inadequateunits (see table 1); aecond, the
netlire of housing prOblems that are defined es,physic1 inadequacies

also vette greatly by locality (see table 2). Toget er, they indicate

that a ho ging rehabi itation program should vary considerably in

-magnitude from one arè4 to the mekt.

Besides
esti1e;ting.the numbec;of:physically-inedeCluate unitst

given:point in time, the study projected ch4nges in the stock of

unsattefactory housing betWeen1970 and 1980 1- on a slight more

restrictive defyft*tion of physical inadequacy (inadequately heat d

tunits are exc uded, for the most part), the projections indicate that,

although the .ubitaxderd housing stock has declined dramatically over

time, d stabtlize at roughly five million units between 1970

. and 1980. See.Figuie 1.) The reason for this stabililation is the

growth.in the number.4f4eteriolating dilapidated, units. In the Atiertod'.

1950-1960, the nUmberof. standard units undergoing deterioratiou,4is

" jut under one million, while it will be slightly more than double:

-
this figure in the period 1970-80. Deterioration of'standard units is,

concentrated largely In some urban areas. As Kristof notes, however,

these .estimates may be very low because of the contagious character of

deterioration and Abandonment. :5/

.
-

4/ David Bach, et'al, America's Housing Needs: 1970 to 1980 7
(Cambridge,

,
Mass.: .Joint Ce ,er for Urban Studies, Harvard/MIT,

,

December 1973), p. 4-3..t
1..

J
.

5! Kristof is. ct ibid., pp. B13, 14.

'Illi
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TABLE 1. EXTEW OF SICALLY INADEQUATE HOUSING, BY
METROPOLIT AREA, 1970

Metropolitan
area

Anaheim/S.A./C.C., Calif.

Biloxi/Gulfport,

ice City, Idaho

hicago, Illinois

geleDtegon

Fort. Worth, Texas

Laredo, Texas

New 'Bedford, Mass.

Newark, New.Jergey

ss

,Tampa, St.'Petersbu4,
Florida

Total number
of households

Percent of households
in physically- '

inadequate units

436,120

37,531

, 35,834

182,349

68,257

240,730

17,867

51,27,5

583,985.

370,051

2.4

8.2

17-.4S

13.3

25:3

4.9

20.5.

37.2

8.5

6.4'

1/ The definition of4, physcially-inadequate unit is provided the text:

SOURCE: 'David Birch, et al, America's Housinikkeeds: 1970 to 416, .

(Cambridge, Mass: Joint-Center for Urban Studies, Harvard/MIT, DeceMber 197$,
Pp: 4-17 to 4 -26.
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TABLE 2. COMPOSITION OF PHYSICALLY plADEQUATE 116118ING,' BY METROPOLITAN AREA, 1970

.

Metropolitan area'

Total nusber "

of housing

unite
)

,

Percent vith

Inadequate

plumbing ; I/

?orient

dilapidated

,

Percent

dilapidated, all

?lambing .11

- .

Anaheim/8,i, /G , G Calif, 44,367 .6 2,3 2,1 4

\ 5 #
.

Biloxi, Gulfport, ,MississipPi ' 41,54B ' 5,1 3,6 ; 4,0

hies City, Idaho !
124 1,8 2,5 1 1,9':

chfugo, Illinois 2,288,861 2,7 ; 3,7 2,8

,

Eugene, Oregon ° 71,058 1,8 3, 2;4

Forth Worth, Teui, 2V,474 .. 1,8 4A , 3,5

i ..

Laredo, Texas

,
..

19,114 18,1 "" 9,9 ., 4,0

New Bedford, Meesachueette 52 5 . 4,1 . 4,6. 3,3
...

Newark, New Jersey ,
' r ,

Tampa, St, Petereburg,, ,

598,92V .

. . ,

<
r

4.2,3 3,3 2,6

.

Florit , '

,

. 393,836 3,2 4 7, , 3,6

i ,

Alj These ctegoriestiare not mutually exclusive,

4

SOW: David Birch,, it 41, America bold Needs: 1970 to 1980, *Cambridge, Mass, 'December 197,3),

pp,' 4-17 to 4-267
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FIGURE 1

Substandard Housing Stock, 1950-1980
(numbers, in millions)

0

1950

f

e

all substandard
houiing

with inadequate
plumbing

dilapidated with
all plumbing

1960 1979 1980

SOURCE: David Birch, et al, America's Housing Needs: 1970
to 1980 (Cambridge, Mass.: Joint Center for Urban
Studies, Harvard/MIT, December 1973), pp. 4-17 to
4-26.
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The Need for Employment Related
to Housing Rehabilitation

If. a housing rehabilitation program were to be'underteken
prtmarily as a means of reducing unemployment, it would not be the
first such. effort in *ur history. Arthur Solomon writes:

Froth 'its inception; -the public housing program
has,ben supported aa much for the jobs it
creates as for theshelter it provides. In

fact,. it was the employment effect of public'
housi6g-whichraupplied the initial justifi-
cation for federal involvement in low-income
housing during the early 1930'6. At that
time Congress enacted the Emergency Relief
and Construction Act and the National
Industrial Becovery Act. . . to initiate
residential construction projects as a means.

.of relieving unemployment. The first major
housing legislation,'theNational Housing Act
of 1934, was passed not only to provide low-
rent housing but also to create jobs. 6/

),) The employment, need for a housing program is 'espeoially evident
among two \groups, construction workers and ghetto youth. 'Construction.
Workers have been hit particufirly hard by the last two recessions.
Between 1969 and 1970, the unemployment rate in .the construction
industry jumped from 6.0 to 9.7 Percent, an increase of over 60 percent.

--"\qince 1970, unemployment has remained at'.foughly the 1.0 percent level,

the highest rate for any major industry group by at least 3 percentage/

points, or by more than 40 percent. (In some locations, the unemploy-
ment picture for construction wo kers is much more gloomy than the

national averages would indipat .) Similarly, the unemployment rate

for 18 and 19 year-old black .a other minority men has been in the

range of 19 to 27 percent since 1957; among minority women of similar

age, the unemployment rate has been in the range of 22 to 39 percent

since 1954. Few other demographic groups experience unemployment rates

approaching these levels. 7/

6/ Solomon, pp. 114-15.

7/ U.S. Department of Labor, 1975 Manpower Report of the

President (Washington: U.S. Government Printing-Office, April 1975),

Tables A-19 and A-22.
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A housing rehabilitation pfogram couldemploy both established
construction workers and :ghetto youth. Certainly, it should exclude
neither, While 011i:tidal realities would-not allowthe,exclusion of
the forther group, ,the,tatie ia not necessarily true of the latter.
This is a aervice area in which both the cycliCally-and'the struc7
turally-unemployed can be accommodated. A housing rehabilitation
program, can be operated to "provide training for ghettoyoueil to move
them permanently into higher -wage jobs, At the 'Same time,,there is
no reason to fix ceiling wage rates or annual4earriings'levela in the
'program in such away as to exclude' regular union donstruceidn
workerskeyes has noted tharhousing ehabilitation as oppOsed to
new construction,, lackea sufficient number of sttnda;dised'operaticns
to transmit skills to trainees in 'optimal fashion, Imperfect as it
is,. however, he believes theta large-scale program would allow' for
skill development, 8/

The Employment Effects of ,a
Dousing Rehabilitation Pra.grali ,

In'order, to determine the employment effeCtsof expenditures on
rehabilitation, one first must examine the labor demands generated per
unit of expenditure and then estimate'the leiel of expenditures that
reasonably could be attained.' Multiplying the number of units qv
expenditures by the labot-demants per unit yields an estimate of total
labor demands generated by the program:

Solomon has prepared estimates for one city, shown here in table
'1, df the work-hours of various kinds 'of labor demanded per thousand

to dollars of expenditures" in an "extensive" housing rehWlitation
effort. 9/ These, labor demands are contrasted with those"gendrated
by a $1,000 expenditure on'new construction in highrise buildings.
(Labor demands generated by less than "extensive" rehabilitation are
not shown here.) Also listed are the prevailing wage rates for the
respective construction industry occupations in one particular location)
in 1970. From these are deived weighted mean wage rates paid to labor
in rehabilitation and new'construction. Although the focus here is on
the emplOyment effects of,,rehabilitation, some interesting points arise
from a Comparison of the alternative approaches to thp provisiOn of
housing.

8/ Langley C. Keyes, Jr., The Boston Rehabilttation Program,
(Ca bridge, Mass.: Joint Center for Urban Studies; Harvard/MIT,
1970), p. 161.

9/ The discussion here draws very tiberally on Solomon's work,
especially pp. 112-137.
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF ON-SITE LABOR REQUIREMENTS bY
CRAFT FOR EXTENSIVE REHABILITATION AND NEW
CONSTRUCTION PER $1,000 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
COST, BOSTON, 1970

- Try
Work-hours,
rehabilitation

;Work-hours,
: new construction

4.

Prevailing
hourly wage

,

.

.

. .

Laborers/helpers tenders 25.4 . 22.9 5.00

Bricklayers 5.2 6.6 7.15

Carpenters 19.2 13.0 6.95

Ironworkers (ornamental
-structural, reinforcing) 1.4 3.6 7.45

SheetMetal workers
,

Lathers
,- -

. .1.9
*

, 0.6
6.0

7.75
6.60

Tile' setters 1 - ' 0.1 6.50

Plasterers 3.7 '4.4 6.60

Roofers f 1.4 0.5 6.30

Operating engineers - .2.5 6.45

Painters , 5.4 3.4 6.20

Floor layers ( - 0.2 --

Plumbers 7.9 , 11.3
. .

7.75

Electricians 3.7 6.1 7.50

Asbestos workers. .
- 0.6 6.35

Cement finishers - 4.0 6.75 L-----

Elevator mechanics . -
. 0.8 7.25

- 0.4 6.25

Field supervisors 2.3 2.2 7.20

Professional, technical,
clerical 1.4 2.1 7.40

Truck drivers 0.6 .
A 0.6 f 5.15

Custodial workers 2.6 2.95

Other 0.9 2.4 6.65
. .

Total 80.4 95.9

Weighted Mean Wage- $6.37 $6.08 .

. 1 .

SOURCE: This table combines information from two tables appearing in:
Arthur P. Solomon, Housing the Urban Poor: A Critical Evaluation
of Federal Housing Policy (Cambridge, Mass: Joint Center for

Urban Studies, Harvard/MIT, 1974), pp. 118 and 136.
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, A first point-bf interest is that only 501Percent 512)(3f
0 $1,000 expended on rehabilitation would go-to labor direc ; the

other half would-be spent (in the first round of expendituret) on
materials and other costs. In new Construction, about. 60 percent
($583 in this instance) would go to construction workers' wages
directly. This difference arises froth the fact that the construction
of a housing shell is more labor-intensive than the preparation of its.
interior. Clearly, if employment were to be generated via this route,
the Congress would have to allow money to be spent on materials and,

Vequipatento Recent public employment programs have prohibited such
expenditures by State and :local governments.

A second point is that rehabilitation'involves relatively
extensive use of unskilled and semi-skilled labor. Solomon's estimatd
is that one-third of the total on-site rehabilitation work (in Baton)
is done by such labor, whereas less 01A-one-fourth of new cons44ruc-

I
tion work fall to the unskilled and semi- skilled.. This allocition
would vary ammg localities as a function of wage rates, community
presiures, a (very importantly) unio4 rules/ but the one-third/one-
fourth contrast is indicative of the typical situation.

The same egsimates show that a rehabilitation'program would spend
$169 per $1,000 of expenditures on unskilled and semi-skilled labor,
in contrast to $134 per $1,000 in new construction. More modest forms
of rehabilitation than the "extensive" variety require yet-other mixes
of labor, some'of which are suggested in table 4, which indicates the
labor requirements associated with selected small rehabilitative tasks.

Once it is recognized that there are varieties or levels-of
rehabilitation, crude estimates can be made of the employment impact of'
particular levels of'expenditures. Information on the state of repair
of the existing housing stock of the type presented in tables 1 and 2,
can be joined with data on levels of rehabilitation, their costs, and
their on-site labor requirements to arrive , the desired estimates.

Solomon distinguishes among three types of rehabilitatidn and
notes their rough costs in one city at one point in time

Extensive Rehabilitation or Reconstruction - This level
of rehabilitation involves the tal gutting of a build-

-in , preserving only the envelop or exterior shell.
Th interior of the'building is r onstructed by instal-

g new partitions, plumbing, electrical systems, floors,
an so on. The cost (In 19747 normally runs to over

$10,`Q00 per unit.
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TABLE 4, TYPE OF RENOVATION AND REPAIRS NECESSARY TO
CORRECT CODE DEFICIENCIES FOR LEASING EXISTING
UNITS; BOSTON, 1970 V

Code violations. Repair
Cost

Holes, cracks in hall walls
No wire latch over furnace
No heat or hot water (holler).
-StainX on bedroom ceiling

' Exterminate roaches
.Replace hall railing
Cleati., paint dwelling
(2 bedrooms) /

Replace defective bathroom*radiatoi
Furnace miswired, "Chadge thermostat
Molding defect in dining room 1 .

Cover bathroom pipes with asbestos
Paint door jambs, trip, facing f
Another means of egress needed"
Replace pull-type switch in bathroom
Wal4aper peeling, repaper
Fix gutter on front of building
Repair front porch cement baluster
Electric outlets needed, dining room
Repair radiator pipe leak, dining room
Replace four b ken windows
Repair loose llway floor boards
Install scralns, storm windows

$ 50
. 60

600
40
40
300
275

75
150
65
70
2Q
95

100
85
50
75

85
25
45
50
260

On-Site Manpower
Reciuir nta

4 hours, plasterer.
2 hours, plasterer
20 hours, plumber/pipefitter
3 hours, painter
3 hours,exterminator
12 hours, carpenter
40 hours, painter

3 hours, plumber
16 hours, .electrician
4 hours, carpenter
4 hours, asbestos worker
2 hours, painter

-8 hours, carpenter
6 hours, electrician
4hours, painter/paperhanger
4 hours, carpenter ;
4 hours, mason
5hours, electrician
2 hours, plumber
2 hours, glazier
4 hours, carpenter
18 hours, carpenter

b.

SOURCE: Arthur Solomon, Hout..4A the Urban Poor: A Critical Evaluation

of Federal Housing igicy, (Cambridge, Mass: Joint Center lOr

Urban Studi 4mi/ward/MIT, 1974), p. 12.

f
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Moderate RehahAlitation/or Modernization - Essentially,
this level of rehabili ition involves the modernization'
of some or all of the m chanical'subsystems: heating,
plumbing, and/or electr cal, The exterior structure,
floor layout, and inter or walliare preserved. Costs
can range Cfn 19747 from $2,000 to .$10,000 per unit.

Minimal Repair. Renovation or Maintenance - This type of
rehabilitation is.limited to minor repairs; cleaning the
cellar-, hallway, and yards; and plastering, painting and
repapering walls and ceilings to improve their appearance.
Little, if any, structural or mechanical work is involved.
Usually this type of property maintenance costs less than.
$2,000 per unit. 10/

As shown in FigUre 1, in the absence of any new public interven-.
tion, there will be an average of roughly Amillion "substandard"
units in the housing stock each year between now and 1980." some-'
what larger number of "physically inadequate" units exists, perhaps

405.5 million.) This number is the outcome of the flow of additions
to, and subtractiOns from, the unsatisfactory housing stock that
"normally" takes place as the result of deteriorations, demolitions,
conversions, rehabilitations, etc,' A rehabilitation prograrA would
therefore have to work on both the existing stock of 5.5 million units
plus the annUalwormal inflow of roughly moloo deteriorating units.
Such a program, spread out evenly over 10 years, would an
average annual rehabilitation load of 1/10 (5,500,000) + 200,000 units,
or 750,000 units.. If, to use a crude example, one-third of these
units fell into 'esofi of Solomon's three categories; and if expenditures
on units in these categories, using Solomon's cost estimates, were to
average, respectively, $10,000,.$3,000, and $1,000, then aggregate
expenditures per year conservatively would total $2.5 billion, $.75
billion, and $.25 billion in the three, groups. This sums to $3.5
billion per year for each of 10 years. Using the-data on
labor requirements in table 3, roughly $1.75 billion of the $3.5
billion would go to cover on-site labor costs, $0.6 billion of which
would go to unskilled and semi-skilled labor. Further, using the
Boston manning requirements, $3.5 billion Would buy 281,400c000 houri,
or at 2,000 hours per work-year, 140,700 fulltime jobs per year.
Again, one-third of these would go to the unskilled and semi-skilled.
Simultaneously, of course, off-siAe jobs would4becreated too.

The crudeness of theRT estimates should be underscored. The level
and composition of rehabilitation demand would have to be determined
area by area, and labor requirements and wage rates would also vary, by

qh,

10/ Ibid, p. 122.
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locality. Since the grogram would be Cyclically- conditioned, with

more,of its resources broight to bear in bad economic times, the

estimates of annual empleiyment effects are'only suggestive and, in the

aggrAgate, probably' conservative. For one thing, housing standards can

always be redefined upwards. Were the Federal Government to, combine

a standard rehabilitation program with a massive home insulation effort,

for .exaniple,, potential expenditures and labor requirement's could rise

considerably. 11/

DE-INSTITUTIONALIZED, COMMUNITY-
BASED SOCIAL SERVICES

The Need for the Services

In the last five years, public services etspecially criminal

justice, mental health, and social services) have changed their locus

of operationtfrom large centralized .bureaucratic institutions to small

community-based delivery programs. The movement towards community-

based delivery has radically transformed one dimension of government

operations, as Federal and State governments have stopped providing

some, services and started buying them. In a parallel transformation,

community groups and local agencies have also changed from users and

consumers to providers of services. The consequences for those

employed in the delivery of public services can be suggested with a

few:examples.
. ,

According toState officials, Massachusetts currently has 1,',500

contracts with about 400 different community agencies for the delivery

of various social services. The Department of Youth Services, for

instance, had virtually no purchase agreements in 1970, but now

contracts for $7 million worth of services through more than 100

different purchase agreements. In 1975, such purchase agreements

repre tedlialf the Department's budget, reflecting a fundamental .

trans ormation of its governmental function.
,/

In another example, .an alternative fOr nursing home care, the

Massachusetts Executive Office of Elder Affairs has developed contracts

with 18 new home-care-corporations who, in turn, Contract with 35 sub-

contractors to provide meals; transports ion, and homemaker services

4;
for elderly persons in their homes. In ew, York, Governor Carey

announced 4n 1975 that, as part of a'vi n to reduce from 2,900 to 250

the number ofipatients at the Willowbrook Development Center for

Mentally Retarded, the State would set up and contract with 20(

community residences.

11/ Among those recommending such a program is.Tom Joe, "Double

Social Utility: The Needy Serving Others in Need Through a slip/I)_

Creation Strategy," (Wabhington: Levin and Association, Inc., mimeo,

no date).
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41.' These examples show thatStates are moving away from the busineSs
of training or hiring psychiatric social workers, supervisors, and
adminiitrators for their large institutions, as community groups assume
public responsibility for such octivities. These groups are less
bound by civil service requireMents in determining their staff require-
ments and more responsive to community pressures in the hiring of
personnel--twofactors which should lead to the increased hiring of
pare-profeasidnals in the delivery of :services. This shift has been
.happening gradually, selectively, and unevenly among the States over
the last'five years--a piecemeal process which has produced failures
and frustrations, but which nevertheless representS a revolution in
the arrangement of public service. lor

The new hiring pattern is now sufficiently widespread to m ke it
possible to say, not only that there is a new field of public se ice
in community-based service delivery, but also that there are tw ew
lasses of public servantst contlactors and deliverers, The bureau-
rat no longer administers the program, but draws a contract for one

instead. The skills he or she must possess are no longer strictly
those of personnel management but, rather, the new skills
identifying potentiaLTroviders, developing master contr ts and
amendments, contract management, and auditing for performance
evaluation. While the new approach to service delivery has caused an
upgradirig of some jobs in standard governmental agencies, it may
also'have brought greater flexibility--and perhaps a lowering of
formal educational requirements"for other.types of work. For example,
persons without much formal training may be acceptable asdeliverers
of a greater range of counseling services than was the case prior to
de- institutionalization.

Publicly financed "social services" usually interest, and are
directed at, the poor Even when they go beyond counseling and
protective services to include legal and manpower services, they are
produced for those with low or moderate, incomes. Thus, they are
in-kind transfers, ,involving expenditures for redistributive purpOses
reflecting decisions made through the political system. In general,
the level of redistributive expenditures falls far short of what! the
poor could absorb. (Indeed, the fiscal crises in many Star have
led to'curCailments of these expenditure's. 12/) Public empj ment in
the' social,service area would allow an expansion of these "'fie ices,
which are useful to the poor, but which would not ordinarily, e

provided by the 'political process.

12/ This is discussed in some depth in Barry L. Friedman and
.Leonard J. Hausman, "Welfare in Retreat: A Dilemma for Fiscal
Federalism," unpublished paper, Brandeis University, September 1975.
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4n appropriate task here, where the purpose is to establish
limits on the amount of work that could be done, is to make very rough
judgements about how needs could be defined in several social service

areas. To use one illustration, crude data are available on the
number of people,who could utilize a "personal care in the home"

program. 13/ A low estimate of those not in institutions who could
benefitfrom the service numbers 3,842,000, including 2,278,000
non-aged pers6ns who are "severely limited functionally or dependent"

and 1,564,000 aged persons largely confined to their homes. (See

tables 5, 6, and 7.) ,After determining a level of service ,need for

) each of the persons who could benefit from home care, a rough notion

of the universe of need can be obtained by multiplying persons by

service need's. IF

similar method of assessing potential needs can be used in other

service areas as a first step in estimating the number of jobs that

could be created in each sector. Since the number of'service areas ism

large, the potential for increased expenditures could be shown to be

substantial.

The Need for Employment Related to
Community-Based Social Services

Community - based social services cov9r a broad range pf'actfvities

and encompass many occupational classifi,6ations. Many jobs would be

pf a relatively unskilled helping nature, while others would involve

counseling and the provision of information.

PerSons in two target groups would be drawn upon extensively to

fill jobs in this service area: female heads of families a d youth,

especially female youth in low-income areas. Female heads o families

do work in the regular labor market, of course, but many find it

dif cult to undertake full-time, full-year jibs, In 1972, 543 pc ant

o all female heads of families worked, but only 31 percent of those

ho had been employed worked full -time all year. In the low-income

population alone, 38 percent of the female family heads worked during

the year but only 7 percent worked full-time all year. 14/ Unless day

care opportunities and personal preferences are altered dramatically,

such women will continue to be interested in part-time and/or part-year'

13/ U.S. Congress, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging,

"Alternativesito Nursing Home Care: A Proposal," prepared by the

Levinson GerOtological PoLecy Institute of Brandeis University

(dashingtonq U.S. Government Printing Office, October 1971), pp. 3-4.

14/ U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of ete Censtis, Current

Population Reports, Consumer Income: Characteristics of the Low Income

Population, 1972, Series P-60, No. 91, December 1973, Table 30.
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TABLE 5. ,TOTAL POPULATION POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE 4
LONG-TERM PERSONAL CARE BY INSTITUTIONAL
STATUS AND AGE GROUP, 1971

Institutfonal status

Notin institutions:
Low estimate

4( .

High. est

-.in inst tutipna: '

mate

1 I;Now
Low `estimate

High estimate

Total Ages 18 to Age 65 and
over

3,842,000 2,278,000_ 1,564,000

7,805,000 5,499,000 2,306,000

F.

124,200 6,600 117,600

248,500 13,200 235,300

SOURCE:- U.S. Congress, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, "Alternatives
to Nursing HoL -9re: A Proposal," prepared by the Levinson
Gerontological Policy Institute of Brandeis University (Washington:
U.S. Government Printing ()cr. I), p. 3.-
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TABLE 6. NONINSTITUTiONALIZED PERSONS WHO ARE SEVERELY
DISABLED AND FUNCTIONALLY LIMITED OR DEPENDENT,
BY SEX AND AGE, 1966 -N

thougandi7

Age and sex'
All Mental

All except
. mental

.

Sevefely
disabled

Severely limited
functionally or
dependent

BOTH SEXES
Total, aged 18 to 64

- 18 to 44
45 to 54
55-to 64

MEN
Total, aged 18 to 64

-.18 to 44

45 to 54
.,--

55 to 64

WOMEN
Total, aged 18 to 64

. 18 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64

19,753 1,101 : 16,652

.

5;499

,

2,278. I.
8,562
5,072
6,119

8,430

577
2j8
256

-:-

463

-5,985
4,804
5,863

71,967

1,555
1,70
2,232

2;i436

q 611 - ,

[40_.

1,071

1,019

3,060
2,456
2,914

9,321

238
110
115

638

-T,822

2,346
2,799

8,685 r

778

778
830

3,113

302
272

445

.

.1,259
2

3,502
2,616
3,205

339
158.
141

-

3,163
2,458
3,064

777

934
1,402

339
291
629

SOURCE: U.S. Congress, U.S. Senate Special Committee on
to Nursing Home Care: A Proposal," prepared by
Gerontological Institute of Brandeis University
U.S. Government Printing Office, October 1971),
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TABLE 7. ESTIMATES OF THE NONINSTITUTIONAV AGED WHO CbULD
MAKE USE OF HOME HELP BENEFITS

A

Oro

Condition Both .

sexes Men

A.-

Women

Estimate 1.
Total aged, 1966
No chronic conditions"(

With chronic conditions J
No mobility limitation

40
Some limitations on mobility

,,

Some trouble getting around

Need help
Confined to home

Total needing help or confined
to home

Having nervous or mental problems ,

4

Potentially eligible for home
aid program, 1966

Estimate 2 0

1/4.

.

17,723
2,553

7,727
1,208

91496
1,545

15,170.
11,852 A,

6,519
5,164

8 651
688

3,318

Yr
1,355

570
1,963

791. .

1,114
843 .,...

468'-

317
646
526'

1,957

151

. 785

70

1,172

81

'

. 1,806 715 1,091
.

2,441

400

.

1,672

300

.

_769

lop,

Population aged 65,end over unable
to carry,on-major activity

EstinOted as having nervous or
mential problems.

Potentially eligible
pop ulatibn 1966,

Adjusted eligible population, 1970

Estimate 3: Best estimate likely(to
use help

2,041
2,306

1,372
1,550

669
756

1,564 :808 756

1

SOURCE: U.S. Congress, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, "Alternatives
to Nursing Home Care: A Proposal," prepared by the Levinson
Gerontological Policy Institute, of Brandeis University (Washington:
U.S. Government Printirig Office, October 1971), p. 4.
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work. Female heads of families need flexible w rk arrangements, and
jobs in many of these social services could offer them exactly that.
Wived, too, if they have children, would be interested in such
opportunitiei;- but their financial needs generally are not as, great
as that of the female heads. For thememtlersof either group,
counseling.and home helping would -offer flexible opportunities to do
meaningful 'work that i not too demanding in terms of ski1.11,!7require-'

,
.

ments. -

Female youth, among whom unempTokment. is sodramatkcally and
'persistently high, would also have substantial opportunities in this
service area. For them, it is esjacially important to make the work"
dignifying and rewarding. It is also essential here, as in the
,housin&rehabilitati9n progfam, to'Auild a, training compOnent into the

eMploymenprogram. This has been done extensively fbr h6tne helpers

in Western Europe'. .Germany provides the longest training"one year in
achool and one year in gupervised institutional assignments. By

\ contriiat, and of much greater relevance here, England provdres two to

qlree weeks of training, plus short-term institutes and on=the-job ,

diaining. These programs have been carefully developed,and detailed
descriptions.of them are readily available. 15/ The development of
skills and dignity should help to stabilize employment in this area
a, vital necessity for teenage females in low-income areas. Lastly,

ft should be noted that, to the extent that the target employment
.01,._groups-live near the persons to be proVia services, the former are

more likely to be given the jobs and also are more likely to accept

them.

The Employment Effectg of a
Community-Based Social Services Prog am

*

A 'procedure similar to that followed in the housing rehabilitation
case can be followed here in estin ting the employment effects of

increased expenditures on communit base0 social services. Flirst, the

labor demands per unit of expenditu e need to be determined,/. Then, the

level of expenditures that could be reached in View ofag egate service

needs must be estimated.

To assist us in the first step, tattle 8 lists the workforce

equirements per $1,000 of expenditures for illustrative social
cervices, home'care for disabled and aged persons and group day care for

children.. Again, the 'services are selected because they tend to be

15/ International Federation on Aging, Home Help Services for the

'Aging Around the World, (Washington, D.C. no date, pp. 5-6).
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TABLE 8. WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS FOR HOMEMAKERS AND
GROUP DAY CARE SERVICES PER $1,000.0F
EXPENDITURES IN THE BOSTON AREA, 1975

Service

x.

=Homemaker Services

Homemaker "
Social Work Assoc.
Administrators

Group Day Care Services

Administrators
Professional consultants
Secretarial.
Social Workers
Neighborhood Social Workers
Nutritionists
Teachers
Teaching Assistants
Custodial
Cooks.
Cook's Helpers
Household Helpers

?IP

Work-hour
requirements

212.0
'24.4
2.9

18.3
5.7

13.6

9.8
4.5
5.1

48.1
77.4
10.1
11.9
19.8
10.2

Hourly
wage

$2.50
4.51
7.93

6.35
4.70
3.06
5.61
2.89
4.00
3.84
2.73
2.51,

2.56
l-54
1.71

44t0N-Jhese data are derived from "purchase of service" contracts
between the Massachusetts Department of'Public Welfare and
two private organizations.
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A

'labor'-intensive, employing, in particular large numbers of relatively
unskilled people. Aggregate need for them',could be substantial;-and
the fact they, would be directed- at low-income consumers would increase
the likelihood that low.income persons would be employed in delivering
them. The structure of costs and employment for particular services
would vary with labor supplied and with wage ratesifrom one community

to another. In addition,, the'technology used.in the delivery of these
services could.vary Among organisations and places as well as'over
'time. vertheless, these illustrations can be of assistance in
obtains g crude estimates,ot total employment that could ,be generated'
in each service area.

In the homemaker services program, which involves such personal
services Is cooking and counseling, 64 percent of tota4goats)are for
labor.. Moreover, 53 percent of total cosss and 82 percent of labor
costs go to cover the wages of relatively unskilled people.. Not shown°
in table 8 is information indicating that this,particular:program in
Tthe Boston, area cost 03,000 for Ste year and provided 7,000 hours of
home counselihg and domestic service to disabled and elderly persons.
This means that'the program served an average of 30 persons for 1 ilaur
Per day. for 260ays (for 30 x 1 x 260 7,800 hours). Tn table 57.we
saw that perhaps 5.8 million persons could benefit from some personal
care in the home. If an average per day of 2.0 million'euch-persons
were-to be offered such.services,. the effort would require'520 million
hours Om 2.0 x 260), of home service annually. Were one Simply to
replicate the Boston homemakers program, to provide the 520 million -

annual hours, the annual cost would be $2.5 billion 520,000,000/7000

x.$33,000). The program could employ about 520,000 persona fdi 1000
hours during the year or 260,000 persons for 2,000 hours during the
year).

This estimate of potential employment in home care is roughly
consistent with estimates that could be derived in alternative ways.
In England, for example, a study af ocial services founa that 1,600
home helpers were effectively employed in servicing an area with a
total population of 900,000. 16/ Assuming that this populationllas
the same proportions of disabled and elderly people as does the'lgS.

population, a similar program for the U.S. would require 0373,333 home
ihelpers ( 210,000,000/900,000 x 1,600). The British example involves

using one home-care aide for each 562 persons in the general population.

Using a lower ratio of horde care aides to population, but being(

16/ Robert Morris, Rapporteur, Toward a Caring Society (New

York: Columbia University Sc)ool of Social Work, 1974),, p. 19.
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Concerned with their geographical distribution,,in alternative estimate
for this country is tUato.300,000 hoMemakevhome health aides are needed--7
an increase of 270,000 over the number currently employed'. 17/

. .

,
.

&last means of determining labor requirements for a home:care'
prograM is suggested by the data in tables 9,and 10, which provide
information on the home care nerds of 100 disabled persons .just
released from an institutional.rehabilitation*ograim.. In the first
week after their release, 69 of the 100 periOnS reqUired "activities.
of daily living" services, averaging (among the 69) 8.4 hours during. 1

`the week (see table 9). In that same-first week, 81 of the 100 persons.
required 12.2 hours of housework services (see table 10. Needs'
changed over times however. In weeks 23 and 24 follottang release, only,
,62 persons required any services and,:of these, 40 required."activities
of daily liVing" and 49 required "housework'servidea.

A second social service whode expansion could be considered is day
care. Forthe group day care program shown in table a; labor costs
'roughliare three-fourths of total costs and labor'requirements'are
spread over a broad range of occupational groups. Here again,sit is
important to note that.day care can,be produced in a variety of ways.
One alternative Is.day care in homes for small groups of childrerL
The Maasafikusetts Department of Public Welfare also purchases this
type' of qT7,cgre. lt,/ too,' 'is aabor /intensive and would employ a
'higher petcentageof unskilled persons than would- the type of program
shown nfin table 8, which served 400 children all day' for one year and
cost $1.1 million, an average cost of $2,800 per child.

P

_:Whit would be the cost and the labor demands associated with a
large4ay care program? ,According tosthe 1973 AFDC Study done by the
DepartrOnt of Health, Education and Welfare's Social and Rehabilitation
Servid, there were roughly 1.4 million*children between the,ages
3 and 5.'years on AFDC at any time.dur,ing that year. 18/ Suppose a
prograMwere developed to put half of all.such.AYDC children in the

17/ U.S. Congress, U.S... Senate Special Committee on Aging, "Home
Health Services in the United States: A Working Paper on Curren

, Status," July 1973, pp. 17 and 20, Yet other estimates can 1e found
in:- L.G. Branch and F.J. Fowler, Jr.,, "The Otplth Care Need &O the

Elderly and Chronically Disabled in Massachusetts--Boston," March
1975; and Robert Morris and Elizabeth Harris,."Home Health Services
in Massachusetts, 1971: ;Their Role in Care of. the Long Term Sick,"

American Journal of Public Health, vol. 62, No. 8, August 1972,

pp. 1088-1093.

18/ U.S..Department of Health, Education and-Welfare, Social and
Rehabilitation Service, National Center for Social-Stailstics, Findings
of the 1973 AFDC Study: Demographic and Program Characteristics, Table;

Table 21.
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TABLE' 9. 'ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING SERVICE UTILIZATION BY PERSONS
RELEASED FROM AN INSTITUTIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM
DURING THE 24 -WEEK FOLLOW -UP PERIOD

'
.

-.Weeks dfolloWing
release Total ,Bathing i

/

Dressing Stairs

w

W*lking . Transfer 'Toilet Feeding

OF, 1-2 (W100) 69 ', 51 26 21 25. 20 22 10

: liouis/vk 8.4 . 2.8 3.8 1,2 3.9 2.4', 3 9.2

Wks 11-12 (N83) 48 \. .
31 12 15 21' 14 16 33.

HOurs/wk + 6.4. 2.5 ' 3,4 -' 1.0 4.3 1.7 2.6 6.0

Wks 23724 (N -62) 40 28 9 ' 12 -. 18 . ' 12 3

Hours/wk . ' 5.4 2.1 2.9 1.1 3.9\ O. .9 6.0
411

TABLE 10.

1

HOUSEWORK SERVICES UTILIZATION BY PERSONS RELEASED FROM
AN INSTITUTIONAL'REHABILITATION PROGRAM DURINGTHE
24-WEEK FOLLOW-UP PERIOD .

.4

.

Weeks folldwidi
release: Total,-

. . Light
HOusecleantng

Heavy
Housecleaning -Laundry ik Cooking Shoppi

,,

Sewing

Weeks 1-2
Hours/wk (Ra400)

Weeks 11 -12 (N83)
HOurs/wk

,..

Weeks 23-24 (N..62)
Hours/wk

81
12.2

67

10.6

.

-49
11.6

56
5.7

41
4.5

29'
.i, 6.7..

,,

36
1.6

r

26;

1.6

'18

1.5

58

1.4

'46

1.1

32

1.3

64
8,1

47
8.3

32

8.6

45
1.1

43
,

1:1

28.

1.3

., 1 .

0.2

1

0.2

1,

0,2

SOURCE: These tables are extracted from two tables appearing in :'''. erald M. Eggert, et al,.

"Community Based Maintenance Care for the Long-Term Patienl,",unpublished paper

Brandeis'University,-Jahuary, 1975, Tables 111-3 and 111-5.
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'type of day care under discussion'here. Such a program would cost
$1.96 billion and create roughly 215,000 full-time jobs int:Willy.
Those Jobs' would'be distributed across occupational geoups in
proportion to the labor requirements per $1,000 of expenditures
indicated in table 8. Thqa,:for example, roughly one-third 'of the
jobs could go to teaching assistants and just under one - fourth would
go to regUlar teachers.

If other AFDC children were placed in home day care programs,
still more jogs could be created in this erea:.' A home care component
in the day care program ought to receive substantial attention foitwo
reasons: one is that many mothers prefer the more informal setting .

for their children; a second.is that home care would probably cost far,
less than $2,800 per child.
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Job Creation Projects that Meet Local, Regional,.and National..
Needs

by Peter Kobrak

Remarkably little'is known about what the majority of employed
'Americans think that the Federal. government should do.-for the unemployed.
Recurring fears of "big government" and concern that job creation would

be more expensive than the perpetuation of a jerry =built incomemainten-
ance system have apparently cooled the ardor of some welfare critics,

but he issue remains largely,unjoined--partly because the proposals
for 561) creation on a large scale have. remained "back-of-the-envelope
proposals" and partly because large-scale job creation does not excite
widespread political intereet The lack of excitement over the accon&.
plishmentsof programs initiated under the Emergency Employment Act of
19,7,1-0P:Wand of the 'Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of
1973 (CETA) reflect not only the relatively small size of these under-
takings but also a similar lack of enthusiasm for jobs that must be
invented and that are beyond the current and planned personnel require-

.

ments of the public and private sectors.

Job creat n projects must demonstrate that they can cope effectively

with palpable ne ds--that they are not merely new versions of "happy

pappy':programs c njured up on occasibns of high unemployment to rationa-
lize welfare in-a more palatable fotm It is the contention-of this
essay that significant local, regional, and national needs exist that
could be net through Tederal funding of carefully -defined, slots and/pro-

jects. The available evidence in a number of important fieldsdoes
justify further, more detailed examination.of the,advisabilityA-and
feasibility of a redesigned and significantly expanded national:job

creattbn.program.

Promotion -of -!c ilUic Development Through Investment of Human
oGapital-

The job; breatiOnorojectt that deserve the highest priority in the
remaining yews of this decade are those that promote economic develo?-.

went in a particular locality or region. Such projects would meet a' (\,

need that the recession has highlighted throughout the country, and by,-

generating present or future income, would help to refute the "make -

work" stigma of- Federally-funded positions

'Federal efforts at economic de;Llopmeet during the last 15 years,

have yielded uncertain results, however, as,well as,a.literature that

is long o'n critical analysis and short -on recommendations. This rela-

tive lack ,of success is presumably the result of the vast disparity

ex
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a

between, on the one hand, the scope.of our urban and rural economic
challenges and, on the other hand, the limited knowledge and resources
thit we have brought to bear onthe problens,of those areas. The pessi-
mism of many liberal economists that such economic reform can truly be

: compatible with the continuing domination of."the unseen hand" is per-
hapemost poignantly reflected in the writings of a next generation of
radiCal,economista, whose underlying premise' is that the increasing numr
ber of unemployed'and underemployed cannot.be.served through%the capi-
talist System. Whatever the merits of that-argument, a job creation'
Stimulus directed at economic developient seems to be an-Almost-ine:iita-
ble stage'in the evolution of our mixed economy. Just as tl?e National
Alliance of Businessmen (NAB) was necessary to determine thg pptential
of job creation.within the private sector, so'efforts must now be made - -

to dovetail-Federally-administered projects with economic development.
The followipg prapcisal* do'hotleature large-scale recommendations for
sweeping urbin and rural regienat,development--not because of disagree-
ment with Such approaches, but because of funding constraints and the
"belief that more small-scale successes must be achieved before it would
be:politically possible,to undertake more ambitiousventures.

TYING HUMAN CAPITAL TO
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Employment and training programs and economiedevelopment efforts
have traditionally Operated.in separate s eres. This separation was
encouraged by the primitive nature of available'job.vadancy data and
by the unsopgisticated"boosterism,that liesat the heart of most efforts
by State and local administrative agencieio encourage industrial
growth. It surveying State development?agencies, Eichner thus concluded
that they-paid little'ettention to etploting how they might stimulate
the location °thew industry within their borders through,manpoOer deve-
lopment effarts.1/ Theley to the persistence of this condltiOn is

_perhaps supplied by labb who identifiesatx majorlaCtora influencing-'
in trial location: land eosts,localltax pplicies,the location of
.the:firm's markets, the transfer cost structure, the-local labor'mar-

: ket characteristics, and t1' possible external economics. "The final
tour,"-he concludes, "are beyond the direct reach of polity-makers."2/
Under pressure to produce. results quickly; State development agency
personnel have presumably ignored long-term solutions.

1/ Alfred S.'Eichner, State,Pevelopment Agencies and Employment
Expansion, Policy PapIrs in Human Resources and Industrial Relations,
No. 19 (Ann Arbor, Mich., Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations,
The University of` Michigan--Wayne State University, 1970).

2/ William K.'-labb, The Political Economy of the Black Ghetto
(New fork: W.W. Norton and Co., 1970), p. 65.
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MOat economic development proposals continue.to emphasize the
4tolOisiow.of land and capital...in various. forms, but there As now a
.:groW3ng awareness that development of human'capita alsO contributes
to economic expansion and that the task of-broadening anddeepening
the present and future labor supply is integrally related: to economic
well- being. South Carolina's Co ttee for Technical-Education figs
long pion0ered in this area,3/ an the hard-pressed New England States
have begun to take heed.

Provision of job creation funds to appropriate State and local
development agencies could appreciably expand these efforts. Upgrading
the labor supply in thid fashion would Uequentlyrequire work experience
as well as training--Oar.ticularly-whereltnemployment is most severe.
For example, in Muskegon County, Michigan, where the unemployment rate
is One of the highest in the country, manpower planners would like to
give "exposure and experience" to their job applicants in "occupations
which have growth potential within the context Of Muskegon's emerging
economy.", Training' projects -could be developed involving occupations
similar to those required for economic development efforts. The flexi-
bility of such an arrangement would greatly increase the likelihood
that individuals would complete more advanced training programs.
Furthermote thanks to the experience that they would gain either a
the same time or after completion of the training, it would also
increase the probability that the individual would be placed in the Jo
for which he or shd was trained.

,Human capital can be tied to, economic development at different
:skill levels of 'the work force: Eichner observes that State develop-
ment agencies tend to take for grantddthat labor-surplus areas in
their States will be able to meet corpOrate,employment needs,4/
although such an assumption is clearly unwarranted at the higher skill

levels. Governor William Milliken's Michigan Economic Action Council
thus recommended in 1975 that Federal manpower training program funds
be sought to teach the skills needed by craf;workers on power plant
construction projects in order to preclude the possibility-Of labor
shortages when construction does resume,"and to provide unemployed
waikers-with the opportunity to upgrade their skills.5/ The Council

3/ Eichner, op.cit.

Eichner, op.cit., p. 58.
.

5/ Michigan Economic Action Council, ToOard Growth with Stability:
Recommendations for Long-Term Action (Lansing, Mich., 1976).
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also suggested that other such potenital skill shortages be identified.
Bit-pinpointing precisely when these individuals would be needed
remains beyond the state of the art. Apthe'least, however, those
individuals who,have undergone extensiv'e and eXpensive rraining could
be utilized.in job creation projects as leaders and effective "doers"
rather thah be forced to migrate elsewhere or take positions that are
below their skill level.

=. At loier skill levels, such "stockpiling",cannot be justified
economically, but'job creation can be utilized in.other ways. For:
example, Caplovifz found in his study of Harlem merchints that ehe
work habits and lack of training of their employees were major deter-
rents of their success,6/ and the frequent advice that "hard-core"
unemployed persons not be used in such establishments implies camper-
able experiences. Job creation programs in thii case could concen-
trate on providing job. experience combined with training designed to
overcome absenteeism and turnover. Tfiehigh quit rate in marginal
enterprises would insure slots, into which these individuals could be
=Wed, and, at'least in.the qasi of black business proprietors work-
ing in ipiker city areas where this problem is prevalent, such a social
investment could be Ptilled. Inclusion of experience of.an actual

, -

job should result -in more favorable results than "employability train-
ing" alone has,achieved, and its importance increases during aloe
economic periods when few on-the-job training pOsitions can be
developed. Interfacing public service employment and training with
economic development-projects would, in the short run, enhance the
significance of the;creAted position; in the long run, ft would not
merelyfprovide an advantage in the competition among States for new
or'expanded industry but would constitute a rational social invest-
ment by raising the skill lgvil, and thus the real resources, of a
region.

JOB CREATION AND NONMARKET-BASED
INNER CITY DEVELOPMENT

Duting-the late 11960',.., the Federal government undertook a series
of programs designed io revive inner city areas through economic acti-
vity based on the proflt motive. Government incentives intended to
encourage white business proprietors to locate in urban poverty areas
found few takers and seemed to justify Tabb's conclusion that such
programs were "too ineffectual in counteting'basic discriminatory
patterns inthe labor market and too weak to overcome widespreadpov-
erty." 7/ To the limited extent that Department of Commerce efforts

CapinVitz, The Merchants of Harlem: A Study of small

Busi a Black Communit , Sage Library of Social Research'Series,

vo 1 (Beverly Hills, Cali , Sage Publications, 1,973).

4 7/ Tabb, op.ci ., p.
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to stimulate "black capitalism" have achieved success, this has
generally occurred outside the inner city. After surveying these
program results, Levitan, Mangum, and Taggart conclu#V that "programa-
that improve mobility are preferable to those that ) .91 dize immobility
(and that) it is, after all, the people of central cities who must be
helped and not the central cities themselves."8/.

Hoiiever, the economic hard times of the 1970's have made it clear
that many never achieve mobility, and their fate is increasingly
threatened by the deterioration of the central cities as 'a whole.- The
flight from the cities of coMpanies and skilled personnel continues,
and if EUgene,Poley's urban "Marshall Plan" or Spring's "truly serious
regional economic development"9/ are-not imminent,can job creation at
least contribute to an eventual upturn.in the lives of inner city
dwellers?

Continuing deterioration has resulted in spve al attitudinal
changes that may be significant in answering this q stion, First,
it is now rare for a corporate.executive to argue t t the:profit
drive will prOpel, those in the ghettoes out of povert . This increased
understanding of the problem may open the way to form of governmental
intervention formerly deemed unacceptable by the private sector. Second,
the creation of economic entities designed to make jobs and needed pro-.
ducts, even if they do not make money, are acceptable to some of the
radical economists and militanttblacks who etiticizeprcorporate inner
City proposals on the grounds that-they were "ripoffs." Bluestone,
Harrison, Tabb, and others have argued that community development corpo-
rations may not be economically viable, but Can provide valuable job
experience and.the basis fOr eventual social and political organization
gi far greater significance. Third, the emergence of a national quasi

tOte maintenance syatemrin the form of unemployment comperisation,
Welfare, and other benefits has created a new standat against which
the,acceptability.of ,fob 'creation cail%be measuredProjects hitherto
unacceptable oft the grounds that they*e unprofitEible are viewedkina
different light if.Unpro tiCtivejncome maintenance is the alternative.

,

, '''':

8/ Sa Levita artb L. Mangum, . and Robert Taggart III,
Economic'Oprtunity in the Ghetto: The Partners ip of Government
and Business, Policy Studies in Employment and 14 fare, No. 3
(Baltimore, John Hopkins Press, 1970). .,

)-

0.

9/ Alan Garfwer .itUsS lA.Nixo, and Fra k Riess n, eds.,
. .

Public Service Emplo nt. An Anaiysi-of ita'H story Problems and
Prospect(New York, P a ger PubliShers, 1973), p. 163,/
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LINKING A "JOB CREATION
COMPONENT" TO BROADER VENTURES

While experience with economic development is limited, Federal'
State, and local governments are funding a steadily increasingInOmber
of planning ventures. The Appalachian Regional Commission, the Title V.
(EDA) CoMmiSsions for Regional Economic Development, the 1974 expansion
of EDA's Title IX jurisdiction and subsequent passage of Title X, and
the activities of the Community Services Admstration together consti-
tute a significant Federal presence, and are now paralleled by the
activities of a growing'number of State and local bodies. Such ventures
hive continued to expand even though 1974 testimony before the Public..'
Works. Subcommittee on Economic Development revealed considerable uncer-
tainty about the ability of State and local government to identify future
economic changes; predict unemploymentf-make Plans and then take the steps
needed to assist an area to adjust to alternative economic activities.10/

Tom Hahn, the enterprising Executive Director of the Orleans
Council of Social Agencies (OCCSA), has already shown what such
resources can accomplish. °Orating in a tri-county poverty area
in Vermont's "Northeast Kingdom,",Hahn has combined some of the above
sources with Department of Labor experimentation and demonstration
funds and grant,..from several other Federal agencies to undertake a
number ofeconomic development programs. OCCSA has bid for and bought
scatterediplots of land in a mixture of low-income and other income- 1

level areas. It then uses CETA clients to construct homes that are
sold to qualified and eligible low-income applicants for $16,500 to
$17,506, at interest rates that may be as low as one 4nd one half
percent. (These homes must meet regulations set by the-Varm'Home
Administration") OCSA also operates a sawmill that hariests, processes,
and finishes the lumber. msed in the home building project, and provides
winter fUel and building materials at a modest price to disadvantaged
and low income residents--using loggers, mill workers, and equipment
operators paid and trained with CETA funds. Similarly a well-drilling
operation sells water to disadvantaged persons in need of a new or
better water supply.

During the summer of 1975, Professor Eli Ginzberg's Manpower
Demonstration Research Corporation began a Federall,z funded "supported
work program" in 13 locations to provide transitional jobs for ex-offen-
ders, ex-drug addicts, and other hard-core unemployed persons. Local_t,
sponsoring agencies hired employees and contracted for work in housing
repair and security, among!other fields.

4

10/ U.S. Congress. Senate Committee on Public Works. Public Works.*
and Econothic Development Act Amendments of 1965. Senate Report together
with minority and additional views to accompany S3641, 93rd Cong., 2nd
sess., 1974.
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Hahn and Ginzberg are considerably more experienced an iii ovative
than many project operators, but it should be noted that job creation,
plus the other available funding, now allows the flexibility,that such
social planners need in order to tackle more promising proje ts. It is
fashionable among social planners to discount what men like Hahn and
Ginsberg can accomplish, 'on the grounds that government programs must
operate on the basis of standard operating procedures rather than
individual savvy. The argument has a certain appeal, but the flexibil-

-ity obtained by dovetailing job creation projects with economic deve-
lopmint plans might afford a trainiag_ground and a springboard for other
social entrepreneurs.

RURAL AREA DEVELOPMENT

The works of Ray Marshall, Niles M. Hansen, and others11/
have'documented the economic plight of rural areas so thoroughly that it
seems unnecessary to restate here the-need for, and limited impact of,
the comparatively small existing programs. National willingness to sup-'
port econbmiC4evelopment in rural povvrty areas is symbolized by the
high priority assigned to Appalachian *egional development. Job crea-
tion projects are vitally needed if progress is to be made in these
disaster areas, but the unambitious nature and results of, Operation!
Mainstream and the rural Neighborhoo&Youth Corps underscore the
importance df linking job creation to a more imaginative program
design.

11/ See, for example, Ray _Marshall, Labor in the South (Cambridge,.
Mass.,: Harvard University Press, 1967and-Niles M. Hansen, Rural
Poverty and the Urban Crisis, (Bloomington, Ind.,: Indiana Uniyersity,
1970).
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Therelative success of the large farmer and the .ong -term decline
of the small family fatm presumably render meaningless any large -scale
Plan'to cOmbat ruralpovertysthrough agricultural development.. But the

: lot of those who remain on the land and wha"will nottmove fot,various
'reasons could be considerably Improved: With towns now purchasing
farms to keep thed out of the hands of developers, it seems reasonable
that a simultaneous infusion of humAn capital could upgrade the pre-
served pkOperty. If it is poesible io obtain public agreement to
remove suCh*land from the marketplace, then presumably that land-c-ould
be improved through the assistance of publicly- financed labor, whre
the advantages of automation are either unavailable pr too expensive.
Cettainly, precedents exist for such an approach in the State's treat-.
merit of its tibberlands and parklands, and the public investment could
be` considerably enhanced through such work.

The lot of'some farmers in poverty areas could also be improved.
Caudill has observed that a substantial part of the river bottoms in
the Cumberland Mountains could be adapted to the production of straw-
berries,_raspberries, blackberrie4 and bluebeFries. He. argues that
demonstration programs wimild be ne tisary to convince the 'mountaineers
to exchange their primitive approach to farming for such neWprops'and
new farming methods, but job creation projects would lend themselves
Wel41 to such activity. Other efforts might include projects that are
ecologically and nutritionally sound, but not yet commercially feasible
for lack of ptblic acceptance.12/

UTILIZING PROJECT PARTICIPANTS IN
LARGER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

Such agricultural innovations rest on the ability of communities
to combine job creation with more ambitious local economic planning.
The Office of Management and Budget and various Federal agencie6 have
encouraged local and subs4te planning in'this area, but under current*
economic conditions, signs scant tesources have not materia-
lized. The possibility of utilizing project-participants In larger
community development efforts might' incourAge these localiiroups to
proceed with the .design and construction of miner public improvements,
such,as open spate, recreation,.,anst shoreline development. Such an
injection of human capital.MIghtftee-f-Unds.to support other expenses,
and thus enable the larger project to move'forward.

A

12/ Harry L. Caudill, Night Comes"to the Cumberlands: A Biography .

of a Depressed Area. Foreword b' Steward L. Udall (BOSton: Little,
Brown and Co., 1963), pp. 388-90.
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Hearings on the expansion of public woes activity and also'on the
status and implementation of the Title X "J Opportunities Program"
suggest that project participants could be linked with larger public
works proposals'itiseveral ways. If more long-term public works pro.
loosals wexefalready "engineered," and thus available on'a,contingency
plan basis, project participants could be inserted into. some of them -:
in a"job effective" fashion, according toIlr: George Karrai,. an EDA
officia1-.13/ These projects are more along traditional lines than the
highly labor- intensive projects envisioned under Title f, where engineer-
in is minimal; given the presumed link between these long-terM projects
and economic growtOklowever, the feasibility of inserting public service
,..,loyment here should-be explored carefully. The relatively recent
e nsion of EDA into urban areas also should open up additional signi-

ant work opportunities.,

But 'is the 18,000 projects proposed by Federal administrative
agencies in response to the Title X mandate hat should'be most closely
scrutinized. In 1975, the Secret ommerce wrote .44 deOartments
and agencies asking them to identify suitable'opportu for temgo-.

rary.job creation. They were asked.to identify those ects which:
could be initiated promptly and be subc4antially completed within 12
months; would be consistent with locally-approved comprehensive plans
for the jurisdiction affected, whenever such plans exist; and were-
labor intensive.14/ The agencie6 were to give special attention to
stimulating jobs "in the private sector for private purposes." Scrutiny
of the national list of funded projects anctcounty lists of project
applications reveals a wide gamut of proposals, includinga number in
the field of economic development. It would be premature to reach a
conclusion on job creation potential for economic development before
the results of these piOjects are carefully anaJyzed.

13/ U.S. Congress. Senate Committee on Public Works. Public
Works Employment Act of 1975, Hearings before the S*olthittee on
Econelitc Development on S1587 and S1704, 94th Cong., 1St seps.,
'1975, p. 44.

.14/ U.S. Congress. House'Committte on Public Works and

Transportation. Status and Implementation of Title X "Job Opporpni-
ties Program" of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of
1965,' as Amended. USaringobefore the Subcommittee on Economic
Development, 94th Cong., 1st sess., 1975.
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Locl Initiatives to Meet Public ProjeceNeeds

_ .

Conscious of the need to develop more decentralized models of
public service'emploYment, the Canadian Federal Government ram a series
of.programs'during.theoearly 1970's which it located II the Job Creation
Branch of the,Department of Mq1;ler and Immigration. The Government
has now sharply curtailed or el nated these programs, but they have

. .prodded several alternative models for reaching individuals and groupe
.sufffering from structural as well as cyclical unemployment. The two
Major programs were desfgnedjo combat specific problems that plague
Canada in good and bad times, rather than general downturns in the ,

economy. The Local Initiative POgram (LIPYllote thus designed to
alleviate high seasonal unemploylient in the winti& and spring, while
Opportunities for Youth (OFY) wa intended to mee't the summer employ-
ment'needs of students and othe young people. Neither program per-
mitted employment to extend be Ond 26 weeks. In contrast, the Local
Employment Assistance Program (LEAP) was a year-round program intended
to provide jobs to those who were, as the Department put it, "not' ikely
to become employed through normal labor market activity."

THE LOCAL II TIATIVE hOGRAM (LIP),

LIP received the most critical acclaim, at least in the U.S.,
becausq it offered a public service employment model built-around
projects rather than around orleoing administrative agency activity.
The projects enabled individuals, private nonprofit organizations,
or municipal agencie4to suggest innovative apeTbaches which would
create new jobs and nefit the community. Projects had to demon-

,istrafe community support and were not to duplicate'existing,4kcili-
ties, although they could (and often did) provide services alAeady
dispensed in ap..)area if they did so in conjunction with established
public or private'nonprofit agencies. Local agencies thus sometimes
submitted proposals that collaborated with, and other times compeW
with, proposals from individuals and groups wIthin the -private seflor.
'Generally, the projects could generate sufficient revenue to become
self-supporting, but could not operate at a profit.

The initiator usually became the project manager, and might also
be the sponsor if an established agency did not perform that role. The
sponsor signed a contract with the Manpower Department specifying whAt
the project would produce within a stipulated time and the number of J,

employees, that it would use. The project managers were to'earn the
prevailing wage in a locality for comparable work up to a maxii,umof
$AO per week, while those employed by the manager or sponsoruld
earn up to $115 per week. The Federal Government would contribute $22
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TABLE 10. LIP ACTIVITIES BY PE OF PROGRAM SPONSOR,

PROGRAM SPONSOR

ACTIVITY ,

Total

Local

Govern-

merit,

Bodes

Other

Govern-

ment

Indians

and

Eskimo

Groups,

Cultural

Croups

.

Religious

Groups

Service

& lellfare

Organi-

zation8

Bus. 6

Labor

Organi -

.zations

Citizens

ComitteezatiOn,'

Rec. &

Leisure

Organs -.

Indiv.

i

,

Building construction 21.8 3.5 1.3 3.2 , 0.9 2.3 2.3 0.4 2.8 3.5 1,6

Nonbuilding construct 15.5 5.7 .9 1.3 .2 .2 .4' .3 1. , 2.6 2'.4

Lands, parks, & forestry 2.5 3.1 .8 .8 .4 .211 ,3
1.2 1.2

Artistic & cultural 4.9 .1 .2 , '.3 1.9 0 .2 .1 .2' .2 1.7

.

Education 8.5 .2 1.2 .2 .5 . 2,3 .3 .7 .4 2.5

Information 2.8 .1 .1 .1 .2 0 .3
//

.2 .9 0 .9

Social services 28.5 1. .7 , 1.5 .7 1.7 6.4 1.1 4.4 1.1 10,7

Health services 1.1 0 \ .2 0 0 0 .5 .1 .1 0 .2

. 7

arias; e'r reaA tot,r7,;' 4.9 .7 .4 .1 .2 0 . .1 1.9 .9

,1..

a ,

Research 3.7 .6 .3 0 :6 0 .4

iq---------)

.3\i .4 .2
,

'DOTAL 100.0 15.0 6.1 7.5 5.6 3.5 , 13.1 3.3 11.8 11.1 23.

SOtRCE:. Canadian Department of Manpower and Immigration, reprinted in 14s., Congre,. Joint Economic Committee, "The

Canadian Job Creation Model and Its Applicability to the United States," by Dr. TMOmas Barocci, A Study Prepared for the

Use of the Subcommittee on Economic Growth, Achieving the Gaols of the Employment Act of 1946--Thirtieth,
Anniversary

Rpview, Vol. 1--Emplovment,
94th Cong,, 2d sess., 1976, p. 7.
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per week to cover adminiq, atixe'expenses and would contribute the
unemployment insurance be efits.15/ All project participants had to
be referred by the CanadiM1 eq-brivalent of the U.S. Alkoyment Service,
and priority as given to individuals receiving unemployment compensa-
tion or wel are benefits. The Job Creation Branch monitored and'eval-
uated the p ojects.

0

/ The initial application consisted of only one page, and dea t
primarily with budgetary and personnel questions. The actual pr ram
proposals were discussed at subsequent interviews with the projec
managers and sponsors. These interviews were conducted by the Constit-
uency Advisory Groups (CAGs) and followed, circulation of the application
to the Provincial Government and Federal agencies interested in the sub-
stantive area. Each CAG consisted of nine individuals active in community
affairs wlio were to be appointed by the local Member of Parliament (MP).
The CAG Was to draw together the views expressed on the various projects
and rank-order the projects. It was intended that the Job Creation branch
assign a high priority to these recommendations, and, according to one
observer, 95 percent of the projects designated by the CAGs were funded.161
The MP, however, was not obligated to appoint a CAG and some members of
the opposition party chose to exert greater influence in the selection of
projects themsqGes. The overall allocation of funds to each of the 41
economic regions into which Canada is divided dependedDin each case on
the 'extent to which the Area's unemployment rate exceeded 4 percent
"ftiql employment."

Nature of the Projects

The most impressive achievement of the LIP program is the wide
gamut of activities, managers, and sponsors that its emphasis on local
initiative produced. Evaluation of programmatic quality and output
seems surprisingly scarce, but, as Table 10 demonstrates, the experiment
pinpointed a wide range of social and economic needs. 'The projects also
reflected a healthy balance between physical and social projects, although
the building construction categorypls somewhat misleading, since most of
the construction consisted of maintenance and improvements on existing
facilities. Only 17 percent of a grant could be used for administrative
overhead, equipment, and supplies, but some projects4diacceedkin obtain-
ing additional contributions from other sources.

15/ U.S. Congress. Hone Committee on Public Works and Trans-
portation. Local Public Works Capital Development and Investment
Program. Hearings on H.R. 5247 and Related Bills, 94th Cong., 1st
ses.. 1975, p. 5.

f6/ Iid., p. 11.



Although thelmerall project distribution is wide, it appears

-that_certain CAG'a, encouraged), or simply selected, projects involving

constru , , maintenance, and fotestry, while others were more inglined

in the t6 ec =tF -of,educational, cultural, health, and recreationat

services. -(11ut thetlafferences may ref ect nb more than the needs

Of particular. localities:Y.,The design/of the projects generally

demonstrates an impteSsIme ability,on:th part of public and private

agencies to sponsor activities that dti"not:*rely substitute:Federally-

funded' for locally-funaed personnel./ Thexe 1941So a healthy balance .

between projects apparently initiated by the agennikg,(closely parallel-

ing some of the better work done undef EEA and CETA) and _suggestions

that appear to haVe.come from outsiders whose ideas and managetentyere
endorsed by the agencies, although with modifications in some cases.

And, wWe'the programs grew out of economic necessity, they,communicated

a sense that they were no-nonsense, creative, and potentially-effective

solutpns to practical and well-defined needs.

The projects also provided good balance among the sponsors; 21

percent were sponsored by lodal, State, or Federal agencies, 23 per

cent directly by individuals, and 56 percent by private agencies.

As table 1 indicates, support was also spread judiciously among the

different types of private groups and agencies, with no particular

type of group receiving more than 23 percent of the funding. Only

3 percent of the.projects were sponsored by business or labor groups,

however.

LIP did show some interest in developing projects it? self-

supporting non-service activities; During its first year, the Director,

of the Special Programs Branch reported that LIP received about 1,100

applications for projects that were, as he put it, "straight businesses

run cooperatively."17/ On the other hand, most of these projects invol-

ved arts and crafts, cultural, and other groups which were not particu-

larly oriented toward profit. By the end of 1973, the Depart4ent of

Manpower and Immigration began experimenting with an Entrepreneurial

LIP. Mindful of previous funding cuts and aware that its days might

be numbered, it began ad4ertising "Do-It-YoUrself LIP--Get a Good Idea

and Get It Growing."' The Department emphasized that a project could

have up to $75,000, because "next to 'local,' this year's LIP stresses

imagination most." Companies could become involved in Do-It-Yourself

Business LIP to provide facilities or services for their commurlities,

if their activities created additional jobs and did not relateo
business operations.

c--

17/ Canadian Council or Social Development, New Concepts of Work.

Proceedings of a Conference (Oftawa, Ont., 1974).
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Some success wak terepord with such Entrepreneurial LIP projects
among the Nova Scotia fishermen and on Indian reservations, but fund-
ing ended before much progress had been Fade.

as
principle seems

worthy of further exploration. In the U.S., as well as Canada, there
are relat vely few avenues available for young or inexperienced entre-

, ,p4neu to obtaAn even relatively small amounts/of working capital.
.Stich projects could provide "seed money" to inno-liative and labor-
intensive small businessbs and need not conflict with the functions
of private companies.

i

Assessing LIP as a Program'Model

LIP is only one way that a project approach might be developed,
and its asseasment here reflects the view that someof its problems
were endem4 to any project approach, while others could be overcome
by adjusting the administrative mechanism. The project approach
offers some clear-cut advantages; as Gartner observes, it provides "a
dray of avoiding the rigidities of oldline public agencies and introduces
some competition into theYproduction of {public service."18/ Indeed, in
view of the major role played by established agencies in, sponsoring the
projects, it is surprising that established agency and new-project acti-
vities coexisted as smoothly as they did. Presumably, the universe of
need proved so sizeable that mutual adjustment did not threaten existing
activities.

The projects also afforded a number cif persons a first opportunity
to demonstrate to themselves and to the public what they can do. As
one experieuced sponsor put it in an interview with the author, "It's

ithe first time in the lives of the people involved in A Helping Hand
that they had a chance to do something for other people." Lerman has

flpointed out that the local initiative at the heart of LIP offered pro-
ject applicants a chance to act on their own initiative and thus led
them to identify more closely with the specific project and its output.19/
Again, for a short-run job creation project, this very identification,
simultaneously becomes a symbol of success and frustration -particularly
where, as in the case of LIP, those services and jobs were terminated
partly as a result of worsening economic conditions.

le-

18/ U.S. Congress. House Committee on Public Works and Transpor-
tation. Public Works Project and Program Acceleration. Hearings before
the Subcommittee on Economic Development on H.R. 3067, 94th tong., 1st
sess., 1975, p. 71.

19/ Robert I. -The Puhlt, Employment Bandwagon Takes the
Wrong Road," Challeftgy (Jaivary-Fehruarv, 1975), pp. 10-1'6%



An evaluation conducted by 'the ofSchool of Social elfare at the

University of Calgary reveals tha workers expressed high levels of
and improved fee ings of accomplishment. LIP employees

fel that they had increased their self-confidence, community awareness,

and feeling of security. Uiters said that the P roduct.or service was
important to them and generally rated thequalfty as good or very
good.20/ But the combination of the remaining economic and social need

and the benefits derived by the LIP workers has led them to suffer from

what .some have called "termination shock."
4

A project approach poses sev al problems for the delivery of some

\-10tial services.' In the short run there is the dangerthat clients
will came to depend on services th will disappear after 26 weeks
unless.substitute personnel or alte ative funding are located. This

diffiCulty can be partly alleviated by selecting certain types of pro-

,

jects and omittin others. 4'

* In the long run, other proble emerge. In some cases, the 'per-

petuation ali a project creates an al rnative delivery system. Even

if professionals accepethe existence o his temporary "shadow"

service deliverer, it is questionable how long it is advisable for

primary and secondary delivery systems to exist--one tenured and

permaneitt, ..the other ad hoc and temp ary. If a relativelyciigh

unemployment rase persists, this = stem could begin to garden, and,
rather than creating competitio , the-secondary system could serve
as a buffer p71otecting the pri system from the need to adapt to

social change. The public a Congress also might opt for perpetuat-
ing such a temporary arrang ment rather than add to a permanent civil

service and operate throug4 an increasingly expensive permanent buieau- \\,

cracy. A "secondary labop'market" might then arise within the publ4c

sector and might be tolerated by the civil service unions on the

grounds that it would protect their reguyir membership in a period of

budgetary retrenchment. This set of circumstances did not arise in the
LIP program, because so much of its effort was directed at seasonal

workers and students who intended to return td theft primary occupations.
i

I)

Objectives conflict when a public employment program tries.
simultaneously to meet the income needs of thecyclically unemployed

and disadvantaged, to provide services, and stimulate aggregate demand.

Providing the most effective services may conflict with the goal of the

less-skilled, pegging the wage at a sufficiently high level to draw

individuals off unemployment insuranceobut sufficiently low to avoid

competition with the private sector is likely to affect recruitment-,

But there are tradeoffs here that canbe'made successfully, and LIP

seems to have handled this problem without too much difficulty.

20/ U.S. Congress. HouseCommittee on Education and Labor Equal'
Opportunity and Full Employment, op.cit., p. 71.
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Ross estimates that approximately half of the LIP workers in the 1971-
72 program had been coll4pting either UI or social assistance before
they entered the program.21/ The gross cost of the projects in economic
terms thus does not equal the net costs and that difference could have been
increased by'adopting tighter guidelines than the Canadians chose to use,

ALTERNATIVE JOB CREATION MODELS

The Province of Alberta has embarked on a,$12 million Priority
Employment Program (called "PEP") designed to combat high unemployment.
It includes.a grant to,agricultural societies for construction, pri- %
marily of buildings far recreational purposes; a grant to its Depart-
ment of the Environment intended to finance efforts to restore and
upgrade wat channels; and a Direct Employment Program which assigns

1-//
priority to : lacing unemployed persons receiving UI or public assistance
in short-/term jobs in\ Alb4tan departments or agencies.) PEP is operated
directly through provincial agencies, in contrast with :'LIP, but was

/able to coordinate closely with the LIP mode1.22/
)

I>

The Local Employment Assistance Program (LEAP) was operated by the
\ Department of Manpower and ig ation, and was designed expressly to

meet the needs of the disadvanta d. Annual funding never exceeded
$12 million, but the model bears c se scrutiny, since\it offers some
indications of hoW a project approac \would fare in woriing with those
experiencing.structural unemployment. \These projects can extend up to
three yearst have funding and eligibility criteria different from those
of LIP, andhllow training to be tied ,c1 sely to work experience.

Y"

Utilization of the Disadvantaged ln Combating
Environmental Challenres

Some of the more recent discussions of pub 4c service employment
have made much of the distinction between countercyclical and structural
employment, and hve viewed PSE as better suited to meet thg_needs Of
those persons who*unempicyment is only temporary. It Is difficult
to see, however, hi:Nf) such an approach can be fully justified, politically
and socially. A large-scale job creation program presumably would have
to provide a mix of projects and job slots designed primarily foritem-

, pararily'und7loyed persons, but including some positions for disadvan-
taged/persons well. A number of environmental projects already have
demorIstr.ted tht\ utility of using unskilled and semiskilled peRsons to
deal with a whol'gamut.of problems and challenges. j

4 21/ David P. Ross, Th- uture Course of Work Opportunity Programs
(Ottawa, Canadian Conifyil Social Development, mimeo, May 1973), p. 5.

22/ Canadian Council o,n Social Development, op.cit:8., pp. 83-#.



"CROSS-COMMITTING" PROGRAM
GOALS AND FUNDS

The most ambitious and creative proposal designed to meet.a
national need and hire substantial numbers of unskilled persons was
first made in an article written by Roger Starr and James Carlson in

1967.23/ They found that:there were three principal sources.. of water..

poll ion that undercut the efforts of muiicipal sewage - treatment

plants agricultural pollution (such as the carrying of organic ferti-

lizers irectly into the waterways); .industrial waste (where somewhat

surpris ng progress has been made sin e 1967, although dumping remains

)%6a problem in some cases); and the ost mportant source of'pollution--

rainfall. The authors mention the, ssi ility of rain becoming polluted

as it makes its way through the atmoaRhek and through radioactivity,
but they focus on the damage wreaked 1: rain-induced pollution upon

sewage treatment. This damage results om combining storm flow and

sewage flow.
, -

Municipal sewer systems were designed originally to carry off
storm water flow -not domestic and industrial waste. House drains could

be connected with the storm drains only when it was determined that,
for health reasons, domestic sewage could not be left in the soil sur--

rounding the water mains. There is no problem in combining the two
systems provided that the, flow does not back up into streets and

cellars--a possibility that becomes' dangerous i,f domestic sewage has

been added to storm sewage. Furthermore, the sewage treatment facility

must then be large enough to treat the maximum anti4p.ated flow of

sewage as well as whatiat times can be a considerable volume of storm

water. Thanbks to the )'Verwhelming cost that would be incurred by
construction on such a scale, Starr and Carlson found that sanitary

engineers:
;

deliberately design plants that will handle on 'y the
dry weather flow of combined storm and,sanitar sewers.

When rain produces an augmented flow, 'ny water in excess

of the designed capacity of the treatment facility is
/ diverted directly into the naturai'watercourse without "

_4/ any treatment whatever. No wrocedure has been found
to separate:the sanitary,-sewhe flow from the storm
drainage flow; therefore,)eachgnificant storm, in a
city with cpmbined,sewers, nullifies the entire sewage-
treatmen,t effort and discharges a opnsiderable volume
of raw sewage into the lery bodies of water which the
treatment program was designed to protect.24/

\-.

23/ Roger Starr and James Carlson, "Pollution and Poverty: The

Strategy of Cross-Committment," The Public Interest, 10 (Winter 1968),

pp. 104 -31.

24/ Ibid.,' p.'118.
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Eiperts apparently disagree on the significance of storm flooding
as a source of water pollution. Only about 2 percent of the total stream
pollution in the U.S. is believed,to come from storm flooding of comr
bined_sewers, but there appears to be agreement that this proportion.
is considerably higher in the waters surrounding most American cities.
Those who question the wisdom of separating storm sewers from sanitary
sewers point out that storm run-offs also contain pollutants, and that
no means of treating storm -water sewer effluent has been devised.
Other critics believe that the cost of sewer separation is beyond "the
limit of acceptable costs for water depollution.goals:" Starr and
Carlson agree that many American cities may not yet have experienced
crItical pollution levels, but argue that sewer separation will be
'required eventually if water pollution is to be reduced to acceptable
levels.

Creating a lfalf-Million
Work-Years of Employment

The relatively low profile of stormwater as a serious source of
pollution may in part explain the apparent lack of impact of the Starr
and Carlson prOposal. In 1967, moreover, job creation was not an idea
whose time had come, and the public's willingness to commit substantial
funds to preserving the environment had not yet become evident. Then;
too, the strategy of cross-commitment i lies a considerably different
approach than that of the poverty efforts of the 1960's. Most impor-
tantly, the scope of the proposal in terms of manpower, money, and
mater Al looked audacious in terms of how many--and who--were unemployed
in 1967:

St rr anii Carlson estimated that "by the most cheerful estimates,"
it would cost $35 billion to eliminate the backlog of unmet sewage-
treatment needs of the Nation's'municipalities, and an additional
$65 billion if the Nation were to anticipate the need for more advanced
treatment plants and sewer lines in the years ahead--costs that have
now risen markedly thanks to Inflation and spiraling construction
costs. It was this very magnitude in costs th t led Starr and Carlson
to hail the "economic beauty of sewe s" as ful justifying their
cross- commitment strategy. Half of their est ed total would involve
the placement of sewage lines, a type of constru ion activity in which
unskilled laborers account for as much as 40 percent of all on-site
workhours.25/ If .the Nation were to focus on the "more! $10- billion'
expense of complete separation of sanitary arid ,storm ewers, the result

25/ Ibid., p. 126.
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would be direct wage payments of around $2.5 billion to unskilled

laborers. At an assumed annual wage of $5,000, this work could
generate half a millionwork-years of employment--enoub to
jobs of one year -duration for three- fotlrths of all male who were then

unemployed for f weeks or more.26/ They estimated th t roughly 2

of every dollar spe t on sewer lines or treatTent plants ould go to

direct wage payments and almot half of thos4-ages would be paid to
unskilled or semiskil d persons.

r"--

Each hour of work performed on the construction site would also
generate allradditional 1.63work-hours off the Site. The primary bene-
fictaries of this multiplier effect would be the "stone, clay and glass,
and machinery manufacturers and the trade ayd"transportation industries."
Adding togethr the on=site jobs created and the off-site jobs stimulated
by this public investmr, the result would be a payment of 65c in direct
and indirect wages for every $1.00 put into the project.

The authors of this "cross-commitment strategy"_were probably
optimistic about. the amount of unskilled and semiskille abor that

could be used on such a project even in 1967. Their data isT based

on national.and gional surveys, but the task of laying sewe pipe,

is considerably Chore complicated in large urban areas than An-other,
parts of the country. qn.the intervening 10 years, new technology
and increasing mechanization have also affected skill requirements.
Formal training is not a preequisite, but aptitudes for running meJlan-
ized equipment are decided assets. rk

A Feder'alip-sponsored project, however, has two advantages in

this respect. First, -it could stipulate that a certain proportign of
unskilled pe-rsons be hired, andsecond, it could involve private
irmikustny rather thaw ublic 'sponsor. A sewer separ4tion project,

then, hit' considerate ;merit ln.:terms,.,,of both the riiional need that

it could meet and in p,rovid g, jobs--for a segment adf the labcer force°

hard-hit by-the economy oillttie 1970's.

3OR44TENSIVE CONSERVATION PROJECTS
./' -"

, 4

Ip;,addition to work that, 'must be done to maintain a d improve
4,

o r parks 'end rVCreatio al areas, =there are a number 4f ther important
(

conservation proects of varying dimensions that unSkilfr and &emi-
r

spilled workers,,could perform.
_.-

.i

26/ Ibid., p.0429.
--(
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Conserving Human'and Nat3lral Resources, -..,
.

In 19641/Senator .Gaylord/Nelson -gued.that "through sheer
. ",,,

failure to. act we Axe wasting irreplaceable natural resources at an
ever increasing rate; at the same time there are millions of men who
want to Work but who cannot find, jobs (and) are wasting their lives

/
in poverty."27/ To combat.theseftwin problems, Senator Nels96 p7ro-
posed the Human and Resource ConOrvation Act of 196C, and Welk'
hearings which had little parent impact. 'More significantly,
Senate Labor d iblic We re Committee staff members conducted,a

4:survey of Fe 7al, State, and 'Local agencies in the natural resource
field, asking Wt 'ether substantial numbers of disadvantaged workers
could be utilized, what kinds of projects could be undertaken, and

C)
how many work-years 761d be required'to complete the projects.28/

,,, 0
V .

. While the survey is 13 years old, more recent evidence certain
does not point ta Subsequent improvement.in the identified prAle
areas, and,?Urilike many later efforts, this survey speciftts1

. addressed the question of what projects could be acCompl shed by
disadvantaged workers. Because other issue areaSoftenireq ire
larger proportions of skilled workers, it is useful to see ow wideA .

agenci s feel that s ch persoi1nel can be utilized in conse ation p
j

i

ject-s nd what speci c projeOts are frequently identifiet when States
and loc lities are as ed to use their-initiative. The iesponses,
varied widely in their degree of specificity. It was not possible,
therefore, to estimate the number of work-years required' nationally to
complete certain types of projects; it was possible, however, to '

aggregate the data and thereby.learn how widely various environmental
needs are felt throughout the country,29/ Table 11 ideniifies the most ---)
frequently mentioned environmental job creation projects,

Significantly, when given the,o ,
pportunity, ma local jurisdictions -..'.

pinpointed pioblems that have also. preoccupiedsnat onally-,known environ-'.-
mentaliSfe, ocalities in 40,percent or more of he StateS thuS iden-
tified such roblems as wildlife habitat improverpent, stream d river
protection and clearance, timber stand impiovemeitt, and wate supply

-...,---
. ,systems r:PYPJects, ,AOther psr-P.ikX0iPf,3articular lo 1 interest

also_suxf c1U4nglisil 'hatChery'installation; mainte nce, and
harvesting; al fqc itTmaintenance; and. roadside impro ement.
Professional nits continue to differ over what, if anything,

_

should be d ne to zontOr it erosona but cities, counties, and agen-
cies'in 22. fes m4tion his polilticglly sensitive issue.

27/ Congressi Record, June 26, 1964, p. 15176.

28/ U.S. ongigs Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
rve Human- ncr.N~cal Resources of the Nation. Hearings before

, the abGommft-*ee on EMPloyment and Manpower, 88th 'Cong., 2nd sess., 1964.
'110

29/ Ibid., Appendix, pp. 77-335.
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TOL 11. NUMBER OF STATES WITH LOCALITIES PROPOSING
ENVIRO,NMENTAL JOB CREATION, BY TYPE OF PROJECT

Environmentally relpted sites:
/:

Conservation work
.Firwcontrol roads
Firebresks and fire control aids
Fish halphery installation, maintenance,
Forestn, work i

Inseci and disease controX
Lake and pond dexelopmen
Nursed atwelopment
Range improvement
RiVer'frontage restoration
iwid construe ion
Road3ide impr em t

--Stream and rivet rotection and ,cal
Timbe stand imp ovement
Water pply sy teens and water pro
Wilcilif habi t Improvement'

Water and land use improvement: .

A .

BoAdary marking
Brush control
leanup (gpneral)

Drainage ditch digging
-Drainage maintenanhe
Erosion ontrdT
Flppd co trol
Land t ea
Lands ca
Painting
Planting an
Road gradin
Tree planti
Underbrush
Weeding

arance

21 ,A

8

131,A
,harvesting 181'

7

14
4

4

. 7

,32
24
28
10'

20 c

Facility improvement:

', 77
9 ,

24
9

17
22
6

ent and develovment 6

. 22
11

seeding (general) 24
13
39

cleatance 32
6

Bench constr
Bri,g-lcop

IrDam
Faci
Fen
-Hea
Res
Ret
Sig

Aon &A
ruqlon &

on & main
ction

ion
aintenance
reststops
s

cacti
t cons
cohstru

garters
roms and
ining wal
makIng

int.( 4,m,

11
n.)33

..,120`

6

9

7

11

Ate.--Although localities in all of the, States, as y11 as some
State-agencies, responded to the Committee's survey, some of the
replies were too general to alloW a detailed breakdown. The number
of States with localities intending -*to initiate a-pa titular
project may therefore, be higher in some cases thanot ese figures

indicate-.

Table and categories constructed from dat in U.S. Congress,
Senate' Committee on Labor and Public Welfar . Conserve
Human and Natural 13esources of)the Nat'on. Hearings
before the Subcommitt# on Employtent nd

SOURCE:

1 it

88th one;, ' 2d sess.,' 964. Appendipp.,77-335.
.
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The Federal administrative agencies w re often q ite explicit
about what unskilled labor could do to me tj.mportan environmental
needs: They supplied'data indicating tha they coul establish soil
and watershed conservation prokrams on 310 mdllion.a res of farmland,
and on the western ranchlands could clea brush, spr ad water, and
vegetation over 200 million acres, of F& ral grazing diatritts,and:)
forest'service lands. The rest See estimated hat, there were.
70 millitorti cres of unproductive jand in need of. reforestation by
planting and seeding. The .Army Qf gineers supplied'a 114t. of
activitieg't -be done on Federal 1 ds't at closely paralldled a num
ber ofthe rojectS that State and agencips'w4nted to pnrsGe_
on their ublic lands. . .,1

Forest and`Wilderness Enhancement--

Forest land constitutes a particularly promising candidate for
public jobs programs for other reasons besides the ,concern of enviroa-
mentaliSts and agencieS. Timber growth h4S increased in'rec5pt years4
on public lands butyl as a result largely /Of timber harvesting, remoVals
of softwood exceeded net growth in 1970 by 18' percent. lational Forests
supplied 17 percent''of timber haryest that year, and other public'
lands an additional 7 nt (which is roughly proportional° to the amount
of timber l&rd held by tt-MkRublic sector). the ForestoSeryice IA ',
stated, however, that allowable harvests from these lands can be
expected to drop sharply An coming yearA,UnlesS'fOrest management -
and utilization of timber on these lands is in insified.10/ Even

..\-

.

companies1which own much of their own timber ha publicly s1tated
their concern over allowing such a situation 'kb continue. Given
oyr heavy, importation of othet resources, an iturease in our reliance
on Canada and other foreign sources for our timber seems ill-advised.

)

.._

essitate the sul4titution of steel,
aluminum, and plastics that aped rived from depletable resources andJ.thus pose'envifOnmentalas 11 :ecOnomic,:problems. In its
Environmental Program for e Futute, Ihe''Fdrest 5erviCe observd in
1974 that timber demand is cl sely tied to residential construction,
which in turn depends on th umber of new households and the age of'--
the family head. 31/ It ha's and that, generally, a RvIla housing "4

unit is required foA' each new ousehold or family, and 14 refers tIR

A shortage.af timber would

tpp

30/ U.S. Department of griculture, Forest Service. The
Outlook ,'for Time in the Uni 0 States, Forest Resou e Report,_
No. 20 (Washtny,ton, 0&tober 1973),' p.2.

/ c,hv

Washim-t,

rs

?,',r -the 'Future, U. U. FV,rest, UerviceLrrl
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estimates.that households Will grow by approxibately 1.million
annually oitithe 1970's,and by 1.1 million each year in the 1980's. 0

. To'ehat figure must be added the number of units torn down 3,n cities
and abandoned by those leaving rural areas. The problem will become
acute in the case of some soft woods that are particularly expensive
to grow.,

Forest management includes such activities as protection against
fire, reforestation, timber, stand improvement, and thinntngs. 32%
Some of these activities hdVe been mechanized in recent years,.but
others must be ddne by and. Reforestation after a fire; for example,
is semi-mechanited, but it also requires a good dealoehand planting
and other labor. The care and feeding of seedlings is labor - intensive,
as'are forest blight and insect control.

In,addition, workers could "restore wil4erness" old rural
areas by cleating put dilapidated farm houses;,cappAnedry wells, and ,

removing fence In response to EDA's 1974 Title C survey, the
, Forst Service identified 75 different kinds of activities that were
labor intensive'and would require comparatively littleequipmelt and
few supplies. 33/ These programs could be designeth_td run seasonally
in some parts of the country'and,alsewhere. on a longer. basis.:-an
arrangement that would,make senee,envito#Meneally, too; because timber
need/Land wilderness problems reveal cO4siderable regionaldigerences.

Strip Mining Recamation

Coal increasingly looms as an intermediate, as well as short-
range, expedient for dealing with the energy .crisis= and the old as
well as coming ravages of strip mining may necessitate an increased ;

governmental response environmental grounds--a response that
might include in part the use of public job pr a s. -Corporations

engaged in strip minrft ye now required most States, to reclaim
.

areas where they dig, buOitmight be' ually advantageous to both
the public and private sectors to have such work include the
introduction of publ1C job '6fforts.

Even now,-most of the; smaller strip7mining companies in the
Appalachian region continueto camouflage rather than reclaim;

- Branson indicates that the most common form of reclamation practtcid
there "consists of partial grading and screening--rows.of trees,

32/ U.S. Department of Agrialture, Forest Service, The Outlook
.for Timber in the United States, p. 36.

33/, U.S. CuAgresp.' House Committee on Public Works and
Transportation: Status an ImplemeptatiOn of Title:X "job Oivortuni.
ties Program" of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of
1965, as Amended. HaaAnks before the Subcommi e on EcOnomIC
Develppmemt, 94th Cogs., 1st Sess., 1975.
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often.white pine, planted along highways to screen the devastation
£rom view." 34/, The .National Coal Association estimates that about
65,b0 acres are strip -mined each year. Nationally, Conservation
Report indicated that strip mining had disrupted 2,500 square miles
Of land by 1%73-.7-an area roughly.equivelent to that of Delaware and
Rhode Island combined. 351

_tittle can be. done about much of tbis acreage, and where
sblutions do exist, they sometimes involve construction, the creation
1pf'man-made lakes, and other programs that are not labor-intensive.
A number of other environmental side effects, however,"would seem to
lend themselyes to public Sob programs, including prevention of
landslides and mudslides,, long-term erosion control, and development
of a fish habitat in those strip-mine lakes that are not acid-
polluted.

--el
'.Support of the "twin atectives.of profitable mining and better

reclamation" is not limited-to Federal administrative agencies and
moderate conservationist groups. 4 ,.. berf conservationists now

414;
o

acknowledge, albeit somewhat unen .0° tically, the need to increase
coaL production, and, for their ,part; thf,SOil Conservation Service
and Forest Service have conducted what -one critic views as "a fair

. amount of productive research on strip-mi-net reclamation." 36/ Job
creation projects designed to conserve strip-mine areas thus might
throw together some strange bedfellows, but perhaps that is what
public job projects, which lack a natural constituency of their own,
require.

. k_

NationwideDisseminativn of A "Preventive Health Care Package"

Although there is increasing public suppor9t for the belief that
all Americans should receive sufficient medical attention, economic
trends recent yep }gave tended to make doctors and hospitals less-
accessibTe to many owl- and lower-middle income whites and blacks.

. HEW figures indicae that the number of doctors is now growing more
rapidly than .416 population, but these doctors are not distributed
evenly through7ut the Country. The Health Resources AdminiAstration
of the Public Health Service has. ound that in 1973 there were

Art

34/ BranleAllan Branson, "Stripping the Appalachian
Natural History 83/No.9 (November J974),

;,35/' National, Wildlife Federiiion: Coneerv4tion'Reportp.No.,35;
93d COng.', 1st Sess.eptember 7, 1973, p. 390.

36/ -John Walsh, 'Strip Mining-:' ,Keptucky'Begins to Close
the Reclamattion Gap," Science 150 (October 1965), p. 30.

'

k
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approxitately-196 nonfederal physicians providing patient'care for
every 100,00p individuals living in.the largest metropcilitan areas,:'
while the ratio for small non-metropolitan counties was 40'physicians
for every 100,000 residents. Nor is care distributed evenly within
urban areas.

'There are no easy ways to counter suCh,trends, but one partial
solution is toprovfSe more preventive'health care. to poor and near-
poor rural and inner city residents, thereby relieving some of the
pressurepressure on existing medical facilities and accessible practitioners
of 'curative medicine. Under current conditions, an ounce of preVen-
tion is worth dollars. Furthermore, if it becomes a right to receive.
medical care, methods must be found to reach out.to disadvantaged
Americans itnd make that legislative dream a reality. Suk outreach

Will require drawing on existing knowledge and precedents to under-
take'activities that a number of medical hospitals and other
facilities would like to extend, but have not considered in the light
Of current fiscal constraints.and labor shortages.

TENDING HEALTH SERVICES'
THROUGH OUTREACH TEAMS r\

While the outreach capability of mojexistinemedical facilities
is limited, they are usually involved in, some activitiesof this kind.
They hire unskilled and semiskilled individu om they then train
briefly to handle rudimentary identifica .on and re rral functions.
,So long as these persons are involved i1 reading and Description of
problems,.rather than faterpretation an. analysis, med al units
have managed to use them smoothly and e fectively alongs medical
professionals. It should. not be difficult o attach outreach teams to
regular medical facilities, and thus gain advantages of having
the facility personnelengage in monitoring a d quality control
activities without-running the risk of a subs itution effect.

COMPONENTS OF A ."PREVENTIVE
.NEAUTH CARE PACKAGE"

There are a number of elements that could be included ih,a
"Preventive Health Care Package" to be supplied by outreach aides.
Not al1,4f,the activities indicated in table-12 would necessarily,
be.apprOPriUe in a particular locale, and the size of the package
would depend on whether the superviAgeas in4uded in the outreach
team itself or was a nurse or 'other.reluiar member of the medical
facility supervising from a distance--either arrangement would
involve-superVision by medical professionals, but the makeup of the
team wollid, of course, determine how much could be accomplished. All
orthe fUnctions listed,however,:could be ',formed ,.y persons with
Only a-few weeks of training.
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TABLE 12. THE ELEMENTS CONSTITUTING A . "PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE PACKAGE"
. i

Outree h ta3tet -

Leasure
Identification of the' .emic condition
accompanying high blojit...essure

Problem' Diaanoefs/Assistanc

High blood pressure, t'specially
arterial blood pressure.

Blood pressure recordings to be
taken of persona seven years
of age and over.

Diabetes, pancreatic pr kidney disorders Excessive amount of sugar .><A the
blood or urine.

ar

Urine examination.
AP

Syphilis and gonorrhea Identification of carrAers as
well as those having venereal
disease,

Blood test of those in a "high -
index-of-suspiclon" age grqup.

Avoidance of childhood di Carman measles, "hard" meailes,
mumps, smallpox, tuberculosis

Innoculations to be administered
in the following combinations:

I. Rubeola, mumps, and
rubella vaccines

Smallpox; oral polio,
and tuberculosis

Avoidance of adult di Diptheria, Pertnsis, Xetanus,
Poliomyelitis, Influenza

Innoculations to be administered
for influents, tetanus,' and polio.

Preliminary dental examination Caries, periqdontal di
and orthodontic ,,problems

Prenata} care encouragement

Screening and referral to
supervised dental assistants And

hygenists.

To insure tat disadvantaged
women Seek renatal care early
in pregnan

Screening and referral of mothers
uraffiliat'd with a doctor and
identification of "high risk"
women.

Ptovision of aftercare in cooperation
with Hospitals and other community ,
health organizations.

Confusion over directions
related to prescribed medical
care.

Monitoring and opportunity to
provide feedback for the patient.

F
Assessment of general living conditions

Regional tests where nee2ed.

3
Inadequate nutrition, sub-
standard housing, existence of
lice, presence of child abuse,
enuresis, or identification of
other "environmental risk
potentials."

'Poisoning through lel:based
paints inqinner city areas.

Checklist to serve as bdeis for
subsequent agency referrals.

Blood test for children un
the age of six.

Intestinal parasites in some
Darts of the south.

Stool examination

Pro Vision of preventive health information

78

Film to be shown inc ding.such
topics as substance bribe,

first-aid, and ide ification sod
control of diseas like epitepsy,
sickle cell anem , and muscular
and nervous disc see,
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For.example, thetechpique used in identifying individuals
suffering from h3iPertensidh. is a skill that could be assumed by an
aide. Blood pressuxe recordings are often taken by paraprofessionals
in school health programs.

In the case Of diabetes, the dipstick exam is an initial type of
screening examination which is'simple to administer and whose results
are useful in providing two types.of readings, sugar and protein. It
could thus indicate kidney or panCreatic disease too. .

According to HEW's Forward Plan for Healk, FY 1977-81, of the six
major categories in he leading microbial causes of death and morbidity,

i
venereal diseases co,stituteihe category th4t ranks highest. Gonorrhea
alone has an estimated annual incidence of 2.-5 million tages. The blood
test is easy to give lor syphilis, although mot everyone will submit to
it. While some public resistance can be anticipated;- the tese'pro-
cedures are well within th technical grasp of,trained outreach teams.

. 4110., .

Innoculations to avoid childhood diseaseg -articularly impor-
tant for children 7 years of 'age and below who are not'yet attending
schoo, Public health nurses have the authority to administer these

tinjections indePeRdently, and could accompany the team when injections
i are to be given.

Children in lower-income families alstsUffer fromserious dental'
deficienci4s. -Lythcott, Silinette,.. and Hopkins claim that of the
50,000 chileen living in Harlem, for example, only 15 percent receive
any

.

type of dental care and that-the *.iiiiation is comparable in other
parts of the country.37/ Afterthe outreach teams provide dental
screening and referral,_supervised d:ital assistants-.and dental hygen-
ists.could-play an expanded role that voult-help'tqavoid a flood of
-referrals to the available dentists. A nuniber,of cou y health depart-
mentos have sent out teams under Medicaid's Early Per' dic Screening,
Diagnosis, and Treatment Program for Title XIX recipients that simply
used visual observation to'idee4fy oral hygiene problems and'observ-

) able-caries. The experierice of those teams suggests that such an
approach 'could be extended to other needy groups. . .

N.44,,

,

A.scartity of sufficient prenatal care for poor peoPle is,urpris-.;
ingly coMMon,-even where free clinics are available. In Washington,
D.C., for.example, Dr. Ernest Hopkins reported that between 2:.aq 50
percent of minority-group mothers had inadequate prenatal caie and that
16 to 25 percent received no medical evaluation before Ehe britk4f

,i , A -? V:

1.

'-(/ In Pi Hn;.! A11 7n *Illians, Textbook c)f 't-qack-Related Diseases

(New York; Mcr:r'tw-ill, 19710, p.



'labor.38/ Teams could identify "high risk" obstetric patients on the
basis of such characteristics as age, degree of poverty, or the outcome
of the last pregnancy. Weekes believes that much could be done in this
area, and be-also observes that antepartum care is frequently unavail-
able to those most in need of it.39/ Teams might also look for sickle
cell disease in expectant black females and for evidence of the syndrome'

' of narcotic withdrawal in the newborn child. :Finally, teams could make
certain that expectant mothers have aldoctor, thus avoiding those situa-
tions where the mother4must be admitted to the hospitals emergency
ward, because the absence of an assigned doctor prevents access to the,
maternity ward.

Members of a preventive health care team can also assess a comr -

munity and iden'tify ehyllonmental risk potentials. Some public health
departments have actuilly,mapped theii comities through such Visual
scanning; indicating.where lead-based paints are used, where high
levels of nitrateaore-preSent in the'drinking water, and where
tnefficient and unsafe sewage tanks are to be found. Such information
on general environmentpi conditions is often critically important
because of its-relationship to sound health. Morbidity and mortality

_
rates are sensitive to housins_cOnditIOna% ands studies have demonstrated
that reduCea,the incidence of illness and death.40/

.

_,:,

is0,41

_.
I

^-, Many, medical problems*ul&have been aiderif the,victims had
Possess d the most rudimentary health ildormatiltn. '..A number of disad-

vantaged individuals might avoid aerfous.probleVh if thy knew more
about s ch subjects as substances- abuse -and first-aid, and were-able
to,iden ify the symptoMs of such diseases as epilepsy, sickle cell
anemia and muscular,and nervous disdixders. Outreach team members could
takillar und.with them N5-millimeter film -rear- screen projector, a

11

self-co tamed unit wb4cb synchton zes with a- cassette tape recorder
that i- built into the sYstemA,-The filmilashes on die screenfpOrtion
of the unit (which ,looks lie 'A'',01eVisio set). 'The unit can be T',-

,carries $n one hand,_and needs on y to be lugged in. It'is difficult
to say whetherclient groups woul 'sit stil and absorb this information,
but the agencywould at least have the advantage of knowing that it
is reaching the rget group, esPdCially if there is a t$am member pre-
sent a the filming Ilho can anSwer-subsequent'questiOns and perhaps '

relate the material in'the preaentation'to what heJor she has detected
on the

-I

premisefl.:Cyrrent,atteMptsby public health agencies to reach 4
these target. pro r9u0aOuiVtli media are ihdre costly and less direct.

..

'98/ Ibid., ..1100,

a

39/ Ibid4, p. 101.

40/ Bernali "Aousing 4nd Nat"io Urban Goats: Old
Policies and New Real ties," in)phe.Metroi011tan TIP.gma (James Q. Klson,
ed., Garden City, Anchor Books, oubleday 1.970), np. 170-225.

11,Ike i=4"
60.
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Direct, Individualized Correctional Supervision

DIVERSION fROGRAM.FOR
THE FIRST OFFENDER

Squeezed by the rising cost of crime and by the limited impact of
overall social programs'Notz criminal-behayior, Federal and local law
enforcement officials have begun to experiment with correctional pro-
grams intended to prevent, convicted first offenders from becoming
hardened criminals.41/ These programs differ in design, bdt. in all
cases they are separate and distinct from the regular correctional pro-
cess, while remaining tied administrative) tole of the agencies that
is part of the legal system. Furthermore,-theae corrections/ programs
spurn broader social objectives, defining their- success primarily in
terms of 'reducing the criminal recidivism rate. A commnhityrbaseB
retiabilitationAproject model proposed by the National Institute of. Law
Enforcement and Criminal' Justice thus defines its objectives as f011ows:
to "enroll'60 percent of county jail detainees with convictions for pre-
vious stranger-:to-stranger crimes (and) reduce the rearrest rate-of the
enrollees from 50 percent to 10 percent."42/ 0

,Juvenile courts have developed a variety of programs utilizing
volunteers to supplement their limited capability to deal with the
problems of youthful first offenders. The set of programs supported
b Kalamazoca County's Juvenile Court is typical. It includes Court
F.imily Visitors (which allows a "family visitor" to use his or her
everyday knowledge to assist a less fortunate family in becoming self-
sufficient)1 S%T.O.P. (Strip Taking Over Property, which provides volun-
teers to serve as investigators dealing-with the first offender shop-

...lifter on a "one-411pt" basis),; the Status Diversion Project (which
assists in combating school truancy and behavior problems, as well as
runaway and curfew vidlatio the Volunteer.Probation Officer pro-

i
gram; and tutorial, assistance r children with special school
problemp.43/

1

41/ Youths below 17 are rred to a variety of social' services
and institutions, rather than incarcerated, but the coats of these
alternativeOlas risen-substantially too.

.

42/ National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. r

Criminal Justice Research: EvAluationin,ciiminal Justice Program
Guidelines and Examples (Washl.ngton:,'D,S. depalirment of Justice, Law
Enforcement Assistance ,Administration '1974) p. 21. ,

,

.

. :: A!

43/ Southcentrs1 Michigan Planning Council,'NC -prehensiVe'Law
Enforcement Nand Criminal Justice Plan 1976-77, (to on itIAmj.975),k
pp. I188-89'
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- The Citizens Probation Authority (CPA) in Kalamazob County is
deferred Prosecuti,onpregram that operates through the Office of the
Prosecuting Attorney. That Office often deems it advisable tohdivert
first offenders or "non-patterned" offenders from the court system to

structhred probationary term under CPA. Although CPA is an adult
program open tb eligible felons 17 years of age and above, it is not
surprising, given the program's primary emphasis on first offenders4

,14 that the participants' average age is'2 . years. The Kalamazoo pro-
.., gram is one of 150 now operating throug out the country that are*,

deLgned to reach pevsons who have committed non-violent property-'
related crimes. In addition to thi,s'type of diversion project and the
juvenile diversion projects discussed above, .there 4e other projects
that,specialize in working-with individuals who hav&been invdtVed In
-shoplifting or'who are on drugs. The concept of deferred prosecution
thus seems to be gaining favor nationally.

to.

THE NEED FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED
"CIVILIAN PROBATION OFFICERS"

The juvenile and adult diversionary prograns lack sufficient.
funding to afford the luxury of exclusive reliance pn professional
counselors and social workers,and have come to.vely ip varying degrees
on volunteers. Interviews with some of the Kalamazoo program admint7,4-..
strators suggest that they are definite roles for amateurs to y 4191:-t

A:
in such programs, 'and that the results are often surprisingly gs.d. -

On the other hand, high turnover among the volunteers,and kheix small
numberstfrequently undercut their effectiveness. ThA shoi.tcomings .

pose afAntiderable problem for the correctional process. ii.,

ir irri'

The current trend toward pre-trial
.

diversion is justifiable on
some grounds, but it does throw the youthful offender right back
into the 'home and community environment pat often played a signi- '

ficant role in creating the problem in the first pl ce. DeCiding to
institutionalize or not to institutionalize const utes a dilemma,
but numerous problems presumably can beNavoided i the individual can
be taught during an interim period to come to grips'effectively with
the home and commdnity environmen,t. Avoidance of criminal behavior
then depends on providing the persons with alternative coping A
strategies.

Effective Police youth officers, prObation officers, and others,
proiessionals prol;ide the necessary models and support', but their ° '

case loads are'larg and becoming larger. A "number of the yolqRteerS7
in juvenile and a t diversionary programs have served simirlarlunc-
tfons and p ormed a number. Of other activities as well. Fai example,

,the Michigan. CPA volunteer meets with his or her client at least once
a week at a mutually convenient time and place and provides support,
encouragement, suggestidda, transportation, and infor diimati These--
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severalvolunteers usually receive Several weeks of training, and are thus
able to assist the CPA group leaderS in conducting various workshops
and group sessions. CPA places emphasis on establishing nordp1 ties
for'its clients with the schools; the social fabric of the community,
and.the worltof, work (50 percent of these young adults are unemployed).

As in-the case of CPA, the Volunteer Probation Counselor Program
in Lincoln, Nebraska involves interaction between the volunteer and
first offender'for an average period of 10 months. De4cribed as an
"exemplary project" by the National Institute of Law Enfotcement and
Criminal Justice, this program alsoactivelyengages the probationary
counselor in assisting clients with their employment and educational
problems.44/

.

Volunteers these programs, then, have moved well beyond their-
traditional "Tidy Bountiful",image and have performed critical functions.
It is also true, however, that this work tends to be done by a.compara-
tively small number of "core" volunteers, while a number of others
have dropjed out-or failed to follow through. Furthermore, none of
these diversionary programs hAs attempted to utilize volunteers in
removing the client from an unfortunate environment, eVen'thbugh
foster care programs have achieved considerable success in placing
delinquents in an alternative environment for a period of three to
six months before returning them to their parents or to other
relatives.

,,,.. ,
..

Creation of Federally-funded job slots for what might betermed
Civilian probation offiqats (CPO's) could be handled in such a way .

that they *ould meet the' dmployment needs of the CPO and assist in
meeting the coping needs of youthf41 first offenders. The CPcrwAld
be attached to the various diversionary agencies now active in the
field but understaffed. The CPOs would assist in the usual functions
of the volunteer, but would also have the yOuthful.first offender witty"
whom they were paired living in their homes until the professionals
in the program felt that the youth could be returned to his or her
family. The CPO would receive a daily board rate"of $3.25 to $4.00, °

depending on ,the age of the youth, and the program would provide a
small allowance for the youthful offender and for the medical, cloth-
ing, and, other expenses now covered by programs like Foster Home Care.

,,;The CPO would receive wages for 20 hours'per week, since this job
Would not be full time (and the part-time wage would not tempt volun-
teers wh9' are already employed full -time elsewhere to qdit their jobs t

, .and work for the Federal government as a CPO). . '
A

a5: ''

t.

i, 44/ National Institute of Law Enforce nt and Criminal-Justice,
op.Cit., p. 5. I..r. .

:t.-
-.N
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A

Screening of CPO Applicants

On its face, the proposition that unemployed Individuals can assist
yOpthful offenders sounds unlikely, slut with appropriate agency and
proTessional 'linkageS, donsiderable-gains might be achieyed through a
comptaratively limited investment. Mamie Clark and Hylan-IeOiaare
curAntly working on a "model youth project" under 'a Department of

designed to assist black female school droPoUts °through,
the us of peer group reinforcement and. peer aides ho serve as role
models. Volunteer probation counselors-in the Linc n, Nebraska pro-
ject.come froM all walks of life and socio-economic vela in the
community, and in 65 percent of cases in that project,-the most
important need fulfilled by a volunteer is that of Suitable adult
role mode1.45/ Since there are many well-qualified young adults in
the. current labor mark(t who are struggling to break into their first .

job, we cannot assume that unemployment is a sound basis fpr rejecting
someone who might want to become a CPO.' Indeed, the well-adjusted
young adult who is approaching his or her job search intelligently under
current conditions may'make a particularly good role model for youthful
offenders.

N
Administration of he Program

By i lementing the project through existing diversion programs,
it would bi possible to maximize the use of ongoing communication and
control mechanisms. It would be necessary to expand professional
staff as the number"of CPOs increases, but here, too, young unemployed
prdfessionals could be placed in Federally-funded jobs. These positions
then could be eliminated when economic conditions improve. Funds for
the program could be channeled through the substate regional crime
commissions now found in virtually all States, and from there to the
diversionary programs. _

Enhancement of Publicly bwled Parks and Recreational Land

In view of the general increase in recreational pressure on our
land, it is not surprising that the Public Parks have also experienced

an influx well beyond anticipated levels. The Department of the

Interior predicted in 1956 that there would be 80 million visits to

the National Park System during the coming 10 year period, but the

actual figure was 66 percent higher.46/ In the Itce of such growth,

the National Park Service has now concluded that, by the year 2000,,

there may be one billion visits to our National Parks. An expansion

45/ Ibid., pp. 3 and 9.

,
46/ Ronald F. Lee; Public Use:of the National Park System, 1872-2000.

Foreword by- George B. Hartzog, Jr. (Washington: U.S. Department of

Interior, National Recreation and Park Association, 1971), p. 9.
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An==the,--Aefinition=otpdhlit--.Aie-bas=paralleled this growth., In its
Public Use of the National Park.SVetemv 1872-2000;-the Department
points out that the concept of public use in legislation has evolved
from "resort and recreation,"*through "park or pleasuring ground for
the benefit of the people," through "inspiration and benefit" provided
y:historical areas, through "various forme public outdoor recrea-
tion ip rotational areas," and Cdtitlpded with "outstanding oppor-
tunittes-fo litude or_ a primitive-land unconfined type of recreation
in tailde ss aret."47/.

1.11.

- 4*L a

spite .of increasing use and an expanding mission, the National
Park System has received few additional resources underthebudgetary
constraints of the 1970's. Instead, the creation df numerous new
ational parks in recent years without complementary authorizations
for added personnel has had the effect of diluting programs and slowing
down park administration and maintenance. To determine where lack of
enough funds or personnel have impinged on visitor enjoyment or resource
management, the National Parks and Conservation Association (NPCA)
conducted an ellensive 'field survey in 1975 of its trustees and corre-
spondents, and of national park superintendents and other interested
citizens. The result was the publication of two articles on "Short-
thanging the National Park System" that described in numerous, brief
case studiesthe shortcomings of our natural, historic, and recreation
areas.48/ In tables 4 and 5 categories are constructedon the basis
of the NPCA data in order to aggregate the needs of the National Park
System and to demonstrate how job creation projects could help to
meet those need's:

JWCREATION NEEDS
IN NATURAL AREAS

The most prevalent'rieed uncovered in this considerable temple of
our national parks is inadequate personnel. All but six of the42:.
parks included in table 13 pointed specifically to a manpower shortage.
but other frequently-Jmentioned problems reflected this deficiency too.
Inadequate protection, particularly of the less-utilized pbrtions of
the parka, and lack of control over the considerable crowds now
attracted to many of these locat s were mentioned with regard to
approximately half of the parks similar proportion mentioned
inadequate general maintenance he number pointing to inadequate
preventive maintenance was not an encouraging previewbf coming

47/ /bid., p. 35.
t

48/ National Parks and Conservation Association, "Shortchanging.
the National park System: Historic and RecreationalAreas," Environmental
journal (March 1976), Iv.. 9-14, and "Shortchanging the National Park
System: National Areas." Environmental Journal (February 1976), pp. 11-16.
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attractions. -ever tv.percenc compialnea er lack( or structural
reiatement-and repair. The Forest Service ndtrectly acknowledged.
this situation whei it wrote of the many new, recruits tOcamping, tut
acknowledged that there ere also rising numbers of "camping dropouts."49

Job Creation Needs in Historic Arias

The Park Service owns many historic sites. _Perhaps, inevitably,
historic reconstruction rine repair have remained low priorities fair
the limited Nation Park5ervice do lar. Ta-ble 14 indicates, hOwever,
that NPCA's sury in

foundthat,1 adequaVe staff was the most
prevalent complaint, d that lack of structural repair is widespread
In the National Park System. Approximately onerthird of the reporting
historic and recreational areas mentioned inadequate protection--a
particularly disturbing statisticecause many,o1 phe artifacts stolen
cannot be replaced'at any-price. These significant historic sit
'provide a rare Opportunity to alert Americans to our national, he '.,` =ge,
and it is disturbing to find that one-third of the respondents comp ain
of inadequate interpretative programs.. Several parks alacyindicatbd
that weekly natural history interpretation programs are,d(scontinued

e during the winter months.,

The needs of these hstoric'sites are 'far from esoteric: The
Assateague Island National Seashore area 0 Maryland and Virginia
warned that failure to replace'the old Chincoteague-t&Assateague
Bridge could result in an accident. The Delaware Water Gap National

dozen historic structures, but its four-man maintenance crew cannot
Recreation Area has acauired hundreds of buildings, iltzludidg several

begin to cope with this magnitude.of need. There is no efTective fire
control system within the Appomattox Court House National Historical
Park--and many other 4amples could'be cited. Before these historic
sites are written off as,,the concern merely of a handful of academics
or environmentalists, it should be noted that Department of Inekior.'
figures indicate that in 1966, over 50 million persaps visited theSe,

,

Ei3

49/ The individual details often tell the story more polgnantly
than the aggregate data. There are 300,000 visits made to the Schobdic
Section of Acadia National Park in Maine, but only one park ranger ,is
available, and vista clearing operations on,turnouts and scenic
overlooks have beenRostponed, in some cases for 10 years.' Carlsbad,
Caverns NationalTPErV"ilas sharply curtailed its surfaCe natire walks

. and primitive cave tours. Curtailment of planned installation of
ne back country camping sites has resulted,irl overcrowding and
delTruction of established sites in the increasingly popular EveNglades
National Park. Park officials estimate that the catch -up maintenance,.
especially on roads 'and trails, thatwill eventually be necessary in
Grand Canyon Park could double or even quadruple the cost of preventive'
maintenance--and perhaps as a fitting symbol that notiltional park is
immune to these problems, NPCA,reports that Old faithful in a dire
state of disrepair." ,
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TABLE 124 JOB CREATION PROJECTS NEEDED IN NATIONAL HISITOIIIC AREAS
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,
elites where "sightseeing fo , lhiptoricaappreciation and walking was
Oha predominant pUbfic us0..' 52/, In.1966, that figure compared with
46,Million,who visiOd the n tural. areas and 36 million who eraveled

) to the 'recreational ,areas
,

'g ,
. Y

% . ......
'

i
This pressure owloCtlitits,,and. the.roielthat Federal jobs,

oreation could play in allevia ingji;.are Cleariln.table 1.5iyiliCh.
sets.tnrth.the ConstderablenAer. Of.Stkqes- in, which locaiities'41 ._:-

Statile agencies prOrtosedprojectitf the fiald,ofrecreptiOdel.sd
sports development as early as 1V64,..ist response to ICteneie .1211)miXtee
onLabor and Public pelfare sur4,' Three-quarters 'of:the.States
'included at .least one 1.4laliti_(and,soMetimes Condidtrabily-moreY,-, 1

adydCatihg job creation. ,protects tellated tb the instatlaii9e04. .

ex0antion of recreational'areas-gft Aka 0y: ind.tua."thille slietifiCally
referre4 to ,the deveTlopmentiOfcat Ailtes,traila"tr.pknitareas.,
Twenty pargint,or'more of the 6aeatea'ariothant,ioted'ath144io-fields,,
beach maintenasse, boat.rampa,%and.gciff COUrsea:4-1hirtylarCent

. ..,
,,,proposea,frejeCts to ciinsirt,or :reXU4bish parking lataa4d _barricades
,in urban..pa4s an4 92 pareentl)utnedAjob ,creation efforts addressed-;' ..r, .1, .
to the more general. topic 'of park. eve opment..-

.

.. It, . .
.

- .:4..
There are numerous Job creatiof projects, then; that would enhanfe

publfOrovfned parks-and recreationhl la W., and these needed-project-a
are'well wIthinthe:capabilities of un4t1led-and semiskilled unemployed
individuals., A197,1 survey of- the local, park and recreation Manpower ''
situation by Ha*kins-and Verhovenidenti(led 21 categorits'Of occupa- '

°'tione,generic to the park and ricreationlield, and esked.a atratgied
siMple of 980 agencies,the extent to which,theY used disidvantabd
worktrs.1 The authors found thatdidadVantaged persona helt13.percent
of thefp+time and 25 perCent of ttie qeasonal jobrOnthg agenciei 9

-, ,that they 'Contacted. More aignificantjy from the standpoint of job

:Creation potential, they determined that'thescOiersona'held positions
in all 21. categories; . and that if the uttial problemsinlliring the

-disadvantaged, such as transportation, .work attitudes, ifladequile -. -,

supervision, lack Of.equipment, 'and union prOlems were overcome,- the
potential could be considerably greater... 51/ But those hired.nded not

in 1111 casea%be disadvalitaggd, and positions for unskilled 'or etiskilled '.....
persqns'could,be'designed on a aeasonal orlong-te-ti basis, -depending %

on the status:of the economy.

I

.22/ Ronald F. Lee, op. cit., p. 16.

51/ Donald. HaWkins, Utilization of Disadvantaged Workers. in
Public Park and Recreation Services (Washington: National Park and

,RecreationAssociation,,1971),up.'76:
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ABLE 15. PAK, MUSiMq AND RECREAT NAL JOB'CREATION
PROJECTS MOSTFREQUZNTLY PA POSED. BY STATES
AND LOCALITIES

Projects
Number of States with
localities suggesting
this project ,

c ea al and sorts develo ment:

Athletic fields
Beach maintenance
Boat ramps'
Campsites

1 -f courses _

nting areas
\

I stallation and expansion of recreational arek(g n ral)
N ture walks
Picnic areas. and tables
Swimming. at.eas - .

,t.

Tra is (hiking, 'bicycle riding, horseback riding)',,
Winter sports development

A v k

S to im.r.vement:

. Barbeque pits, grills, an fireplaces
City beautification
Historic .sites ''

t

Lookout tower construction and maintenance
Park development

41.

Parking ots and barricades in urban parks
gardens t

:1'

Environmental education 2/:

Conservation programs
Mapping
Museum exhibition work
Museum work (general)
Nature centers
Nature exploration

.
12

14

20

31
11

8

38

6

34

9

34

6

-

12'

7

14

6

46 ,

15

1

.2

2 1

8

2

3

1,

/. AlthousROopalities in all of the States and some Stat enciep tOo.respohde/74,

to the Committees survey, some of the replies were too,genera to allow aAletailgd:' '

;breakdown. The 1:14mber of 'States with localities intending tp initiate a Partiqular

\projecX mayherefore be higher in-some cases than these figufes indicate.' /.. -,,
e

2/ ,In die abbve,categories, .a "project is notjncluded,unlesa it was' mentioned four,

more times. The projects in this category, however,are included becaus%
i

of their-

e ristic value. \ 4 .- .

,SOURCE: Table\andcategAries constructed from data ,/kt-I.U.Songreas. 'Senate.;

- : Committee on Labor and PubliZ Welfare. Cohiergre Huma and Natural Resources

of the Nation. Hearings before the Subcommittee -on Employmdnt and manpower.

88th Ong.; 2d,sess., 1964. Appendix, pp. 77-335.
, .
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Tutorial,Train ng for Potential Probleth Rea ers

The National Reading enter reports that one in 20 children is
hel back a grade each yea ,,,usually.beclause of reading problems; that
eig t million school-child en need special help in earning to read;
an that-almost half'of-th 2.7 nfillionhigh-schoo thdents with
re ding'difficuaties receiv no help in school. 5 ,The Center's

.'f ndings indicate that thes= reading defidtencies carry over to the
rld of work-. '.Five million job Seekers-are,funOttOnally illiterate; .

he-third of all job holder are denied advancement'because of reading
inadequacies; and over 20 mil Ion Americans aged 16 and over are
unable to reed and understand at least 10 p rceht of the questions on
such standard application fo = as'those'fo a / driver's license or a
personal bank 1pan.53/

_The. reading problems of ou youths are nationwide in scope, but
have affected some groups mare hanothers. /Laffey and Perkins quote
Federal estimates of severe reading proble that range from a low
of 10 to 20 percent of the pupil in middle Class suburban schools to
,a high of over 60 percent of the disadvanta ed population in our inner
'city achools, Half, of these children are r ading below their ability
as well as their grade /level. 54/ Former U S.:Commissioner of
Education James E., Allen testifies before t e 'House Committee on
Education and Labor in 1969 up tO alf of t e students in-large city
school systems read below expectat on. Abo t half of the unemployed
youths (aged 16 to 21:years) at`-tha time were functionally illiterate,
and three-quarters of the juvenile iffenders in New York City were two
or more years retarded in reading. -5/

52/ Carl B. Smith and Leo Fay, Getting People to Read
*!(New York: Delacorte Press,. 1973), pp, 173,

531 Ibid.,.p. 2.

54/ 'James Taffey and Phillis Perkins, Teacher Orientation Handbook.
(Washington: National Reading Center, 1965), p.3.

55/ Quoted in Samuel Blumenfeld, The New Illiterates (New Rochelle,
N.Y.: Arlington House, 1973), p. 18,
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CURRENT STATUS OF READING
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Many local schoolsystems have not chosen to publicly acknowledge
student reading needs by going'beyond the traditional classroom except
through the hiring of a small number Of reading.specialists to deal
with the most serious reading'disaUilities. A major reason for this
institutional reticence is cost. Many subjeCts may be taught to large
groups of students, but experience with reading problams suggestasthat
even a group of five or six students may be too large to allow a childN
having difficulty to receive sufficient feedback and encouragement. As

Blumenfeld points out, many slow-learning children require one-to brie
. attention to overcome their reading difficulties, 56/ but indremental

budgetary changes simply will not allow local school systems to allocate
the necessary resources.

The result is that the schools depend, for the most part, on
limited and uncertain outside resources to aid problem readers, For
example, HEW's Right-to-Read program, which grew out of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), provided some worthwhile
training materials for voluntary efforts, and developed a 16-hour
training course for tutors, but was phased out in the early 1970'8._
Reading aides were funded under Titles I and III of ESEA, but funds
for those activities are now considerably scaled down.

NEEDED: A PROGRAM TO DETECT
AND CORRECT READING PROBLEMS,EARLY

The payment o reading tutors is hardly a new proposal. Before
- the Industrial Re olution, as Blumenfeld has pointed out, children:
were taught in teir own homes or in small school houses. )he wealthy
hired tutors not only to, instruct their children in the Skills of
reading and writing but also, as John Locke wrote, the,v4rtues of
"sobriety, temperance, tenderness, diligence, and dis2retion."'57/

Paid tutorial training should be funded for children in the first,
through third grades. In this fashion; potential/problem readers can

be detected and aided well before much more difficult.and'extensive
remedial education is necessary. Even during this, relatively short

56/ Samuel Blumenfeld, How to Tutor New'Rcichelle, N.Y.:

Arlington House, 1973), p. 9

1Z/ Ibid., p. 15.

(
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period of three years, students manage to fall as'much as.alar of
more behind, but the learning prOlems have rut yet developed'thit
later'Mpke it io difficult forjhe child and for the tutor.

These early ;eivrs are alsO critical in enabling the young person
to .'dvelop a foundation of. attitudes and skills on which to build
subsequent school achievement. Obiervers in the Cincinnati school's
system noted that children in need of reading help.often exhibited a
short pttention epan, little imagination, difficulty with unfamiliar
items on a test, lack-ofambftion, and insufficient reading skills...
Learning specialists 'regard 'the years from one through seven as vital
in developing the child's capacity for 'learning and change, but, the
learning of language concepts, self-impressions; and patterns of
thinking does, not requite formal schooling. ,5i/ It is thus a more'.
promising point of intervention for tutorial assistance than the latet,
elementary and seeond'ary years.

TRAINING OF THE TUTOR

The better tutorial programs differ considerably in their approach
to the student, and hence to training the tutor, but they generally.
average 16 to 20 hours of preparltion, and agree that'the tutor must

)
be supervised after he or she is VIn the job as well. The Nation?
Reading Center recommends a training program that provides'the to or
with information on reading techniques and on working with children.
Tutors are taught to use an "interest inventory" designed to discover
what intrigues the child- -this approach is also reflected in the
emphasis of other reading programs such. as Reading is Fun-damental
(RIF) that stress the enjoyment that can be derived by the individual
from reading, as well as its "fundamental" role in future success.
Tutors are also taught the components of a daily lesson'pian, how to

work with the teacher in assessing the child's weaknesses, in reading, . ,

and how to help the child use reading skills in various school.
subjects. 59/

However, Programmed Tutorial Reading. (PTR), g project for first
graders identified by the Office of Education (OE) as particularly*.
successful in its work with disadvantaged studens,%emphasiies the

58/ ,Ibid., p. 41.

59/ James Taf4ey and Phyllis Perkins, Teacher Orientation

Handbook, (Washingtop: National ReadiNg Center, .1965), pp. 6-8..
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use of programmed texts and precise,,,programme&responses by tutors
as a part of its- approach. Western Michigan University', Department
of Psychology emphasizes behavior modification and the uise. of a
.."Coken economy" in -its approach to children with reading. problems.
But all of these programs emphasize in their trainina the need to
provide warmth and encoxRagement ln the course of working with children,
who sometimes have neVer been praised athome for thair.efforts and'can
receive little assistance of thislcina in the large classrooms that
characterize our elementary schoorsystems. , ( .

. .

LINKAGES BETWEEN THE SCHOOL -

AND TUTORIAL PROGRAM -
.

. .-

The tutorial program must work closely witethe schools, but 'also
.

maintain some distance from them. The Impact of 5neseinstitutions,.
par'ticula'rly, where reading problems are most heelly_concentrated, is
often mixed at best,"and the use of tutors:ptovides a rare opportunity
to deliver educational services on other than a mass basis. It. would?

be well to work through churches and other communitylorganizations
(With which, the tutors or students may already be associated).. In

this iasbion, the tutors might -be able to work-with theparents.peri-
.odically, informing them of their children's reading needs and progress
/end showing -them, where feasible, how they too cobld-assist the ohild. -

While it wohld be advisable to hold most reading sessions, in an
alternative setting, the,meetings might.occasionally taG place in the
.student's hoMe.

The local CETA Council should designate the director of the program
in order to enable-toCal organizations to.have a voice in'the program,
but the school system should have a veto over.the appointment of.an-
unatceptable candidate.. The location of the program and theodetails
of its desIgnmust be worked out jointly by the Council and school
system in accordance with local needs and institutional conditions'.
(Insistenceon such local coordination should be made a condition for
funding.) Such coordination, in turn, should render it most\Unlikely
that the schools will be able to-redefine the purpose of-these funds
and utilize them elsewhere'in assuaging the financial demand of the
"bottomless-pit."

Nontechnological Approaches to Improving Mass Transit

No segment of our mass transit system is more palpably in need
of assistance thttn the railroads. The railroad industry indicates
that there is a total of.$7 billionin deferred-maintenance and
'delayed capital 'improvements. ,Indeed, the plight, of the railroads is
griml(etched _out in the Interstate Commerce Commission.(ICO response
to a 1975 .query by Senator Warrep Magn6son-an how the industry could

0

9L
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use Federal funds for temporary job opportunities. 60/ The ICC
rcommended the creation of study teams to ideptify the running trOkse?;,
oPall,Class .1 Rail Carriers needing restoratiOnro norgal traffic !.

.

_conditions and to inventory rail freight cars in need of repairs.l/
. But it is the repair, rehabilitation,, and improvement of,essential' .

railroad roadbeds that constitutes by far the largest need of most'
rail lines, and it is on the job-creation potential of this national-
need that-Gengresa ha-a---focused.

'In\dequate maintenance pidy's a significant role in railroad woes.
When hit by economic hard times; the railroads Have elected;-apparently
by process of elimination, to defer melintenance. Rirely has a railroad
later,pucceeded in clearing up the work that it postponed, and the
result has been toset in motion a vicious downward spiral. The
weakened track leads to more accidents and "sloW time." These accidents
do,not'create a public outcry, as they would-in the case of airlines,

A?

because most involv, the hauling of freight, but the financial cost of
derailment/rand crashes is far greater than preventive maintenance.
The national implications of deferred maintenance for the railroad
industry can be seen in the 1:0,419 train accidents in 1974, a figure
that represents,a T60 percent climb since 1960:62Z

The slow speeds that.the railroads must assume over deteriorated
track--10, 20, and 30 miles per hour are not unusual--result in far
greater overhead expenses that double and sometimes. triple cost

of shipping freight and undercut the line's ability to deliver products
`on an acceptable time schedule mhere alternative modes of transportation

/' are available.. The downward spiral is likely to worsen in the years

/1976 - 1981. Maintenance deferrals from the depression were largely
/ erased-by accelerated replacement during World War II. The life cycle

) of that material, according to the.Trustee of the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road, i§:30 to 40 years, and the coming 'replacement requirements are .)

unlikely to be met in an industry that.earna& $700 million on. revenues
of.$16.9 billion in 1974. 63/

60/ U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Commerce and the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare, .Stimulate Employment Through Railroad
Rehabilitation Projects, 94th Cong., 1st sess., 1975, p. 54.

A

61/ Ibid.,

62/ U1S, Congress, Senate Committee on Commerce and the Committee
in Labor and Public Welfare, Ibid.; p. 137:

63T U.S. Congress, Serrate Committee on Commerce, Railroads--197')
Hearings on Miscellaneous Legislation Dealing with the Branch Line and

Rural Commuter Lines, Parts I and II, 94th Cong., 1st sess., 1975,

pp, 828-31.
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4ROSSCOMMITTING JOB CREATION AND
RAILROAD ASSISTANCE FUNDS

o
.

O The introduction in 1975 of.legislation designed to stimulate
employment, through, railroad rehabilitation projects was particularly

,.significant, because, while unsuccessful, it represented-Congresst.-
only conscious attempt.in.recent years to meet unemployment and another
national need simultaneouslY, The contrast between the attitudes of

.

some of t?ie legislators who introduced or co-sponsored these bills and
their attitudes towards TA suggests the political potential of cross-
commitment strategies. Th contrast is most clearly seen in the case;
of a conservative, Senator James Buckley (R), who introduced,the:
earliest version of the legislation and eubsequently proposed an
unsucceasful amendment that would have redimed CETA's,authorization and
appropriation by the $600 million the Senate bill woad have authoripecU
for railroad rehabilitation projects, Congressman John Heinz (II)., Whor,
co-sponsored a Hpuge version, alSo viewed this proposal si "providing
Meaningfulyark)at a time when so many job- creating efforts seen to be
aimed Only at raking leaves, sweeping streets, or shuffling paper-

Aivork." 60 Liberal Senator Jacob Javits (R) emphasized that the
proposal "represents a new combination. of public service, employment
with a spicific target universally agreed to be' one of ourcountry:s
most pressing substantive domestic' ills,"_but it was another Republican
Senator, Peter Dopenici, who identified, the broader implications of the
bill in a colloquy with Senator Javits:

-

.there are many economists who have been, looking,
around for projects 'in' this country to take the place 4

of some of the income-maintenance exchinge programs
pf this country which they call unproductive...I
think this may be the beginning of a new look at
publiclaervice-type-jobs, public employment and public
works' income - maintenance exchanges that we are
becoming worried about in terms'of how much is ,

productive in our society and how much ip not. Here
is a perfect example of where we are going to use our
tax dollars to do something the country desperately
needs, as I see it, and pay the people well for doing
so. (Congressional Record--Senate, May 16, 1975',-.

pp. S 8543-S 8553)

64/ U.S. Congress, House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commer%e, Public Works Jobs on the Railroads, Hearing before the

,,SUbcOmmittee on Tranwportation,-and Commerce, 94th Cong., 1st seas.,.
1975.

ir
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EMERGENCY RAIL TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
Ali EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 0'75

4

.

The bill would. have. authorIzed.the Secretary of TransPortation. to

. make grants to Stated, local transportation duthoritied, railroadi,
and regional commissions to hire unemployed persOns for railroad,
roadbed, andfacility,repair or rehebilitation,prOjects. 16-additfon
to the $600 million4AuthOrized for public jobd, $200 miliionwaSto
be set aside-in grants and loans for equipment and supplies. The

Secretary.of Transportation, with 11Ke advice:of the, Secretary of Labor,.,

would make grants to areas of substantial unemployment where there
were railroad beds and l*Olities that Werean integral part Of' present .

.
and future regional and national transportation needs and whve serious.
deterioration and safety.hazards e]9isted. Eligible rail lines wouldt

include-thoseUsed by Amtrak or otter rail passenger services to a
substintial degree; those included in plans; developed by the u:s.
'Railway Association; those subjectito track usage of at leatt five
million gross ton miles per year;'.,and those identified by State,
regional,qpr local authorities as essential to St.site or regional

transportation needs. Laid-off right-of-way and maintenance workers

liould have first priority. in receiving these jobs, followed by those
covered under CETA provisions whahad exhausted their unemployment"
insurance benefits or had been out of work for at least 15 weeks.

4 / '

The Association of American RailroadS ,(AAR) estimated that,:ln

1975', 'beyond the maintenance work that.rthe railroads would normally

do,' the industry needed to lay down 2,4,0 miles of'new replacement

rail and an additional 2,100 Mlles of second-hand but usable track

made available by the laying, of the new rail. Through"this "cascading"

effect, material would be efficiently utilized, and greater labor-

intensivenesd made possible. Where new-rail.was Ordered, AAR argued

that'the grants would stimulate labor indirectly, in the steel pills;

-tie mlants,/nd quarries. 65/' There seems Tyle doubt that track

meeting the specifications of the legislatio, could have been 'found;

since $800 million would only provide maintenance funds for 1A percent

of the railroad track in the country, 66/'.PresidenCStepher4iles of
AAR.testified that these projects would involve,7,200 workers, and an

additional 6;300 employees could install approximately 13 million

'1

65/ U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Commerce and the Committee

on Labor and Public Welfare: Stimulate Employment . . ., op, cit.,

p. 107.

66/ 102
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crossrties. Ballasting and surfacing Could occupy 2,600 pio)ect
participants, and as many as 0000 persons might be needed for spot
andyardsurfacing, crossing repairs, refurbishing of structures, brush
removal, and minor track repairP--a figure well in excesp of the
40,000 job slots that Congressioftal staffers estimated that the bill
would provide At the proposed funding level.

PIGGYBACKING ON PUBLIC
SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

cs.

There is little doubt that railroad rehabilitation,would help to
-meet a national need, bdt the proposed bill also demonstrated the

3 difficulty in maintaininga balance betweenMeeting a national d

/Iand helping the.unemployed, since some provisions at least bo der d
on providing "railroad revenue Sharing".funds- Part of the iffidulp
is that much track rehabilitation involve's extensiveglautomation and
expensive material and supplies: Estimates vary, but Onesponsor
of_the legislation stated that- for every one dollar, spent on

---r

maintedance'and upgrading*of yards, the railroads would have to spend
two &Mars on rails; ties, and crushed rock. 67/ The President of
AAR corroborated that figure, 'Alt argued that secondary'maintenlinte
could be performed that would bring that teat) down to 1:1. The
legislation' provided only .one dollar for materials for every three
dollars in'labor; arid; at this funding level, that ratio would
probably not pose much difficulty, since railroads n some cases had

' materials on ha d fOr which they had already commit ediunds. 'A
''''.relatively sm 1 labor-intensive progt am could, be pot in plate'quickly

Sprovided thilt the neilroade did not mble that the Federal government
would eventually pay.for the materials if they did not prematurely
order them.'

P
-

.

THE HIGH LABOR COST OF
SALVAGING THE'RAILROADS

Thinks to the necessity of paying union scale, tDe average cost
per maintenance job would be/considerably higher than the average CETA
position, The relatively skilled positions would range between $12,000
and $14,000, while the' less skilled jobs would pay between $10,000
and $12,000. When ov rtime and fringe benefits are included, however,
the average salary o $15,000 calculated. by the Senate Committee on

A

67/ U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Commerce and the Committee.
t 'on Labor and Public Welfare, Stimulate Emlloloyment . ow. cit., p. 65.
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Commerce is Rrobably realistic. Perceptions of tht,funCtions to be
performed by these persons appear to differ,'however. On the one hand,
industry spokesmen conveyed the impression that sufficientequipment
is available and enough experienced. railroaders could be rehired to
perform critical maintenance functions. On the other hand,
Senator Javits' expectations on what could be accomplished with
available ftindi,and labor seem considerably less ambitious: "Thy

nature of the .emergency work required on our'Nation.'s railroads is
ideally suited to the public service jobs approach. These projects,

unlike basic rail-line improvement work, donatIlend themselves to
highly mechanized equipment and methods." In Senator Javits' view
the tasks would be limited to "replacement of individual segments. of
worn rail, replacement of ties, leveling and straightening short
stretches cif track; restoration of signal systems, repair of grade
crossings and repair of wayside facilities." 68/

a
,A

Rehabilitation of EConomically Viahle Housing

Federal housing policy has edged towards rehabilitation and away
from new construction in the wake of critical reaction to urban renewal,
FHA acandals in Wilmington, Baltimore, Detroit, Philadelphia, and other
cities, the recession, and the'apparent impossibility of luring private
sector funding into ghetto areas with the incentives available under
current legislation.' 'Ind,eesi, the definition of rehabilitation itself

has undergone some change since the cautious but, optimistic days when ,

"residential rehabilitation" meant primarily'urbap redevelopment. 69/
Experts emphasize that there are numerous levels of possible rehabili-
tation, or upgrading of-property,v, that ratge "from the elimination,iof
code violations to the complete remodeling or redesigning of floor
layouts, and the replacemdnt of major mechanical and structural
components." 7.0/ But Federal pollcymakers have come around tcp more
limited rehabilitative strategies less out of conviction than for lack

of an alternative. The Center for Ur§an Policy Research thus seemsUr)an

Congressional Record--Senate, May 16, 19.75, pp. S8544-45,

69/ M. Carter McFarland and Walter, K. Vivrett, Residential

Rehabilitation, (Minneapolis: Schobl of Architecture,University of

Minnesota,/§66).

70/ David Lisotkin, Robert Burchell and Virginia Paulus, Housing

Rehabilitation: Restraints, Prospects and Policies, Exchange

Bibliography No.,356, (gontialloi Coupcil of Planning Librarians,

1973), p...3.
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.

L , ccurate in characterizing_the Federal ellibrace of urban homesteading
( nd other relatively "lighe'rehabilitation_stfategies) as a "stability
echanism of the last resort, An effort not to prevent urban neighbor-

. A.hoods from changing, but to prevent diem'from drowning." 71/ .

:

The lowering of official expeCtationer WAS accelerated by.the
failure of the private sector to succeed where public polity had failed.

. Men confronted with a combinat4n.of risk, decreasing profitability, s.

and the loss of potential ownerswho are tilling to invest inisIum
-properties, as hquaing eXpert George Sternlieb contends;,"It Lakes a
highly, insensitive individual to liecome.a professional non-resident ,

'. owner ofsslum roperty, in' the Fight of present societal)attitudes."
Furthermore 'When the apartment market iq very strong the landlord
need not -i prove; when the apartment tharket is very weak the landlord'

. . 4,fears for..his investiment and do4 not improVa." 72/
. -.

1.,.

IDENTIRICATION.OF SUITABLE HOMES."
FOR VARIOUS LEVELS OF REHABIBITATION

Expetience with rehabilitation projects has. resulted in a litera-
ture that spells out with increasing precision the circumstances in' '°

-'which limited rehabilitation cannot succeed or where the improved'
housing simply woulli not justify the cost. ..The type of 6uildihg
material and quality of the elpctrical and plumbing facilities must
be considered. Economist Morton--Schussheim,stresses the importance'
of the age and design as well as the condition of the hornet., -'
Neighborhood factors must also be analyzed, and these figure'
promInently in the leveld or stages of rehabilitation deVeloped by
writers" such as' Hughes. and*Bleakly and McFarland, ind Vivrett( 731 1.

"Nonviable neighborhood's" are characterized by high,vacancy rates, a,
high welfare population% wholly inadequate municipalsservices, .numerous
environmental health problems, and high population density.

2

' Limited ar ight rehabilitation is still'possible, however,_ where.
adeeply-rooted fcitizenry cep bq identified toserve as an anchor fat
*the neighborhobd. Older .ethnic/gtoups,and persona living in
public housing may be present, along with lower-middle class grodps

,

(

71/ James W. Hughes and Kenneth D; Bleakley, Jr., Urban Home-
steading (New BrursWick, N.J., Rutge,r'sUniverSity, 1975), 'p.. 5.

72/ George Sternlieb, The Tenement Landlord, (New Brunswick,
Urban.Studieq Center,, Rutgers, The State University, 1966),

pp. 225-26.

73/' James W. Hughes and Kenneth D. Bleakly, Jr., op: cit., and
M. Carter McFarland Ind Walter K. Viviett, op. cit.

e
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wIlo are making' substantial efforts towards homeownership,. Even here,
however, Hushes and Bleakly point out the r,eha6LlitatiOn strate4es
musi"-ke inia account economic, population; and employment trends. 74/

.

Experience has revealed, too, that limitgd rehabiliatton,cannot
, be.q, the "clean up, paint up, fix up"'uoriety; it must be sustained:
"One:shot" yehabilitatibn attempts, no matter how commendable the
motive, do not yield long-term results-.

^Spetained'rehabilitation, even where suitable housing candidate6
are ,selectd, often costs more than anticipated, and economist Jerome.

seems justified.in concluding that effective rehabilitatinn,
must becoo dilated ,with effective code enforcement efforts and liberal
credit`" 75 /cvin spite of. such unanticipated costs, econo is analyses
now find thathabilitation by small grOups or individua s is not_-
necessarily more expensive than the strategy_,favored,by D id the'
late 1960's of relying on.large construction companies'capable of

'aChieving economies-of-scale through rehabilitation projects Of
ambitious scope. These economies-of-scale have yet to be proved, and
small. companies are able to provide the immediate on-the-job answers
needed in rehabilitation. 76/

THE NATIONALIZATION OF
LOWERINCOME HOUSING

ti

As urban blight has worsened, a wave of housing abandonments has
swept through inner city areas: In New York City alone, 180;000 homes
were abandoned between 1960 and 1968, and critics agree that the rate

of abandonments has increased in the 1970's. Unwilling or unable to
meet their financjal obligations, more and more landlords have simply

walked away or permitted the city o acquire such properties through

tax delinquetyy procedures. Even where tax problems do not exist,
ownership of abandoned property often reverts to a;cig4country, or
Federal agency2,which must then figure out what to do it. The

result of this large-scale abandonm'ent is thathe two largest

74/ Op. cit., pp: 59-60.

. Abel
75/ Jerome Rothenberg, Economic Evaluation of ITWirrk eye is

nceptual Foundation of Benefit-Cost Analysis, Studies of C "irnment 1

finance Series (Washington: Brookings Institution, '1967), p. 243.

'

76/ D. cordon Baghv, Hooskng Rehabilitation Costs (Lexington,
Mass:: D.C. Heath Co., 1973), p.,41.
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homeowner's in virtually allof our inner city areas are now the lOcal
and Federal governments. No one in the private sector is accusing
the government of "creeping socialism," because no one wants to assume
this social responsibility, bdt the transfer of ownership is significant
in scope and import.'77/

o.

URBAN HOMESTEADING
-...,,

-. In-Chesp circumstances, it i$ not-surprisidethat government and
its crieics.alike have turned to a partial housing solution that, as
Hughes and Bleakly observe, has a "unique local noninstitutional

,

orientation, with prime emphasis not on a dentrally directed. bureaucracy
but'on the individual fortitude of American households." 78/ Urban
homesteading allows the individual to "purchase" his or her building
from the government for a nominal amount. Driven by the lure of home .

ownership, the individual borrows ll'e money needed for materials and
' supplies, bUt primarily invests the "west equity" necessary to
rehabilitate and maintain the home. A is in the individual's interest
to restore the'home to rode standards. After the minimum period of
time that the person agrees to reside at the location, usually five
years, the house is deeded to, him or her, and it is returned to the
tax rolls_ The individual thus gains a valuable asset, and the
government sees a drain on its resources transformed into a part cf
its tax base. Occupancy also discourages the vandals and arsonists
who are inevitably attracted to abandoned structures, adds to the
housing stock at prices accessible to persons often frozen out of the

..real estate market, and curbs the urban blight that otherwise comes to
neighborhoods where homes are abardOned. 79/

Whatever the romantic appeal of "go urban, young man,." the Center,
for Urban Policy Research has found that the lure has attracted
comparatively fe'

4
takers. In thtee-cities that were among the first

to begin experi nting with the colIcept--Philadelphia, Wilmington, and
Baltimore -- approximately 200 families have become active homesteaders.
Urban homesteading requires considerable sophistication about how to
proceed, as well as effective support systems. White finds that it
works "best in: (a) large metropolitan areas with an olden housing

I
..

77/ Harold M. Rosen, The Black Ghetto:, 'A Spatial Behavioral
Perspective McGraw-Hill Problems Series in Geography, Edward J. Taavfee,
Series Editor (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), p. 44.

78/ Hughes and Bleakly, op. cit,, p. 1.

79/ Ibid., p. 2.
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stock; (b) States where property tax,ihd'Focal-governmental finance
laws can be adjusted to fit the homesteader!s needs; (c) areas where

-there still remains some remnant of 'pride in the community!; apd
(d) areas' where, building materials and'methods do not prohibit
.

. rehabilitation." 0/ Morevoer, unlike earlier homesteading attempts-
Where growth potential and future' habitability were almOst assured,hy
the trends of the times, urban homesteading is anattempt Io'redistrib-
ute population in a manner which counters the direction of market
forceS. pl/

'RP E INCENTIVE OF HONE OWNERSHIP

Although the number of ,urban hdmesteaders remains relatively
small, the focus'on the individual owner as a major actor in the
housing game is a welcome departure from earlier housing policies
that Placed decision-Making responsibility in the hands of public
agencies, large contractors, and nonprofit corporations whose
accomplishments remain at best uneven. As lawyer Julian Levi hah
pointed out; "neighborhood decay is the product of hundreds of private
decisions made by property owners over the years as'to the mainteiance
and operation of their structures:" 82/ If currently-threatened
neighborhoods survive it will because individuals have made the
"decision to participate in their rehabilitation and renewal.

URBAN HOMESTEADING THROUGH.JOB CREATION

The continuing recession in the construction industry is so
serious and well-understood that it requires no documentation here.
The result is a high unemployment rate among the skilled construction
workers who are best equipped to "perform housing rehabilitation. If

these-individuals could be put to work on those abandoned homes that
have the greatest potential for rehabilitation, progress could be made
in saving urban dwellings and dealing with rural housing problems too.
HUD cannot now sink, more money into homes already mortgaged unsuccess-
fully once, homesteaders are reluctant,to invest in relatively high-

risk homes and neighborhoods, and private contractors-have no vested
0 interest in defending a moderate income housing market that the housing

industry itself has abandoned.

80/ Anthony C. White, Urban Homesteading: A Btbliographv,

Exchange Bibliography, N. 719 (Monticello, Council of. Planning
Librarians, 1975), p..2.

81/ Hughes and Bleakly, op. cit., 43. 37.'

82/ McFarland and Vivrett, op. cit., p. 27.



.Given the particularly serious stakes for our urban areas, however,
the ftderal government could, utilize public jobs monies-for housing
rehabilitation, especially if there'is some incentive that would make

. eit in the personal interest of the construction worker for such
riehabilitation.to. succeed. The construction workers could be paid a
.minimum wage for the time spent on the job, and the difference between
that amount and the prevailing union/wage could be given in the form
of materials and supplies to be used in the .rehabilitation. If and
when the home was then sold, the construction worker could receive
that difference in thelform of a luMp sum payment. In the event that
the home could not be a

/

old, the worker would not receive the cash,
slthough he could bve the option, f choosing to live in the home ,v
himself.\

The cooperation of the unions in such an arrangement would clearly
be a prerequisite to implementation", Federal-paymenU of the normal
construction wage, plus $,000 to $7,000 in materials and supplies, in
an attempt to salvage high-risk -hOusingis patently unacesgtable-as a..
job creation strategy, ands cannot be justified as a substantial housing
investment piled of yet another housing investment that went sour.

11Unlike the urban homesteader, the worker ere would risk no money of

Khhis own, and would not be, obliged to li e in the home if he could sell
it, The wage would hardly be attractive, but once unemplpyment
comPfnaatiOn is exhauste)f, the incomes would provide the means of making
it on a short-term basisJ, and the opportunity for a lucrative sale
might provide at-least some'ltrm of deferred gratifi9tion.

PSE SS REHABftITATION OF ABANDONED HOMES,

Rehabilitation can involve only those limes that are structurally
sound and in neighborhoods' that can still be saved. Construction.
workers anxious to make'mopey presumably can be counted on to pick'
winners, leaving the remaining homes for demolition or land banking.
It remains an open.question whether lower-middle income residents will
be willing even under these conditions to purchase rehabilitated homes,
but his infusionyfAuman capital by the F,ea-A-al government would
c si bly lower the; sale price, and thereby provide'members of the
" orking poor" with what for many may be their first and only opportunity
to own their own homes, ...7.4-uit what' financial arrangements would be made
under these circalistahc is a question, but the range of $5,000 to
$7,000 per home is low, nd must be compared/41th the costs that HUD is
now incur ing in the case of these abandoned homes.

There issome evidence that the building trades unions and contrac-,
t rs are becoming more.willing tb approach rehabilitation in a different
m nhec_than they do normal housing operations.% On February 5, 1976,

en)af the major AFL-CIO building and construction trades unions and
theriti h,onal Housing Rehabilitation Contractors Association met wit
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then-HUDSecretary Carla Hills, and agreed on a pie , to stabilize and
strengthen the Federally-asOsted or -insured rehabilitation of housing.
The agreement' stipulates that thesigners will... establish a procedure for
developing wa es,and conditions unique to the 'rehabilitation of existing
hdUsing, limi ing costs find'keeping profits to reasOnable171 .,,'

i..

It is, unclear whether the union and contractors would sanpti he

type of pOblic jobwptojec described here, but the 1976 agreeMept oee

suggesE,a)00ingness to listen and cooperate that was not evident in the
19601s.. 41e Must try;to move' eyond the winterizing and home' repair aCtiv-

ities to which C was li ted through statutory restrictions, an0

the'greater.flex ility o a job creation approach to deal-with more basic
rehabilitatiOU pro lems.

©
Conclusion

' There are some'promting signs that ehe concep of job creation' .

ay virtually be forced to undergo significant revis in the years ,0"

ahead. In its first Annual Report the National Commis on for'Mahpdwer

Pillicy stated that "new forms of job creation need to be-explored." .

Congressional realization of"the need to explore income transfer 0

alternatives stems in part from one of the most significant laborgorce
developments of the 1970's--a series of stopgap legislative measures
that pushed the cost of litlemployment insurance above $1.7 bialiondurl.ng--

the last fiscal year.

Some economists' have examined a broader form or4lob creation

essentially as a Countercyclica,1 strategy designed for iifie during a'

recestion, while the.National Commission for Manpower Pia.isy has

spoke of using "soft" public works or'community devekefilent eff6rts-

to meet the job needs of the long-term unemployed. But is it true

that anti-poverty programs for the disadvantaged and oounter-recession

programs for the, temporarily unemployed should be separated out, and

is it true that it is inefficient to attack both kinds of unemployment

through the same job creation,. program? Such a differentiation seems

premature until w hove a broader 7a of what a more comprehensive'.

job creation effAt might include. For the same reason, the question

'of public vs. private sector involvement in job creation should be

postponed. What is tobe done must dictate who is tokdo it.

THE RIGHT TO. COMBINE REQUIRED
TRAINING WITH PUBLIC JOBS PROGRAMS

A dilemma runs through much of the discussion concerning the

nature of a PIP. On the one hand, if.disadvantaged perSons are treated

separately and( paid relatively low wages, then they are little better

off than if they take the sporadic short-term employment that is

already available to them in the private sector. On the other'hand, if

they are given PSE jobs at regular wages, the Federal fovernment has

them increased inflation and brought about inequities in the labor market.
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Separate jobocr >rojects remove union p .s il,the public
sector to driv 4ages.of these temporar wees (provided
that the projec ,ly do not substitute for at would otherwise
be done,by regular employees). Still, if the tbc.; is pitched'above
the level of income maintenance programs but below the wage level paid
in the primAry'lab r market, what is in it for the worker? The answer
must lie largely i the training provided to the worker while he or
she is 'involved in he program.

EBA and CETA'tities'Il.-"and VI devoted little' attentioncto
coupling job dreatiOn with training. The economic justificatijn for
this omission was that the addition of training'would add considerably
to the cost per placement. Furthermore, State and local administrative
agencies, were clearly uninterested in. providing such training, because
it would absorb organizational energy in teaching workers who, '-i41 most
cases, would not remain long in these jobs. But it is the development
of human capital that'ia one of the uly.mate aims of public employMent
efforta, and the program constitutes a'V'aluable contact point during which
emplo nt assistance can (and, in fairness to the temporary employee,
should be provided. Such training can relate to the work at hand; bUt
where that is unnecessary, it might be furnished in a totally unrelated field
with growth potential. Such educatiOnal preparation clearly.is a more
solid basis for a transition' than even a well-intentioned promise by an
agency to absorb'the employee:when the Federal, funds are discontinued,

'

Furthermore,'astraining,rquitement, by placing an additional burden
on the applicant, would presumably sort out soae of those persons with
whom the job may be less important. Since there, clearly will be fewer,
available jobs than applicants, it provides a measure of intensityofi,,,
need and thus a more equitable basis for selecting the job recipient --
and while the training may be'unralated to the jo ; there is a tangible
payoff for undergqingAbeltrairdng. At

ATTRACTING A WIDER CONSTITUENCY FOR
EFFECTIVE EMPLOYMN POLICk,

In additiOn to iricntives for
4
doing an effective job, there mus't

be disincentives fo(r "goofing off." There is no reason why a person
hdOld'notbe fired from a'projeCt if performantd is unsatisfactory

4, .9:00 that suitable safeguards are developed to protect the worker
p,t817ct from inadequate traini,, )r unsuitable work,

.

'p -in ,the minds of many Amer the impression that
r-o eraJ.ly created job is irrelevant, since the 4asks

anywa. Enforc('rn'' f standards of aiCelle;rice
i4

Aslou1
tO-b fia,i.

4' personally fro _Part; cipation in a PJP and that the product of thei
-' labor will benefit the, society economically,and-soCially.

--
',..

,

eries of incentives, duties, and obligations:
loed Americans that there are responsibilities
to unemployed Americans that they will benefit
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-If we guarantee a job, without simultaneously taking steps to
insure that an important social need is being met, then we are indeed
implying that the job is expendable. 'Robert Solow has pointed out that
"The single most important step toward full or fuller employment would
be for most of the society to want it enough." 83/ 'Separate and)
distinct job creation projects that involve persons wOrking and studying
their way out of structural, and in some case countercyclical, unemploy-
ment while meeting needs widely viewed as having46high priority and
charac:erized by measurable outputs should provide -. -a viable basis, for

riding that constituency.

83/ "Macro- policy and Full Employment in Eli Ginzberg,
Jobs for Americans,(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976).y

et
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IV

ALop CREATION: IDENTIFYING APPROPRIATE

TARGET AREAS

by

William Spring and Others

. The papers in, this section--after-a historical background uM.public
job in the United States -- examine the current labor force
and the subgroups that a public jobs program might affect. Separate
papers identify five areas of potentially effective action: Housing,
Day Care, Health Professions, Mass Transit and Rkilroads, and Parks
and Recreation. Costs and number of persons served are also developed
in these papers.
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Job Creation: The historical Background

by William Spring

Remembrance of the fact that the WPA could put three million
people to work a year,through-the worst of the GreatDepressiqn is
important 441 understanding the commitment of those backing-Federal
job'creation today. But- it is alstvery'important to recognize how
different are theeconomic circumstances of the 1930's and the 1970's.

Then unemployment was massive-- affecting an estimated 25,percent
of the'labor force in'1933,'and perhaps still as much as 17 percent
in 1939. Job creation was designed as a substitpte for relief.
Recipients had to be poor. -Jobs were limited one to-afamily. Wages
were so called 7securitY.wagee (about 90 percent of prevailing rates)
and the Oork-week-was short.- Final , all WPA programs, from the build-
ing of La Guardia Airport to the iters' prOjectS, were operated by
the Federal government directly.

In ontrast, the Federal job creation programs o'f" the 1970's (at
least unt 1 implementatiA of the Title VI(B) amendment of CETA),have
not been restricted to the poor and have paid prevailing wages for the
performance of regular jobs.

No however, massive job creation is once again a topic for
iebat A creation, that is, for the poor in employment outside
of regular government payrollp and aL low wages,, as part of a wel-
fare reform proposal, ROw under consideration by the Administration.

How we got to this point is the subject of thid brief historical
review. The following papers will discUss specific areas with potential
for job creation.

A°

Supportediby a series of studies of the problems of unemployment
and poverty-,7including the reports of kerner,Commission.on Civil Dis -'

orders and tthe Cqmmission on Automation Technology and Economic,Growth- -
the concept of public jobs for the poor gathered strength during the
1960's. The Office of Economic Opportunity commissioned ,a study by,
Greenleigh Associates, Inc., which determined that,there were millions
of potential jobs that such a program could fund. A 1966 study of
inner city joblessness by Labor Secretary. W. Willard Wirtz also docu-
mented the severity of.the problem.

But the one effort toenact Federal job creation for the poor into
,law cafe in. September of 1967, after the riots in Detroit, Newark and
other cities. Senators Robert Kennedy end Joseph Clark led'the effort
in Congress, but,. with the Administration opposed, IV was easily
defeated.
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It was not until 1970 that 'a DemoCratically-controlled Congress
with strong support from.big city mayors and the AFL-CIO, pushed t

through job creation legislation'as part of the manpower reform bil l."
The bill was vetoed by the Republican Administra ion, b an important
newtinstrument' was created; a congressional co ition in suPport of job.

creation in the form of additional money to h re workers for State or
municipal payrolls. The idea was to providegiccess vb careers in the
public sector--which was then undergoing rapid expansion--for thOse "r

who had`been excluded from the economic mainstream.

Public job creation did not actually get qnderway4however, until
1971, when national unemployment had been at about 6 percent for half
year. Moreover, the Emergency Employment Act of 1971 ,(EEA) 'was not

aimed at the disadvantaged; rather,it allowed anyone who was unemdoyed'
to havea chance at jobs on State and municipal payrolls. The 140,000
jobs created under EEA hardly made a dent in the unemployment rate, 'but
theydid demonsprate once again the practicality of direct government
creation of public jobs on a fairly large scale.

By 1976, there was rising concern in Congress that: jobs
,under the CETA program were not being made, available to those most in
need and (2) that cities and States were substituting CETA Workers for
those they would have paid for otherwise out of local taxes. These
concerns' led to the enactment of CETA Title VI(B), which requires a
project approach rather. than placement of workers in regular jobs and
mandates the hiring only of the poor and long-term unemployed...

The Comprehensive Employment and TrainingAct of 1973 included .a
continuation of the public service employment program., PSE was listed
as an eligible activity under Title I, and T le II provided special
funds foJe job gtea on is areas pf high unem oyMent--over 6.5 percept.

4It's

9,
After national employment ose from 5 percent-to 7.2 percent in

the year following CETA's pass , Title VI authorized $245 billion for
job creation and an additional $500 million for project jobs was autho-
rized under a new Title X of the Economic Development and Public, Works
Act. Together, these amendments led to the creation of some 410,000
jobs.

' A number of questions are raised by any, large scale job creation
proposal. What work is to be dOne? How can it be organized? What
levels pf pay would be needed? How would those jobs match the skill
levels of the unemployed?

The answer to,;.the basic question--is there enough work to do?-
depends' on the national goals set by policy- makers. For example, i
it is national policy to slow the rates of economic growth and allow
high rates of unemployment--fo whatever reason--then.the goal of full
employment, of course, cannot be reached.

I
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'` . 'P
, I ,-It' is critical to'realize in thi'Context that an Administration .

can eliminate more.jobs,by cautibuS-fiscal policy than Congr ess. has .,-

ever votedfor public service employment. And, on, the other hand, ,

growth ofthe ecohomy,at A annual rate Of 7.6.percktt in March 1976
createdcanadditiOn ,O00 jobs--nearly as',3nany'ind:month as six
years o legislative efforts have created through pub4e4-funded.
employmen%. ,. v , , ,. ,..

44 i 1

ft

$ Fall'employment requires: vigorous' fisca1ipolicy;targeted urbiff
redevelopment spending (includiA fugda for housingand mass transit's;
capital institutions to help local businesses. (development banking);
'and a project=orientea public seryiceemploymdnt effort. If properly
coordinated, these policies, it is hoFerl, could lead the Nation toward
'maximum employment with minimum inflationary impact.

,

. . , 2 '.

However, if it is belieVeA that full employment is unobtainable,-
..i

,
withOutunacceptable inflati4,,then there, 's no :&gic in pub is jOb
creation. Targdted jobs are-simply'dels inflationary than stimulation
efforts directed at the entire ecor1,omy.

.

..

. '\
Normally, jgbs:are-derived from theAemand for final products:

for example, how many teachers are needecr,in order to provrae one
teacher. for every 20 children? How many SheOmetal workers to build
the air, ducts'for,l,million units of ;Ow-cd.it-t60,-sing` How many nurses
to maintain health centers in each low-income neighborhood?

. But what if the government spends money to create a job and only
afterwards considers what that job will produce? As it happens, there
is excellent evidence"of the value of. the investments made in this
Nation by the job creation effors in the 1930's. National Airport in
Washington and La Guardia in New York, the plays of Clifford Odets,dand
the State guide series ar& but a few items in the long list of 'WPA con-
tributions.

, A serious look at the extent of unemployment and loW wage
employment in this Nationindicates that the "job gap" is fai,more
substantial thanis generally recognized. If, for instance, we were
to mount a Federally-funded.job creation effort offering'; absiat the
average wage of these unemployed under CETA ($7,800 per year; it is
reasonable to expect that some 20 million workers couldbe dram to
them,. including some 8 million currently working part-time and some
10 million now employed full-time...

The question is, can this be accomplished The contribUltors
this portion of thOmonograph have taken a look at a number of fields
in which it is said that there are ortunities to provide jobs and
have attempted to answer these quest ons: how many jobs could be
created? What wages do they Fay? , Ho arethey.currently organized?
What barriers are-there to their inclusion in a full employment effort?
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P
,die 'conclusion reached can be stated quite succinctly: In the

service area (health,, education, day care, care for the aged and
institutionalized) there are a substantial number of jobs- -new jobs,
necessary or at least obvtatIsly-useful jobs, Aobs4that are now,carried,.
on in one place Or another dnd pay decent ia very good wages. Howeyer,
there ,ts. nothing approaching an unlimited supply of such jobs. Moreover,

/ . with the possible exception of custodial jobs, they require substadtial
.1 aminints of skill training.

In the arda.of producti n jabs--in railbed rehabilitation, urban
.

transport, new home construction, home rehabilitation and parkmdln,
tenance and redreation construction -there is an traordinary amount
o wbrk to be done. But, in new home construction,and in mass transit
construction-and maintenance, union wags sca es (which, because of .,

the Davia-Bach Act, would almost surely,be pplied to any large scale
___-

,job creation program) would create serious'prob7ens of overall costs rand
of equity, problems unknoyn in the WPA flays. -

A
-4,

Y

If eligibility for Federally-funded jobs is limited.to those who .

are head's of two or more meMber-haoseholde, who have a'preirious attach-
ment to'the workforce, and who have been unemployedt (that is seeking
Work and not finding.it) for 30 days or more, it would be possible to
find sufficient work in such projects to make the difference between,
say, a-national unemployment rate (exclusive of youth unemployment) of
6 percent and 3 percent (say 2.5 million jobs). However, this could liot
be carried on indefinitely. At some point, the.backlog of available

\ work would be exhausted and we would.again be faced with the necessity
of relying on a growing economy to provide jobs for our citizens.

Perhaps even more importantly, production jobs require capital
investment. To build forest hiking or.biking,trails, for instance,
requires a 21/2 ton u k for every so many miles of frail, Making, the
cost of such efforts mewhat higher than they appear to be at
first glance.

During the most irecent recession, which was 'far more severethani.
the dip of 1971-72, the,Congress has contemplated a number of job
-.creation approaches:

ft

-a general tax cut

-expanded public service employment-

-emergency kmall -scale public works.

-accel,erated public works

-a counter-cyclical increase in revenue-sharing funds

f
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1'. Non., was intended to "solve" the unemployment proilem, nor did
an (with the .exception of the tit*" cut) make a very larget'dent in the
ec nomy. It'is my conclusion', from this study of the problem, that the
best hope lies, in a return tc the combination of pro.gramsi suggested by
,,,FDR in; his 1945 State of the _Union Message: '" an Integra4e assault on
Cona.entratell . unemployment and economic lag ;in inner cit# teas and
regiOA, through the investment of Federal funds in a 6 fined private-
all-Pnblicl-sector effort to use all'

,

the Nation's 'resource in such a
Way,* to achieve balanced grOwth and 'full employment. Public job
creation can be ali Important part of this effort, but it cannot .be the

.,main effort itself. . , ,

`(
I

rt .- /
,
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/
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The LabOr, Force Impact of a Public Jobs Program
by Thomas Barocci

publ,

Two ions are commonly and justifiably asked'w6eaever the idea
of ti obs.program comes under discussion. The first centers on
the*otentia impactef such a program on labor force-participation

and the secOnd, on,possible'displacement of,persons from the "less..
desirable" to the "m ore desirable" publiclyfunded jobs.

This section of the analysis addresses these queitions, employing
as mueh'information as is available et this time...1/ :It is useful to
indicate at the outset that there are no precise estimates PT the
number of personswhO would be drawn into the labor market or who would' Y

switch'jobs in response to a government offer of employment: Thls does:
not preclude intelligent and calculated .guesstimatds,-however.

This section also addresses the problem of determiniag what pro-
portion of "offtcially'unemployed persons" would be likely, candidates
for a jobs program. In many ways this proportion is easy to-est mate,
since the relevant data are statistically reliable and are publ shed
on 4 monthly basis. In oider to estimate the possible pool of
applicants for a public jobs program the following elements mus- b
considered:

1. Thbde persons currently counted as unemployed (CPS) in excess
cf a given number, say 4 or 42 percent, who are "frictionally unemployed."

. An estimate of the number of discouraged workers who want jobs,
but a e not actively seeking employment because they believe no work is
avai able, lack the necessary expedience or schooling, or have personal
handicaps (including inexperience andage) which may make them
unattractive to employers.

3. The number of currently-employed family heads or unrelated
individuals who worked in the previous 12 months (more than 50 weeks)

. but whose earnings were less than the offered wage under the jobs
program (either the $5,038 BLS poverty level or the $7,800 target of
CETA).

4. The number of currently-employed household heads whose earnings
in thelfevious year were less than the offered wage level as a result
of part-time or part-year work. (Not all of this cohort would want or
accept a full-time job).

1/ Unless otherwise specified, the source.of income data in this
analysis is the Current Population Survey of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census and the source of empl6yment data is Employment and Earnings,
January 1976.
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5, Those persons.Who'nre not now part'of.the labor force (excluding
the discoUraged workers.:counted above) who would'be drawnb into the labor
force.in response to the job program. Loosely deicribed as the "added
workers" estimate, thiacan,be obtained by using,econemet c techniques
to,predict changes in.the labor force participation rat and by employing-
data published in the Current Population Survey..

.

CURRENT LABOR FORCE
AND SELECTED.SUBGROU#S

Before 'attempting to Identify the members of the full-time Wofk
force who might be drawn into a piiblic jobs program, it is.usefukto
outline the situation ofthe labor force' as a whole, with emphasis given
to those sub-groups who would be obvious candidates for a public jobs
prOgram.

In December 1975, the'civilian labor foue totalled 92,431,000, 5.

including 4,536,000 employed and 7,195,000 &employed, which translates
into an official unemployment rate of 7.8 percent.. Of those offItialty.
counte44as.egMployed, 3,486,000 rbptesented' the "excess"'untMOloyed,
i.e., above tHellumber who would be jobless if the national rate was
4 gercent,(fu/luemployment level).' Further, as of December 1975, there
were 59,812,000 persons 16 years of age and over who were not in the
labor forcepresumably, part of this cohort'could be "drawn info" the
labor force if/the Nblicly-funded jobs were attractive enOugh..

Since publiejobs piOgrams ger4rally have an eligibility-require-
ment concerning the length of time the applicant has been unemployed,
it is useful to peSent information on the duration of unemplOyment.
Approximately 15.4 percent of those officially unemployed in December,
1975 (2,50,000 persons) were unemployed for:more than 15 weeks. Of

this total,:1,428,000 persOns were unemployed for more than 26 weeks,
the duration-of most State "regular" unemployment insurance coverage.
The long -term unemployed (thoie jobless for more than 26 weeks).' include
372,000 white collar workers, 784,000 blue collar workers, 190,000
service workers, and 74,900 persons with no previous work experience.

,If the "professional and `managerial workers" ate 'subtracted from this
total (on the aspumptIonJthat they would be much less likely to'apply
for a pubUC jobs program), we find that there are 1,318,000 persons
who would be immediately available for work if a public jobs program
were implemented with an eligibility criterion of more than 26. weeks

of "official" unemployment.

The CPS also classified part-time workers by Oleir reason for
part-time employment. The releVant category ofthis analysis is "part-
time for economic reasons," a cohOttWhich is not included at all in
the unemployed classifications,' The number of such workers given for
December 1975 by the CPS is 3,028,000; certainly a numbet of these
persons ere likely to apply for a public jobs program which offered
full-time work at levels of pay at least equal to, their present earnings.
(This calculation excludes those who are Rart-timers for "voluntary

reasons:")
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The next important category is that defined as "discouraged
Workers," those persons who have dropped out of the labor force
because they "think they cannot'find a job," either because of "job.
market /actors" or "personal factors." In. Digpmber 1975, the total
number'of discouraged workers was972,000 peilOns--approximately
1 percent of the total labor force. Some/members of this cohort could
be expected to "reenter" the labor force'if a publicly-funded job were
available.

t.

'An additional piece of informetion that is most startling and
possibly very important in our estimation is provided by.the-CPS,.
.information,coljected by asking those persons who are out of the labor
force what their "work-seeking intentions" are for the next 12:months.
Almost.10 million persons who were officially out of the labor force
in December 1975 indicated that they planned on seeking work during the
next 12 months. As a caution, the reader should. remember that many who
are presently in the labor force would drop out (for.a variety of ,

reasons) over the.same 12-month period.'Fuitermore, the cohort of
"discouraged watkereldiscussed earlier is included in. the estimate of
those who will enter the labor force during the next' 12 month:Li.

Table, 16 shows a summary of the figufes used in the above section,.

EARNINGS OF WORKERS IN 1974

As mentioned previously, some'workers who are earning less than
the wages offered under a' public jobs program could be expected to
leave their present jobs to obtain better-paying publicly-funded
positions. The extent of this movement, of course, would be'dependent
on both the wage level offered in the public jobs and the program's
eligibility criteria, especially in refefence to the number of weeks
of.previous unemployment, family status, ar income provisions. The
following,section outlines some of the numerical parameters that
'should be used in estimating the possible displacement of workers from
private to publi sector jobs. Unfortunately, the most recent available
data on earnin are for 1574 and thus are not d rectly comparable to
the employment and unemployment data used in t prece ing section.
For purposes of estimation, the reader can assume that the percentage
figures will hold over the 1975 period. (Note: this isa "conservative
estimate," given the evidence that the "poor" suffer proportionately
more in recessions 'like that of 1975. Thus, it is axpected that the
lower-income cohorts would have increased during the 1975 perioC)

Persons Below the Poverty Level

According to the BLS definition of poverty-level income ($5,038
in 1974 for an urban family of four), there were 5.1 million families
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;and.4.8:million unrelated individuals below the low income leVel., 2/
This represents a 7,. percent In lease over 1973 and thus we can expect.
that the numbers in these categories have risen in 1974 as yell. The
incidence of "poverty" was, at expected, greater among women.' The
poverty rate in f974m04 33 percent for, famflies headed, by women' and

-- 6 percent for-families headed by men. These income figures do'incliide
tranafer paymehts and thus must be viewed carefully when making assump-
tions about availability for work.

,

Of the cohort of persona defined-as living below the poverty level
the most obvious portion pa% might be expected to seek public jobs.
consists of those who worked full-tithe during the year and-itill'earned
less than a poverty-line income. The CPS shows that there were 5.4
million persons who worked at least 50 weeks and still.couid not pass
the poverty line, including 2.9 million-family heads0/ This cohort
W88 not included in measured unemployment and most certainly can be
aJded to the total number who could be expected to look for work under
* pub;fe jobs program (but not, hOwevery if the program paid Jess than
$2.50 an hour, since this is the averagfi wage for those who worked full
time and could not break the poverty barrier.)

Income Under $8,00.0.

If the program were to offer_ positions which paid in the "target"
range of present PSE positions under CETA ($7,800 per year), we'would
expectto see a substantial increase in the number of potential
applicants,. The Consumer Income Series of theCurrent Popdletion
Reports provides valuable information on -this issue.

In 1974,,, l4.5 million civilian-families had ani*gregate family_
income, including transfer payments, of under $8,000 (26.5 percent of
all civilian faMilies in the U.S.). This figure becomes even more
dramatic when one considers that the 1975 BLS lower-level family budget
(4 persons) for a large city (Boston) was just a few dollars under
$10,090.

Not all of those who earned'less thari.$8,000 were unemployed during
1974. Of those families whith were headed by a person who worked full-
ime (50-52 weeks), 3.6 million had A yearly income under $8,000, while
the remainder of the families in the under$8,000 category consisted of
1.7 million whose head worked part-time and 6.3 million whose head did.
not work at all.. The portion of this cohort that worked full dr part-
time must be viewed as potential applicants if the program were to pay
better wages than they earn in their present positions.

2/ P. 60, No. 102, Table B.

3/ C-60, No, 102, Table 12.
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Part-Year,Employment

It must be antiCipat6d,that at least some of the persons who desire
- and-are unable to 'find T-tir/1,):year employment would be responsive td thq

availability of a full-aM70, full-year position. In 1974, there were
approximately, 38 milliOn:speisons,who worked only part-yearincluding
18 million men and-20; :lion women. Of this total, 10.4 million did '

not work full yeir bec u they ileY4'iiii#131-6-4-66..trtitcl'46'it
. remainder mere either ill, isabled, in school-, keeping house, or not
wo tking fot "other reasons:" Furthermore, of this group, 70 percent
of the. males (12.6 million) an 93 percent of the females (18.6 million)
earned, less than-$7,000 during t e.fu11 year. 4/

If the public jobs program has o "family income" criteria,'a
possibly more-relevant figure is prov ded by the-11.7 million persons
who 'worked full-time (50-52 weeks) in 74 and earned under $8-,000.

ECONOMETRIC ESTIMATION

,
.

Thd State of Massachusetts now has an oper ting econometric model.'
,-, which is "driven" by the Data Resources Inc. (DRI) macro-model of the
U.S. economy. One of the primary values of this model is that it can

*be employed to simulate changes in government expenditures, as
illustrattd by the following description of the results of a simulation

''-designed to estimate the impact on the State economy of a $10 billion
Federally-financed jobs program. 'The primary value of the simulation
for our purposes is the presence of kophisticated employment equations
in the model wh allows for-estimation of the labor force participation

)1Pimpact of a lar "one shot" increase in the number of available jobs.

In order to derive.the estimates, several simplifying assumptions
were utilized: 4

---The entire program is financed by an increase in Federal incdme
taxes, not through an 4increase in the deficit;

--Program participants ta\re assumed to have exhausted their unemploy-
ment compensation benefits;

--The State of Massachusetts is alloilitINLA.5 percent of the
national funding, the same percentage it now receives under
Titles II and V1 of CETA.

1

4/ The reader should he cautioned that these persons are included
in the "official" unemployment rate. Although the cohort does not
remain the same size over the entire year, its relative magnitude remains
fairly constant.



--The average annual salary is assumed to, be. $ ,800--thetargec'.
average under CETA. ,

--It is assumed that there:isa suffiCient excess supply, of labgr
so that- the employment ,increase-does,not exert an upward .

pressure on wages.. (The D.R.I. Model:indicate@ that upward
pressure on wagefewould Come:Withia program of $20 billion or
or more.)

is'assumed that the public Igts will notdisplaceprivate
sector jobs.,

--It is assumed that the State and local goyernMents will not have
to increase their eXpenditures to provide material and equipment.

The major effects of the program are'in the following areas: job
creation; unemployment reduction, personal'income, State revenues, State
spending, welfare expenditures and labor force participation rate. Each

is briefly ,discussed. / "
The program would initially increase employment by 62,000 jobs- -

58,000 directly and 4,000 indiredtly"and the unemployment rate would
decline by 1,8 percentage points.- However, as a result of inCreasein
the.. labor force,- the decline inithe unemployment rate would only be-
1.2 points at the en4'of two years.

ere would be an init al increase in personal income of $473

millio , "multiplying" to $ 5 million by the end of two years, and

State revenues from income; ales and other taxes would increase by,

$45 milliOn in the fittt yea Further, welfare expenditures/(for SSI,
AFDC AO General Relief) would decrease by $28 billion, reflecting a

decline in caseloads.'

The Massachusetts econometric model includes labor force equations
that incorporate empirical research results of changes in economic

conditions on "discouraged" and."added" worker impacts. The equttion

estimated that the $10 billion program woutd, after 2 quartert, result
in a .7increase in the labor force participation rate (moving from
66.1 percent to 66.8 percent). Thus, in Massachusetts (with a "potential"'

labo'r force:of approximately 4 persons), we find that about
28,000 or about 41 percent of the 68,000 ne4---jobs (in 1977) would be

taken by persons entering or reentering the labor force. It must be

kept in mind that this number,of.labor force entrants and reentrants

includes those who were out of-the labor force as a result of the

collection of transfer paymentsvof one kind or another.

If this same,percentag increase occurred on the national level
(total labor force in-1974.= 93.24 million) we would find an increase

in the labor force of (.007 x 150,'827,000 non-institutional population)

t,
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1.055 million persons.15/ The reader Joust remem er, Wow er, that the
,

equations on labor force behavior for Massachuse is may ot apply on
the national level. Further, the simulation was desigh4 for a
hypothetical $10 billion public service empoyme7t progtam.- Nevertheless,
it gives a gpo'd estimate'of the potential' impact of an. injection of a

. substantial number of new jobs on labor force be avior.'

t
5/ This estimate comes very close to the number of discouraged

workers in 1974 (972,000 according to t e Census estimates).,

I
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TABLE 16. LABOR FORGE SUMMARY STATISTICS, DIVEMBER 1974. AND =EMBER 1975

Item December 1974 DeceMber 1975

Total labor Ithousands) 93,539force
,.

Civilian labor force (thousands)...t. 91,327

Number employed (thousands) 85,220

.Number unemployed (thoUsands) 6;107

Labor force particitation rate 61.8%

Unemployed as percent of labor forde 6.7%
,

Number 114Wmployed in excess of 4%
force 2,454.dfX,labor

, .

Population over 16 years o age,
not in labor force (thousands) 58,482

. ,..,,

Duration of unemploYMent -Lthousands):
-? .

94',888
-.

92,731

85,536

7,195

61.8%

7.8%

.3,486-,.

59,812

27 weeks 072 1,48 (thousands)

15 weeks 1,151 2,548

'Mean

Unemployed /7 weeks, by occupation:

White collar

Blue collar.

Service

No previous experience
U

10.3 weeks i ,weeks

,372

7114

190

124

Total

Personsworking part-time for

1,318

economic reasons (thousands) 3,097 3,028

Discouraged workers (thousands) 812 972

Not inlabor force but planning
to'seek work in next 12 months
(thousands) 9,544 9,879

SOURCE: Employment and Earnings, January 1976!
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- Employment Opportunities in poling under,a Public,
Employment Program.

by Linda Seale

AlthOugh residential Fonstrucgon has2kept pace with targeted gross
housing,produOion goals since 1969, unite for low- and-moderate-inOome
familial havellOt been constructed at the rate necessary to provide

..adequate housing for all Americans by '1980, and the rate of rehabilitation
of existing.stock has been negligiple. A system,of. financial incentives:
could taused to stimulate private rehabilitation and constructidh
.efforts to meet these goals, but an alternative approach, consistent
with the goals of a public employmentprogram, would be to provide Federal
.funds to localgoirernmenta and public housing authoritieeto hire the -

manpower.necessary to build-and rehabilitate' housing for .low- income (
families,

DEMAND

According to projections madein 1968 and 1973, there will be 5.1
to 6.7 million units of deteriorated' housing,in the United:States int
Also. b/ Forty percent of these units will'be-locatea in .metropolitan
areas, with a regional distribution as shown below: 40

,

Northeast Northcentral / South West 7/
°

1.4 million 2.2 million 2..9 million .4 million

Virtually all households living in these unite will have'low.or moderate
incomes.

An estimate of the amount of Federally-sponsored rehabilitation
which hap already occurred can be obtained from the number of FHA single-
,and mortagages issued under Sections 235 and 236 orthe
National Housing and Urban Redevelopment Act,of 1968. Only 130,000

6/ David Birch, America's HodlinA Needs: 1970'1980 (Cambridge,
Mass: Center for Urban Studies of Harvard and MIT, 1973); and A Decent
Agme, Report of the President's Committee'on Urban Housing (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968):

if Birch, op.cit.

J
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,

mortgagee on refinanced and existing construction were issued between
1968 and 1973.. gj (This,number might tend t&TUnderestimate"the amount
of rehabilitation which has occurred, since icirdoes not include-
financing of leased-housing rehabilitation under Section 23. However,-
by including the refinancing of,existing mprtages and/imprOvements to
non-subatAndarsidwellings, it might also tend to overestimate.). As:an

'upper bound, the total nUmber of low -rent public housing units in 1973'
was about 1.3 million., inCluding all conventional public housing units
And all letied'housing., 9/ AsSuming. that no more than one -third of that
number represent leased Units which have_been rehabilitated, (ivery
conservative assumption; in Boston less:than 1 percent of all public
housing units were leased, 'rehabilitated steructures in 1973), 10/ at
least 4.5 to 6 million of the 1970 stock of deteriorated units are still
in need of rehabilitation.

A 1970 estimate of. American housing needs indicated'that 6.4 million
househOlds-noliving in physically- dilapidated units were; nonetheless,
"housing poor" because they either lived in overcrowded condttiOna oc
paid edsproportionate fraction of their incomes for rent.-11/ Ameiican
housing needs, _therefore, include both rehabilitation of substandard
units and economic assistance to families who are overcrowded or unable
to afford a market-determined rent,,,k Of-63.4 million hOuseholds in the
United States, -13,.1 million are housing poor. Yet only 2 million
households (of 25 million potentially eligible under existing lags)
benefit from Federal housing'subsidy programs. 12/ A public ampLOyment

4 program,could be used to narrow that gap by providing funds to lOcal
housing authorities to build or rehabilitate units,which would then be
provided at leda thin market. cost to families eligible for housing
assistance.

,11

1973 HUD Statistical Yearbook (Washington, D:: U. Government
Printing Office, 197/3).

9/ Ibid.

loy Arthur P. Solomon, Housing the Urban Poor (Cambridge, Masa.:
MIT Press, 1974).

11/ Birch, op. cit.

12/ Solomon, op. cit.
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JOBS CREATED BY
NEW CONSTRUCTION,

stu y of the employment bepefits Of new construction, Solomon
'estimated t t.fOr every $1,000-of construction colt,, 95.9 ma hours of,
65,2elee labor is required at,an average wage rate of $6.08, (V9/0 dollars),
genertitinik. $583 in wage income,. In addition, 122 hours,of off-site
constructkon activity is created .at'a'mean wage rate of $3.78, for a
total of $461. Some fraction of this amount - :perhaps $70-,$1p0--is'paid
out 88 construction wages to'clerks, draftsmen, etc., for a total wage
expenditure of $650-$685.' --The rest represents the wasp component of
materials and services used in the building. Using Solomon's figure &,'
the total employment on- and off-site benefit fr9m construction is .

$1,004 per $1,000 construction cost. 11/ ThereAs some-discrepancy.
here presumlbly reflecting the fact that e data come from many
sourcks and must all be dejusted to constateSollars, but the conclusion
is unquestionably that construction is highly labor-intesive.:

In addition to creating short, -term construction jobs, public
housing construction create* perdiapent manageriif and maintenance
positio . For projects numbering 500-800 units in Boston, for example,
new Jo s' were created at'the rate of 1 per 17 housing units, at an
avers salary of $8,640. The average capital -cost pert unit of
const ction was $17,070(for these projects; annual operating expenses
were $9 0; of whiCh at least $508 was fqr wages and salaries. 14/ Such
a program would create a total of.about 2.0 workyears per unit of
housing built, including 1.2 workyears directly in wages paid by'the
government and the rest to workers in 'industries manufacturing materials.

For every million units of housing constructed, then, 1.2 million
workyears would be required, and there would be another 1.1 million
workyears in increased private sector employment. Some 59,000 permanent
managerial and maintenance jobs per million units would-also be created.

JOBS CREATED BY REHABILITATION
4

HUD defines rehabilitation in its leased housing program as a sub-
stantial alteration in-the premises which costs 20 percent or more of
the fair market value of the unit. Costs may range from $2,000 to over
$10,0004 for the 731 leased housing units that Solomon looked at in

14/ Ibid.
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Boston, the average. *pital cost of rehabilitation was $8,412. 15/ A
similar-figure of ,743 pemunit wag the ayerage for FHA-insured'
multi-unit projects (both,figures in 1970 dollars). 16/

''
, .

*

. Rehabilitation of existing units ieless labor-intensive than
new construction, since it requires only 80.4 work-Hours per $1,000 .

of construction costs. The average prevailing wage rate for the mix-
of construction skills required was $6.01 for Solomon's 731 units.
4ssuming the.same,ratto of off-site to on-site employment as for new
cdnitru tion,, rehibilitatton would create about 102.additional man-hours

than 1011 se figialbe would indicate, since rehabilitation requires morei
at $3. . j/ ip,reality, the amount7of work created may be greater

finished:producti,manufactured off,site than new construction. However,
using the new construction ratio as a reasonable approximation, direct
wage elpenditures for rehabilitation would be $540 to $570 per $1,000
Of Construction Costa, including wages to off -site construction workers.
For an average rehabilitated unit in.Solomon's-sample, this results to
direct employment expenditures of $4,540 to $4,800 per unit. In.
addition,:permanent administrative, management, and maintenance jobs
aillS created.by the annual operating expensesrOf.$1,068 perunit. 18/
Assuming that_the proportions of thig_figure devoted to labor and
aateiials are comparable to, those for new construction, $583 per unit
is for payment of wages and salaries, and the result is one permanent
job for every 15'units.

,

The number of workyears needed to rehabilitate one dilapidated unit
is .53. To rehallilitatil..4.5 to 6 million units of substandard housing
would require 2.4 to 3.1,mqlion workyears. In addition, 300,000 to

a 400,000 new perManent,jobs would be created,

i- 'AsiAILAB E LABOR. SUPPLY

- Al hough.there were 5.5 million persons employed in construction
in 1973, only 5.04millift persons were so employed-in 1975. 19/ The
average annual unemployment rate in construction in 1975 was 18.1
percent or 830,000 persOns, 20/ enough to,build'fi90,000 units of new

15/ Ibid.

16/ 1p73 HUD Statistioil Yearbook, op.cit,.

17/. Solomon, op:cit.

18/ 'Solomon, ap.cit.

19/ Employmen and Earnings, January 1976.

20/ Ibid.
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.hOusing annually or.l.Omillibn units of rehabilitated existing stock.
In addition'tO unemployed construction workers, approximately 700,000
'persons with.no previous work experience were without jobs in 1975. 21/
Since 30.to.49 percentof rehabilitation work cap be done by semi-Skilled
or unskilled workers, it might be possible -to employ a allion or %Ore .

persons in rehabilitation and new construction without spispial training

programs.v22/ (This does not include an-almost equally-large increased
private demand for labor stimulated by the building activity.)

I.

The number, of persona with experienCe or syills,in the'constructicn,
trade may be even larger than the above figures indicate... In 1968,_6;4
million individuals worked in construction at some time dufing the year,

filling 3.6 million full-time positions; 23i Since 1968 was a year of
low tlemployment in construction, this suggests- that, even ih-high
employment years, the ratio of possible construction'wOrkers to persons
actually.doing.construction work is probably about 1.8:1. Individuals
apparently move freely from construction into related employment areas,
so that an effort.to recruit workers from other areas into construction
work cold provide jobs for even more people than the numbet estimated

above,

PROGRAM WERNATIVES 4
A

1/4°.

r

There are several financial and ownership alternatives which the

Federal government could adopt in implementing a public'employment
program in housing. Assuming that goVernment should engage in this,
traditionally piLvate- sector activi y only to achieve public purposes,
nei construction would be most app opriately designate g for low-income

households and the elderly,. Since prograis already Mast to s&baidize

the construction of such developments, what would be required to

.
implement a; public employment program to undertake new construction

would be increased funding, a means of encouraging local Community
..."

hbusing authorities to expand their existing programs, and increased

reliance on, Public employmedt rather than hiring'of private contractors.
ir i

Several existingHUD programs provide possible means of implementing

projects: I

1. SUnder Section 23 of the HousingrAct of..1965, the Fede

government funds local housing authorities to lease ho ing

Units for public housing recipients from the existing housing

21/ Ibid.

22/ Solomon, op.cit.

23/ D. Quinn Mills, Industrial Relations

tion (C mbridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1972).

4
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Stock, The local housing anthority must require that leased
premises patisfy the localhousing code;,inadditiO4 the local
housing authority may enter 'into ajong-term.lease with the
landlord, and-the income thus guaranteedpiovidek the landlord
with the incentive to rehabilitate the units leased. The
guarantee also facilitates ,the acquisition of c pita]. to re:0n,,
atiuct the unit. Ownership of the leafed:prem es rimains with.
the landlord; the fenantand the Federal,gove Ilene Share the
increased' rental costs of themore valuabl rehabilitated housing.

... o

2.. Section 236 of the National Housing and Urban Redevelopment
Act of 1968 pkovides rent suptilements, coupled with FHA mcirtgages,-,
for new construction or for rehabilitation of units for law- ..

,incrme families by private', non-profit corporations, 'P:

3. Section 235 of the same act provides similar mortgage subsidies
to low-income homeowners and to private corporations.

Another type of prograM which could be implemented 0fiaNlarge'scale
is urban homesteading. Such ft.pogrIm would allow householis to purchase
dilapidated buildings and rehabilitate them with a zero or inimal
down-payment and possibly with Federal subsidies for payments
like those curredtly made under Section 235. In a variant of this(
scheme,,tyIed on a limited basis in Cambridge, a non - profit, corporation
buys dilapidated units, does the, major rehabilitation work, lien sells
the properties to moderate-income families who do_the insideolinishing
work. The value added by the household In completing the rehabilitation,
erVes in lieu ola downpaymentifOr obtaining a con entional, unsubsidized
ortgage. 24/

. None of these rehabilitatiAprogramEi.Uses public employment to
perform. the rehabilitation serviCes. All pf them, however, could be
easily adapted to include public employment; with the value of'services, .

rendered partly replacing the rent or mortgage subsidies. Alter- \

natively; merely providing the_. funding to undertake these programs on
a large scale would increase,private sector employment, these
existi programs could be implemented either as publiC employment

nor r as Stimuli to private construction employment.

a
a

4..24/ Interview wittItMel Gadd of Homeowners Rehabilitation InC.

ti
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START-UP TIME.

.A realistic estimate of the lead time essary to start a2pUblic
employment housing rehabilitation progr m is obably 6 to 12 Months,
.Given the high unemployment rate inth const uction trades; extensive
worker training appears unnecessary since skilled"labor-is already
available.. Existing progr4ms'can provide many.of the guidelines and
operating procedures necessary to implement such a plan. The steps
necessary to begin a rehabilitation program would include the following:

--Cqtifying families as eliiible;,

--finding units available -for lease or purchase and
negotiating contracts;

-- inventorying what needs to be done in each unit;
, v.

' --matching housing and households;''

--develdping operating procedures for each type
4 improvement;

--hiring and training supervisors in operating
procedures;

f

--hiring rehabilitation teams; and
t

--educating existing local housing authoritips about the
program, setting up new local authotities here. necessary,
and hiring additional administrative per on el to direct
the program.

New construction, on the other hand, requires a much longer lead
time in order to acquire sites, design projects, have them approved,
and begin construction. Also, once a construction project is begun, it

/ cannot be tarMinated quickly, in contrast to rehabilitation projects,
1 which typically,involve only a few units per dwelling and can be
completed in a month or two. Thus, if one goal is to expand and contract
public employment rapidly in response to fluctuating private-sector
demand for labor, rehabilitation programs are better suited to that goal
than large-scale new construction._

EQJ,AL OPPORTUNITY

A desirable characteristic of a public employment program would be
the creation of new job opportunities for disadvantaged and minority
workers, many of whom have no special skills. Surpri§ingly, cons'truc,-

tion offers many such opportunities. The proportion of unskilled and
semi-skilled jobs available in new construction is about 23 percent, and
in major rehabilitation 33 percent. In mdberate rehabilitation, which
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requires very,littfe structural, electrical, plumbing, or heating
work, the l'iaction-of wot1Cers who need not be highly skille&approaches
50 percent. Ix Also, about half of the managerial and maintenance
jobs created by public housing programs require only minimal skills:
Thus, eithq through its direct employment practices or by influencing
those of private contractors bidding on Federally-financed housing
projects, it should be possible to improve employment opportunities for
minority and disadvantaged workers with low skill levels.

PUBLIC vs. PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT

It should be, noted that it is possible tZ rehabilitate substandard
units and create 'adequate low- and moderate- income housing without
creating any public employment jobs. A change in the interest rate,
coupled with subsidies such as those offered by existing programs, could
probablrgenerate sufficient private construction activity to satisfy
Federal goals and reduce unemployment. The adVantages of relying on
the'private sector are two: first, privately constructed housing costs
about 10 percent lass than its public sector equivalent. Also, an
approach designed to pro t consumer autonomy in selecting housing
in the private'market w le providing a rent subsidy to pay for it is
likely to be the most ffective way of avoiding poor quality in housing
construction.

A public employment program, on the other hand, might be more
effective in providing jobs for minority workers and, could be more
responsive to changes in the unemploymentkrate. It is even possible
that theFederal government could vary the rate of public employment
from region to region, in response to -local changes in employment.

Initially, any housing program .,should concentrate on rehabilitation,
rather than on new construction, because rehabilitation can be impleMinted
more rapidly and discontinued more quickly. *Also, its unit costs are
apprRximately half those of new constructkon, with almost as favorable
a ratio between Wages and total cost, The choice of longer-run options,
however, must be made in light of such interrelated policy questions as
how to stabilize declining urlan neighborhoods, how to generate adequate
revenues for cities, how to ovide jobs to the rural poor, and other
issues beyond the scope of this paper.

22/ Solomon,
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Public Job, Opportunities in Day Care
by Mary Cosgrove

.

Some of the factors influencing the increasing demand for full-

Aiine quality day care for children aged 6 years or less are outlined

in she Massachusetts Early Education Project (MEP): 26/

1. More women are entering the labor force every year to
supplement family income and to build careers for themselves outside

40,
of the home.

2.. Rising concern for equal. opportunity has led to such programs

as Head Start, which provide:support and- stimulus for the social and,

emotional development of enrolled children,

3. Many welfare reform programs include job training and paid

employment, both of which requ6te participating mothers to, arrange

day care. In addition, mothers who go off welfare to take job face

similar needs.

4. A fourth fac,tor in the increasing demand for child care is

a growing i'ecognition of the importance of a child's first years. Child

development research has shown that a healthy,and stimulating environ-

ment is important for the social, intellectual and emotional development

OCA child. This makes child care important for the children, in

addition to being convenient and necessary for parents.

The available data suggest,thar a large number of preschool

childred would be, well served by expanded day care services. :There is

a need for full-time (8am-6pm) care for children whose, mothers work

(or would like to work), as well as for part-time care, infant care,

after-school programs, bi-lingual programs, and care for special needs

children. The potential demand for these services is great in

residential neighborhoods as well as near work sites. .

Evidence of the potential demand for full day child care can be

recognized in the number of mothers who leave their children in other

homes because of the hours required by a full-time job, and also ion

the long waiting periods required to get children into the good full

day programs presently in existence.

26/ Richard R. Rowe, Child Care in Massachusetts: The Public

"milaa")"1-tMassacht 1-ti---1.---1.--L).EducationProectEEP
February 1972.
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According to the MEEP study, there are 4 important fa hors
Contributing to successful daycare - - that is, child care that meets

. the parents' And children's needs:

must beAnexpensive relative to the family budget; -

--It must be near the home,,especially if more than one
child is enrolled; or it must be near the parent's work
site;

--It m9$st be open for enough hours to serve the needs of
the parents who work;

--It must have appropriate sponsOrship, facilities,
curriculum,and personnel.

DEMAND

According to the,Departm4nt of Labor, thete were 5;6 million
children aged 6 yeirs or less who, had working mothersin 197i. Three
years:later, according to the Day Care Book, 27/ 'there were approximately
6 million chirdAn in this age group who had working Mottprs, an
increase which indicates that there mere approXimately 6.5 million such
children in 1976, of whom an eStimated 1.35 million were in licensed
group child care, plus'another 2,5 Million in family day care.

These estimates would indicate that out of 6.5 million children
aged 0 t:6 years of working mothers, 3.8 million Are accounted for in
some sort of childocare. The remaining .2.2 million children are
probably in unlicensed day care centers, at home with adult gupervison
(latchkey children), Of perhaps at home with father or siblings.

I am estimating that approximately' 2 million children in this age
group are in need of day care servid-es': rreached this figure by
assuming that many of the 2.2 million.children unaccounted. for above
would be in the target populatidr0 In addition, some childfen in
existing day care programs and family child care might shift into the
target population if the programs established were more convenient,

.

cheaper, or somehow better able to.meet the needs ofparents than their
previous arrangements. I am assuming too,' that more mothers of pre-
school children would enter the labor force if adeqUate day care were
available and that some nonworking mothers might make use of day care
if j were convenient and reasonably priced.

27/ , Vicki Breitbait, The Day Care Book: The,Why,_ What and How of
'Gottir (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1974).
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It is estimated (in MEEP) that, in Massachusetts, 28 percent of
all mothers with preschool age children usually work outside the
home, It is also estimated that 16 percent of Massachusetts families,
with approximately 100,000 children aged 0 to 6 years, experience
"difficulty" setting up child care. If day care placement is "difficult"
for 100,000 children in Massachusetts, and Massachusetts has approxfmately
3 percent of the national population, than a rough estimate of the
number of children nationally whose parents have "difficulty" placing
them in day care would be over 3 million. Again our estimated target
population of 2 million children in need of such services seems quite

believable.

COSTS AND STAFFING NEEDS

Costs

To get an idea of staff needs and costs for ,a child care center, I
used two sample program models representing two sample budgets for small
day care programs (25 children or less) in two different years, 1968'and

1971.

The 1968 data were drawn from a study done by the Day Care and
Child' Development Council of America and the thep Child Bureau of the,
U.S. Department of Health., Education and Welfare. T1eir figures

indicated an annual cost per child of $1,862 for an "acceptable"
(average) program. Data from the 1971 study, by Abt Associates, shows
an annual cost of. $2,350 for a similar program model.

To estimate the cost per child for a similar program in 1976,

I plotted these costs on a straight line graph and calculated the
cost of an average full day child care program in 1976 to be $3,600

per child per year, or 53 percent more tharilit was' in 1971. I then

drew up a representative program model for 1976 based on the two
given models and incorporating salaries and staffing needs. (See

table ii.)

The projected program model indicates an annual cost per child of
$3,803 which is not much higher than the $3,600 per child estimated from

the graph. In addition, costs could probably be trimmed by-assuming
some "in-kind" contributions and donations of classroom space,

eduCational and recreational materials, furniture, publicity, office
supplies, etc., from neighborhood organizations, churches, parent groups,
community chests, labor unions, industry, hospitals, universities, or
whatever organization might benefit from the day Care program or have

an interest in children's and women's services.

Another possible means of cdtting expenditures IA through the use

of volunteer help, especiplly parents helping out on tasks whenever

possible. An additional staffing reiource could he supplied by teen-

.agers, through an NYC program, coming/in after school to work and

perhaps he trained.
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Taking theie resources into consideration, the figureof
$3,600/child annually as the cost of '!desirable" day care (providing
more than custodial. carp) does not appear/to be an unreasonable
estimate'of cost. Of course, some programs would not be asexpensive
As others,tdepending on location, need, resources used, donations
received,' and quality of curriculum.

Fee.; Should probably be set on a sliding scale according to family
income and the number of children from each family in a gien program.
Unfortunately, the costs of adequate day care are not usually covered
by the feet paid per child. Currently, there are a number of Federal
programs WhiCh provide assistance to day care, but we stall assume
that these sources will not be available for expanding new programs.

The revenue, then, must be raised in other ways.' Potential
sources"6f support would include employers, community organizations,
parent groups, children's services agencies, organizations, churches,
schools, universities, labor unions, ate industry, individual gifts
and endowments.

Staffing Needs

Employing the same program model used above to proj ct cost, as
well as the estimate presented earlier of 2 million chitren.aged
0 lo 6 years requiribg day care, I have generated the following figures
orrjob creation: ,

Staff Staff Staff Staff
Staff per per per per

25 children 100 children 1.m children 2 m children

Teachers 2 1 80,000 160,000

Assistant
teachers 2

. 91 80,00u 160,000:
,..

Aide 1 4 40,000 ,80,000

Director 1 4 40,000 80,000

Secretary 1/4 1 10,000 20,000

Cook 1/2 2 20\000 40,000

Nurse 140 2/5 4,000 8,000

Maintenance 1/4 1 .10,000 20,000

Busdriver 1/4 1 10,000 20,000 \

Total 7.5 30 294,000 588,000
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TABLE 17. PROGRAM MODEL FOR. 25 CHILDREN, 1976

Item 'item cost Total

Staff

2 teachers,

2'assistant teachers

1 aide

1 director

1/4 secretary

1/2 cook

1/10 niXrse

1/4 maintenance

1/4 bus driver

Training

Non-Staff

materials

food-end related

health

rent and utilitic

communications-telephone,
postage

bus-payment, maintenance

@ $10,000

@ 9,500

@ 7,000

@ 12,500

@ 9,000

@ 8,000

@ 10,000

@ 8,000

@ 8,000

@ 10% s1lary cost

$21,000

19,000

7,000

12,506

2?250

4,000

1,000

2,000

2,000
$70,750

7,-075

$77,825

$ 2,868

'6,120

260

3,800

600

3,600

$17,248

r

TOTAL: $95, 7,3

$ 3 803/child/
year
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A program for 25 children should have approximately' 7.5 staff
members, For 2 million children, this would require 80,000 centers
and approximitely 588,000 staff; of these, 340,000 jobs would probably
be considered non-professional andicould accommodate workers who are
relatively'unskilled.

The positions outlined in the program model could be varied to a
certain-textent, as lOng as the adult/child ratio in the classroom at
any given, time meets minimumrequirements. The standard classroom .

ratio for preschoolers is one adult for every five children. For
example, the staff could be all full-time, or more'people could be
accommodated by having twice as many part-time positions; particularly
assistant teachers or aides. Other positions could be staffed which
were not mentioned 'in either of the above progra models, such as
bus monitors, parent workers, community outreach, ingual workers,
and any number or variety of consultants% However, t e total cost
of/the program will obviously determine the staffing and it is
doubtful that the budget of a day care program would exceed the
estimates given.

In addition to these on-going jobs which deliver services to the
children, there are a number of start-up tasks which would require
short term positions, such as renovating and rehabilitatidg a building
to house the' center. This construction would provide immediate short-
term jobs for a number of people. Assuming 2 million children in need
of services and 25 children to a program, there would be approximately
80,000 centers. If two or three people were employed readying each
center, some 200,000 immediate, short term jobs in construction could
be created.

There would also be a number of positions available for professional
and semi-professional staff in start-up consultations on local areas
needs for day care, location of centers, publicity/recruitment, community
relations, etc. Some of these functions could be perfortned cost-free by
interested parents who have a vested interegt in providing good day care.
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Public Jobs in the Health Professions
by Hildy Simmons

The effort to identify andkproject allied health employment needs

is constrained by two significant factors:

1. The training and licensure requirements of..most recognized

positions;

2. The lack of hard, verifiable data regarding the number of

persons currently employed in the various positions encompassing
"allied health perionnel."

alle first concern is central to any effort to identify potential

jobs for persons with limited skills. In addition, information on the

number of job openings available for allied,health personnel is rela-

tively difficult to obtain. Numerous positions fall within this cate-

, gory, but the growing trend toward professionalzation (through train-.

ing requirements and licensure) limits entry options. In recent years,

greater emphasis has been placed on mobility within the field, but

initial entry remains restricted.

The basic assumption behind the projected needs listed on the

f011owing pages is that initiation of some ford' of national health
insurance would result in a substantial increase in the demand for

ambulatory medical care. This means there would be a need to expand

the supply of primary care physicians, as well as physicians' assistants

and.nurse practitioners. These positions, needles to say, require
extensive,twining and are not applicable to the survey of entry-level

positions. However, a nationwide increase id-the demand for ambulatory

care means that support positions would have to be filled as well.

Two positions which would be 4irectly affected are laboratory techni-

cians and operators dt sophisticated diagnoatic equipment. While not

requiring a bachelor's degree, these positions do require one to two

years of training.--A list of occupations defined as "allied health

manpower" is shown in table 18, with information regarding training and
education frequirem nts, the supply of active, formally trained personnel

and projections of, future entrants into these occupations through 1990.

As previously mentioned, an overriding concern in identifying

potential jobs within the health field is the substantial training

needed before an individual can assume a position. The one type of

position which requires significantly less training falls under the

general classification of custodial care. These positions are often

menial, however, and not attractive to most of those seeking employment.
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TABLE 18: SUPPLY OF FORMALLY TRAINED HEALTH PERSONNEL AND PERCENT CHANGE,
1970, 1980, AND 1990

Occupation

Number of active formally-
trained personnel

Percent change

1970' 1980 1990 1970-80 1980-90

,Dietitians* 15,300 18,170 22,340 18.9 23.0

Medical records
administrator* ,140 6,430 22.4 25.1

Medical technologist* 45; 00 80,620 123,520 79.2 5,3.3

Occupational therapist* 7000 11,7.60 16;880 61.1 43.6

Physical therapist* 11,550 23,030 36,520 99.4 .158.8

Speech path. '& or©
diologists* 13,300 37,070 70,930 178.8 91.4

/
Certified lab.

assistant 6,790 22,260 41,160 232.3 84.9

/ Dental assistant 9,200 39,110 71,530. 325.1' 82.9

Dental hygienist 15,100 34 190 57,650 126.5 68.7

Dental lab.
technician ' 1,600 7,070 14,290 341.9 102.2

LPN's 400,000 656,890 819,790 41.5 44.9

Respiratory
therapist 3,850 10,510 18,810 173.0 74.0

4

Medical records
technician 3,800 4,900 6,460 29.0 31.9

Occupational therapy
assistant 1. 600 4,360 8,820 626.7 102.3

*Requires at least baccalaurate

SOURCE: Nat

t
nal Certification

level basic education.

Statistics.
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Nursing homes represent a major area for employment expansion in
the years ahead. As the population of the United States stabilizes
and gets older,,theie will'be increasing demand for institutions capable
of providing cnstodial and other care for older persons. With the dra-
matic rise-in the number of nursing homes in this country in recent years
(nearly 30 percent between 1971 and 1974), they have come to rely
heavily on nurses' aides (also known now as medical assistants) and
licensed practical nurses (LPNs). Training for these positions ranges
from three months (which can include OJT) for nurses' aides to 15 months
to two years for LPNs. Although there is no accurate information on
existing numbers of nurses' aides, it is reasonable to expect that the
demand for such positions will continue to increase. The National
Center for Health Statistics identified 400,000 active, formally-
trained LPNs as of 1970 and projects entrants into this occupation at
more than twice that number by 1990.

State medical institutions, particularly those for the mentally
retarded, are alscOn need of workers to provide custodial care.
ReCent court orders in several States have highlighted the often-
inadequate care'provided in such institutions and it seems clear that
increases in the numbers of nurses' aides and/or LPNs could improve
the quality of the care provided. States, however, often have insuf-
ficient funds to hire such persons, so the positions remain unfilled.
It should also be noted that these are traditionally-low paying, not
always "rewarding," positions towhich it is difficult to attract
employees.
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Mass Transit and the Railroads

by Harvey Berger

fn the post World War II period, mass transit systems and the
railroads have experienced a decline in public use. Despite the

' importance of highway mobility, howek,er, mass transit and railroad
systems arc nearly four'times as energy-efficient as motor carrier
transportation, while generating substantially less pdllution, and
wasting fewer material resources. These benefits make the problems
of the Nation's transportation systems well worth solving. i8
section will deal with the prospects for public service empl nt

',in both mass transit and the railroads.

MOSTRANSPO4TATION

Declining ridership in big cities has resulted in an almost
complete, transfer of their-mass transportation systems to the public
sector. Medium-sized cities are also in the process of assuming con-
trol, of their-transportation systems, and smaller cities are even
worse off, in most cases losing their systems altogether. Service
cutbacks and declining employment have been typical in all three
situations.,,...4any observers claiu however; that service cutbacks
in conjun ion with the pressures created by strong unions have
resulted in a °Andition of overemployment it 'he 1 systems.

7 Fixed-route traw-rortation . highly labor-Intensive, with wages,
benefits And maintenan(.- accounting for almost all operations costs.
Union memberi do most of the maintenance,' much of which requires skilled
labor. High wage rates present another barrier to a public service
employment program in this industry; in Boston, the average MBTA
employee earned $16,800 in. 1974, and only a all number of employees
(significantly less tjian one hundred) earned under $14,000 per year.

Construction of new fixed rail systems is out of the question
.for a public service employment program because of.the capital-
intensiveness and high skill levels involved in such an effort. More
feasible, however, is the institution of some form of "para transit"
system, such as Dial-A-Ride. Para transit is even more labor-
ihtensive than conventional systems add is potentially capable of
providing thousands of employment opportunities. Para transit systems
would be used mainly in small and medium cities, and low population-
density suburbs, where they may be the only service feasible, or in
large cities, where (if no transit unions objlect) they may be used as
feeder lines to fixed route systems and as providers of special service ,

for such transportation-dependent groups as the elderly and the handi-
capped.
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If para transit attempts to compete with fixed routes, the unions
may be protected under Sections 13(c) and 3(e) of the Urban Mass Transit
Act of 1964. The former protects unions from loss of employment or
representation rights, while the latter prohibits the use of Federal
funds to compete with private bus operators. (Protection is restricted
to "private mass transportation'companies;" excluding taxi companies).
Further difficulties could arise when encountering State-legislated
"buyout" clauses, which prohibit public Authorities from competing with
private enterprise.28/

A Federally-subsidized para transit system institutedas a anti-
cyclical device would also experience difficulty in terminating public
service employment Sobs after a recession The same labor intensive-
ness that makes para transit a good target for a public jobs program
could generate wage costs high enough to make it impossible to maintIin
the system during economic upturns in the absence of a continuing
Federal employment subsidy.

It is difficult to set para transit systems large enough to
meet the job requirements a public service employment'program with-
out incurring other extremely high costs, which are related to the 4

need to suit the varying requirements of each locality. The railroads,
already established and possessed of a significant ability to absorb
employment, provide a much more feasible vehicle for accomplishment of
the aims of a public service employmentiprOgram.

RAILROADS

rl

The recent recessions have exacerb ted the problems experienCed by
the Nation's railroad systems in compet g with other modes of transpor-
tation. The result has been a continuing decline in freight revenues;
in fact, much of the American railroad network is on the brink of
economic and physical collapse. Although some lines are financially
sound, a growing number are facing insolvency. Nine railroads, operating
17 percent of the Nation's track, were bankrupt as of May 1975.

Rising costs and declining revenues have severely limited the
ability of most railroads to meet their financial obligations. Not
since the Korean War has any line been sufficiently profitable to

28/ The clause in the Santa Clara County, California act is typical:
. . . before the district may establish any transit service or system
which may at any time divert, lessen, or compete for the patronage or
revenues of any existing system, the district shall--(complete) the pur-
chave of the existing system . . . See Palo Alto-Menlo Park Yellow Cab
Co. et al. vs. Santa Clara County Transit District et Al. '(1975).
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raise capital through.the issuance of common stock: The ability to
borrow from banks,or,through debt issuances been limited.

As a result, most railroads have deferred maintenance of track
and other physical assets, and have attempted to improve their finan-
cial situation by laying off employees. Maintenance-of-way workers
have usually been the first to go, making it impossible to,coMuct a
proper maintenance program.

Recently, it has become clear that there, is a direct connection
between railroad maintenance and railroad.abandonment.- The establish-
ment of ConRail provides for abandonment of track which is too even-
sive to maintain and operates Certainly, some of these abandonm&fts
are'justified, but others are simply the product of &vicious cycle
established by the railroads themselves, to cut their operating costs.

There is a high degree of correlation between the extent of
deterioration in rail service in a geographic area, and the ext nt of

%..

unemployment in that f 1 ion. ,An efficient rail system is an as et to
a community in that it elps to hold onto existing industry and to
attract new firms into the area. Conversely, without the raitioad
rehabilitation and improved service needed by many communities, these
areas will grain at a disadvantage in competing for new industry and,
jobs. A revitalization of our rail system could help. rejuvenate many,.
economically-depressed regions of the country. However, it is certainly
.easier to transport the unemployed to the rail than vice versa. For
this'reason, an effort to limit such rehabilitation activities to high
unemployment areas would be unproductive.

7
As of May 1975, the industry reported over $7 billion in deferred

maintenance and capital improvements. Present estimates range as high
a§ $15 billion. Assuming, for purposes of analysis, $10 billion worth
of deferred maintenance nationwide, 50 percent to 60 percent of costs
can be attributed to materials, and another 5 percent to eqUipment,
leaving approximately 35 percent of the coat of deferred maintenance to
labor. The further assumption may be made that approximately two-thirds
of all necessary work will be done by the railroads themselves. This
results in a rough calculation indicating that the potential for public
service employment in the railroad industry approaches $1.5 billion.
Including costs of $15,000 per person per year (wages of $12,000 per
year, plus fringes and supervision) this could create 100,000 human
years of employment. All of this employment can be related to the
unskilled labor needs of deferred maintenance projects.

In addition to the obvious need for major roadbed rehabilitation,
a long list of labor-intensi e maintenance projects also should be
undertaken. Projects of th type inclOe track resurfacing, grade-
crossing,repairs, bridge re airs, brush removal', tightening of rail
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fasteners and refurbishing of structures. Cumulatively, these six

types of project appear to represent over $700 million in deferred

maintenance. v.

Included in the deterred maintenance needs are 52.4 million new

ties, and 6 million tons of new rail. (There are currently 883.6

million croasti and,over 40 million tons of rail in the roadbeds of c.

the major U.S. ailroads.)

If such amounts of labor and. mabetial could be put into the rail
plat immediately, the plant could'be returned. to what might be regarded
as standard condition, which means that the average crosstie has,half'of
Its full 35-year life remaining and 'the average rail still has 30 years

of its 60-year life - expectancy, Thereafter, optimum normalized main-
tenance would necessitate the annual replacement of 25 million ties and .

757,000 tons of rail.

a
Among the potential constraints on the implementation of a Massive

public service employment program in the railroad industry are the lack
of roadway work equipment, scarcities of such materials as wood ties and

steel, and the lack of qualified manpower.

Immediate restoration of maintenance work to a 1974 level would not
create any serious shortages of roadway maintenance machines because such

equipment is still readily available. Moreover, the sporadic nature of
past work on some roads suggests that more efficient use of such
equpiment could be achieved.

Nevertheless, a full-scale increase i -of-way activi-

ties.(i.e., to the point df using all a lable supplies) 'world necessi-

tate some additional equipment. In w of diminishing backlogs of

orders for such machinery, howeve and the possibility of performing
the least equipment-intensive p ejects while equipment is being delivered,
it is unlikely that the equipment situation would cause major delays.

As new rail is laid in existing mainline, the removal rail is
generally cropped, welded and relaid in another lodhtion on secondary,
branch, Siding, or yard tracks. Some of the rail removed from those
locations is then reused in. other locations and the rest is sold for

scrap. (At 1975 prices,, the salvage price, for a mile of single track

is $18,000.) This "cascading" process varies from road to road, and
with the condition of the trackage to be replaced,' but replacing a mile
of track with new,rail generally results in an almost equal amount of
track being upgraded with refurbished rail at little*additional cost,

except for labor.
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The maximum capacity of the fiie mills presently producinivitee3
rails in.the U.S. is approximately 1.2 million tons per year: Railroads
could plan jin obtaining about one million tons,'with the rest going tor
mass qtransit, expo and other uses. WithOUt increasing"this capacity,
the maximum output would permit railroads to increase theii annual rail
installations by about 50 percent of their 1971-1973 average and to
almost double the rate for 1975. ImportatAen is impractica4 as domestic
Biwa pricesare. in the area of.$240 per 6*, while comparable European
prices range from $600-$800 per ton.

In fact, existing material supplies would permitthe railroads-to
almost double their expected rail and tie installntioni for 1975, since
they have on hand or on firm order 23.8 million crossties and 3,100
miles of, new rail. Another 2,100 miles of second-.hand rail are stock-.
piled for immediate use. These materials fu they enhance the railroa4pf'
ability to expand planned maintenance program' l(, financing is
available. Both programs would yepresent a ma or expansion over 1971-
1973 levels, but they would have to be carried out over a long perickLte
eliminate all deferred maintenance. In the case °fee massive public
service employment program; rail installation would:teconstrained by
.steel supplies, but other necessary maintenance-of-way projects could,
absdrb the employment needs of.the program.

The problims inherent in securing the qualified manpower necessary
to increase rail maintenance to'the.point Whete all reasonably- available
work can be done do.not appear to be insurmountable. In September of
1975,, the railroads' maintenance-of-way fOrceswere down 7.2 percent
from the September 1974 level of 90,272. Total employment in the
industry dropped from 538,909 in. September 1974 to 491,121 in September
1975, a decline 'Of 47,788 or 3.9 per,,ent. Therefore, mosf=f_the,irack
rehabilitation programs outlined above could be.uhdertaken Withqurloughed
employees. Further, most maintenance -of-w y workers are trackmen and
machine, operstOrstp r uire little tr ning beyond on-the-job
experience. (tven'the=111 extensive ilroad training programs offer .-

only two weeks of classroom instruction.)

Maintenance-of-way work has long been characterized by high turn-
oVe and strong seasonal fluctuations. Despite these drawbacks, rail-
roads have not experienced any major difficulties in staffing maintenance-
of-way projectd=-in part because salaries average about $12,00 per year

this type of work aild because mechanization has eliminated much of
physical exertion once required in such jobs.

Unions have been quite enthusiastic about previous plans for public
service employment prOgrams in the industry. The goals of increased
safety and of expanding. the industry with improved performance have won
endorsements froi organized labor, qualified only by requests for pay-
ments of prevailing wages and priority for hiring furloughed railroad
employees:
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.
The Association of American Railroads . has estimated that, beyond

what the railroads areplanning, the following programs are necessary
and feasible within a one-year framework: ,

1. New,Rail Installations in Existing Track $321.1M-

With 500,000 tons of new rail, accompanyihg track materials,
and 3,900 More employees, the railroads.could relay 2,470

miles of track. .Total cost does not reflect the salvage
value of old rail released by, this project.

-c 2. Relay RailkInstallations in Existing Track $26.4m

With salvaged and-reuseable rail and accompanying track
Materials, the railroads could then relay 2,100 extra miles
of track. Approximately 3,300 more employees would be
required and the cost includes a credit for salvage of the

rail and materials released_ from this project.released_

3. Tie Installations $236.9m

These additional projects would require 13 million ties and
6,300 more employees..

4. Ballasting and Surfacing $B3.4m

Over 23,000 miles could be included and the labor requirement
Would.call for 2,600 new.employees.

5. Other-Maintenance Projects $714.7m:
. .

Spot and yard(surfacing, crossing repairs,- bridge repairs,
refurbishing structures, brush removal, minor track repairs,
etc., would require 45,500.employros.ata cost of $675 million.

The remaining amounts would be required for Materials and.trans-

portation..
;4:

Thus, considering the known material, labor and equipMent constraints
the total additional rehabilitation work which can be performed in 12

months would coat approximately $1.4 billion--split abOut evenly betWeen

major roadbed rehabilitation and other maintenance projects.
)

The highly labor intensive "other" projects would be a one -time.

effort, but the remaining projects could be continued through the
foreseeable future. Injaet, they could be increased if the production

of rail and other track materials were expanded.



SUMMARY: Annual Additional Programs -- Costs ln'Millions)

4 ,
Employees

u ed
Labor iy

tits'4
Material and ,

Other Costs '

Total
Costs

Totil 61,600 $913.0 $464.6 , '$1,382.5

New Rail 3,900 5/.3 263.8 321.1

Relay Rail 3,300_ 48.7 (22.3) 26,4
.

Ties X6,300 92.9 144.0 236.9

Balltsting and
Surfacing . 2,600' 38.9 44.6 83.14,,

1
Subtotal 16,100 237:8 430.1 . 667.8

Other , 45,500 . : 675.2 39,5 2/ '714,7
J a .

,

1,./ 1/ 'Based on $14,1125 per 4orker, including payroll taxes-, plus health
q.. and welfare'benefits'.

'2/ Requires' 634,000;ties.
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le the major track projects are less labor-intensive,.they are
ore necessary to the provision of improved service. In addition,

these projects will geAerate approximately 20,000 more jobs outside of
the rail induitry in the production of track materials and other support

.

services. Because of their limited use of materials, ttte,vither projects
would'pr duce significantly fewer additions to non -rail employment.

0
advantage of utilizing public service employment for the

roads i 'that a significant proportion of the work to be. done is of a
"04 shot" nature, while a great percentage of,the remaining work. is
°needed only At rare intefvals. Notwithstanding "maintenance 'of effort"

implications-'for the. railroads themselVes, ignificant apticyclical
and public policy objectives could be met a publfc. serVice employment

program in the railroad industry.
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Parks and Recreation

.bY,Maxine Turner

/'-'--
Estiinaies of the growing demand for outdoor recreatlibnal

_
---7.1..tttmit4s hick are, expected to expand at a rats one-third

i
faster thafi t t of the population--29/ indicate ih existence of a
significant op ortunity for job creation.

In'1972 the Federal Government owned some 755Smillion acres
administered by agencies qzicerned with recreation. For the National
Park ServiCe, Forest.Service,and Bureau of Sport Fisheripa'and Wildlife
alone, the total was 239.6 million acres. Another 473.9 million acres
were tdtder the control of; the Bureau of Land Maiftgement.

,,,

1Of the tots , some 319.2 million acres'were devoted to publiC'
outdoor recreation in 1972.30/ By administeringoagency, these were
distributed as follows:

fT

Agency level Millions of acres

Federal 266.7
state , -' 41.8
County 4' :,, 8.1
City 1.6
Township . .6
Pak District's and
/Regional Councils .3

.
.

,

Federal Government
7
expendituresor outdoor recreation.sood at

$573 millioriln 1972. *

Legislation to preserve wilderness areas for multi-purpose use ''
through the'establishmat of National Forests and,National Parks goes
back'to did, early years .of this century. Since the.mid-1960's,. however,
the pace of.legislative'aCtivity has quickened considerably. The'Wilder-

L. mess Act :and the Land and Water Conservation fund established by the ,

88t11 Congress, the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, the National.
Trails'Systems Act, the Coastal Zone 'Management Act all provided a
basis lor new,activitiesAn conservation-And in recreational deVelopment.

29J Outdoor Recreation: -A Legacy for America (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Interior, Government Printing Offiie, 1973).

30/ Ibid.
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At the 'State level, of the 250,000 acres 'under State control in
Massachusetts, only 50,000 acres are now managed as parks ankreser-
vation land'. But with the help of the Land and Water Conservation .:

Fund,. the State plans to acquire three new Major areas,: South Cape,

Beach, The Holyoke Mountain area and'the.Boaton Harbor Islande. Local

'Conservation Commissions-in Massachusetts hold,another 44,000 acres,
Oftenmaintaine byt volunteer crews, if at all.

ble for . some 14,332 acres, includ ng five major reservations,
The Metropolitan the Bost n.area is

resonai
-

,

17 miles of peaches, 26 sating rinks, 19 suiMming pools, three golf
courses, the harbor islands, 16$ Miled Of-'rOadi,iay. and two zoos.

. .

. 4
,

The,Boston Parks and HeCreation Department is responsible for

d ,000 scree,- with'270 parks and playgrounds. bbwever,' like the other

1 vela of government, the Commission in recent yearshas emphasized
ln andacquisitiOni. rather thaeiaintenance.' -' .

4A

While open space acquistions will continue to,iperease, as will the
need, for development and mainsenance staff, it is extremely difficult.

to p oject future staffing requirements. rat, in order to determine

.
maintenance needs, one must define a '!st dare for reference and then

determine how many persons and how muc time is needed: to maintain that

standard. The National Park Service has' published a 'guide called
Mai4tenance of Physical-Facilities Standards,'Aich attempts to do this
.a9d can be fused by other agencies to determingemanpower needs. For

example, on a heavily-used beach, should trash barrels be emptied every-
day, once a week, or every hour? It appears that most urban park main-
tenance prbgrams useia minimal"standard, indicating that a considerable
number of additional1workeracodld be utilized to upgrade maintenance

levels. However, such cOnstrainta as truck pitk7Up capability and the

availability of dumping facilities must also be considered. This'

question of supportive services becomes critical when adoption of a
large :kale effort to improve maintenance by hiring-More workers creates

*concomitant needs for equipment, tools, and cleaning supplies.

However, it_aPpetvs that there is almost unlimited capacity to
absorb 14.WfiutberWentry".leveI'workers for parlemaintenance If
certain constraints eat ,pe dealt with' critical need is for

'supervisory personyvel; both now arid, for the future. : Workforce projea--

tions should include on supervisory position, or every 6"to 10 labor

slots. OtherrelAted/etipport issues, such as equipment availability,
'supplies, and transportation for workers from areas of high unemploy-
ment to the parks and' open spaces 0 outlying areas not served by

public transOortation, have to be tOnsidered.
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The current plight of park maintenance crews is well illustrated
by the situation in the MDC. Some 413 positions are authorized in the
table of organization, but there are funds for only 368. Most of these- -
250- -are in laborer and skilled laborer classifications.31/

1,

-- Elaborate charts exist for various tasks and functions within the ,

MDC park syste, but these must be evaluated with reference to the
...\\)standard of maintenance one is attempting to meet. Here, too, it must
be stressed that strong/supervisory staffing and increased support
services would have to be'provided before additional workers could be
effectively utilized. Again, budget cuts-and no-hiring policies affect
the validity of the staffing projections. Goals are set which have a
possibility of being filled, but few attempts are made to project the 4:.
maximum staffing potential which would alp* for,new or more-intensive . A-

develoPment and.management of parklands. .

I -

4,
For example, the forestry maintenance section is totally involved

in the removal of dead or dangerous trees: The two existing crews are
"overwhelmed by,the backlog of work," which is assigned on a trisis
basis. Normal corrective and preventive maintenance is almost non-
existent. Projections for 27,new positions in this division would keep
pace with these needs, but do not allow for more intensive or creative
forest,management options,,such as interpretive trail dev6lopment,
demonstration plots, wildlife and ecological management. ? -

A
li

.

:

)
staffing comparison was made of the Middlesex Falls Reserva,tion-

between 1964"and 1976 to show the impact of budget cuts on the Parks
Division. In 1964, 88 workers were assigned to this area,Ibtit the
number had dropped to 61 in 1976, while' additional ar4S of resOonti-
bility had been added. It is assumed that similar comparisons made for
other publicly-owned-or maintained parks Would uncover the same pattern:

L-er-decrease.inonaintc4lance staffing because of budget cuts and hiring
restrictions,. accompanied by the addition of new acquisitions and
responsibili ties. ,

31/ The most common entry-level sitions available in park
maintenance in Massachusetts under Civ Service are'Conservation
Helper and Skilled Conservation.Helper, t Grades 7 and 8 respec-
tively. This corresponds to Laborer and killed Laborer. Salaries
at Grade 7 range from $3.33/hour to $4.03/hour, $133 to $161 weekly;
salaries at Grade 8 range4Trom $3.46/hour to $4.21/hour, $138 to
$168 weekly. Other titles include: Park Foreman, Forest and Park
Supervisor, Groundskeeper, and Tree Climber.
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Nearly any.park improyement project.has potential for a job

creation program. For example, the Boston area Metropolitan District
Commission is now admintsteting a Title.X Economic Development and
Public Works Act project to improve two of the Boston Harbor Islands.
The grant is for $5017,060, and will employ'45 workers,aq 10 to 15

staff..

The citylof Boston,is transferring 24 urban sites to the city
Conservatiod Commission under a Federally-financed urban wilds program.
It is-estimated that 20 to 28 persons will be needed to carry out-the
development phase of putting them into shape fot public use.

In flipenfield; Massachusetts, CETA workers have been used,to
'raise Vegetable gardens on county land, and the produce has been given

away to low-income families or delivered to Senior Citizen Centers and

non-profit day-care centers.. The availability of the free vegetables
is announced weekly, complete with details as to the varieties in

.1w abundance, through the local' newErper. Such gardening was a major

111WPA activity in Massachusetts inNthe 1930's, 'and might be again.
State7oWned land offers great opportunity for such a program on a

: large scale.

The dilapidated condition of many A Boston City parks and the
high unemptoyment rates of,inner city youths, black and white, suggest
the possibility of a large.scale program of park establishment, rehabilf-

tation,_add neighborhood maintenance. 'If restionsibilityand employment
opportunities could be pin-pointed by neighborhood, such a program might

help with park vandalism too- 'The rebuilding of-New York City's parks

with Federal funds in the wirter'of 1933-34 is an example of what can
0 be done in this regard.
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Where to Get. More Information

For more information on this and other. programs of research and development funded by the Employ-
ment and Training Administration, contact the Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20213, or any of the Regional Administrators for Employment and Train-
ing whgse addresses are listed below.

Location States Served

John F. Kenned ByA.
Boston, Mass.

1515 Broadway
4c- "New York, N.Y. 10036

P.O. Box 8796
) Philadel Pa. 19101

1371 Pe Ghee Street, 134E.
AtlantaiCa. 30309

230 South Dearborn Street
III. 60604

911 Walnut Street
K.ansas (2-i-i-v; Mo. 64106

Griffin Square Bldg.
Dallas, Tex. 75202

1961 Stout Street
Denver, Colo. 80294

450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, Calif. 94102

909 First Avenue
S5attle, Wash. 981 74

%ft

Connecticut New Hampshire
°Maine Rhode Island
Massachusetts _Vermont

New Jersey Puerto Rico
New York Virgirt Islands
Canal Zon'e

Delaware Virginia
Maryland . West Virginia
Penhs9Ivania District of Columbia

Alabama Mississippi
Florida North CarOlina
Georgia South Carolina
Kentucky Tennessee

Illinois -Minnesota
Indiana Ohio
Michigan Wisconsin

lowik Missouri
Kansas Nebraska

Arkansas Oklahoma
Louisiana Texas
New Mexico

Colorado South Dakota
Montana Utah
North Dakota Wyoming

Arizona American Samoa
California Guam.
Hawaii Trust Territory
Nevada

Alaska
Idaho

Oregon
Wash) ngt on


